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ACTIVITIES
A Sense Of Community

By giving a little, East students get a lot. Whether they are painting signs, encouraging others, or just putting a smile on someone's face, students donate their time to help others in activities such as Blood Drive, FOP, and Operation Smile. For example, students in FOP stay after school to paint posters and cut table decorations for the annual holiday party held for handicapped people at the Hilton Hotel. Members agree all their effort is worth the time for such an experience.

"The party is an amazing experience. When a student can brighten someone's day just by lending his time and effort, you know it's a worthwhile cause," said Perry Hwang ('03), one of the chairpeople for FOP.

Tracing an outline of a puppy for a table decoration, Dan Minzer ('04) chats with friends as they donate their time to FOP. FOP organizes an annual holiday party for handicapped children. At the party, children enjoy music, dancing, and tasty snacks.

Intently listening to Dr. Miller, Sreetha Bharadwaj ('05) learns the fundamentals of medicine at Virtua Mother Hospital. In the future Doctors of America, students gain the experience needed before entering the real world of medicine. "The club is great because we have lots of hands-on activities, guest speakers, and presentations," said Parth Modi ('03).

Creating a poster for the FOP holiday party, Younie Kim ’05 pays attention to detail as she paints a Christmas tree. At the party, students use their time constructively by entertainiing handicapped children. Not only do the children benefit from the party, but also students benefit from the worthwhile experience.


Future Doctors of America: Josh Stern (President), Muhtal Dahodwala (Vice President), Kenisha Blount (Secretary), Mike Strug (Treasurer), Kautila Pandit (Publicity), Shweta Bhadravat, Barb Bube, Brian Cabale, Adam Cohen, Danielle Gabay, Janice Harlow, Alice Hon, Jennifer Hon, Lee Hudson, Meredith Karpf, Patrick Kuo, Lisa Liberati, Justin Lin, Nate Linker, Parth Modi, Jacki Newfield, Ben Rosyn, Justine Wu. Advisor: Mr. Robotto.

ANIMAL RIGHTS CLUB: Parth Modi, Michela Leone, Nicole Robinson (Officers),
Jen Adler, Tim Barnes, Shweta Bharadwaj, Christine Binning, Deanna Burch, Amy
Cheung, Melissa Cohen, Katie Cook, Courtney Cox, Aijit Dhilon, Lindsey Dobkin,
Mike Eder, Molly Finkelstein, Steven Goldberg, Alice Hon, Perry Huang, Becca
Krausman, Katie Krausmer, Susan Ku, Patlon Koplin, Lisa Libeski, Justin Liu,
Kristin Longa, Melissa Maw, Keli Mayo, Julia Newman, Ameetha Palaniavel, Gayatri Patel,
Lauren Plevisnky, Paul Polites, Phil Rosen, John Strakonjia, Grace Su, Radha Varmail,

TAG: Lauren Shelmire (Organizer), Christina Magee (Organizer), Diana To (Activities Officer),
Laila Terry (Treasurer), Kristen Spearman (Publicity Officer), Nicole Ambrose, Ana Aninga,
Kristen Agar, Tim Barnes, Veronica Bitague, Kim Bixler, Keisha Blount, Megan Boland, Jacky
Chang, Peggy Chang, Stephanie Chang, Katie Cook, Kristine Gallienitf, Mark Gibson, Jen Hamp-
shire, Janice Harlow, Shanica Harris, Kelly Hayes, Perry Huang, Cathy Jackson, Christine
MacArthur, Justin Marlowe, Lauren Marrone, Ian Mercer, Adrienne Mendosa, Matt Neary,
Ryan Neary, Ryan Ling Nie, Esther Simpson, Ruth Simpson, Monica Stearns, Monique Stearn, Sen
Sang, Lauren Terry, Jade Tapell, Sinath Venkuri, Matt Venuto, R.J. Weisner, Simon Wils-
son, Mo Yang, Sarah Yengler, Annie Yip. Advisor: Mr. Segrest.

AIDS AWARENESS: John Li (President), Anna Cho (Vice President), Olivia Wu
(Vice President), Kobina Wilmot (Secretary), Kavita Pandit (Publicity Manager),
Jackly Chang, Daniel Chou, David DiCaprio, Maddie Elcan, Melissa Friend, Gayatri
Patel, Shanica Harris, Beverly Hon, Sylvia Kim, Nadia Kiyatkina, Patrick Kuo,

Anna Cho (03) works diligently to deco-
rate boxes for AIDS Awareness toy
and food drive. Members each year take on
different fundraising activities to raise
money for their cause. "It's important that
interest groups provide opportunities for
non members to participate in their cause
because these topics affect the entire com-
munity," said Cho.

Pausing at Communications, Adam
Elisha (03), co-president of the Interna-
tional Affairs Club, dashes off an
announcement to the student body. Like
many other clubs, student awareness is
top priority to International Affairs. These
groups encourage students to voice their
concerns.

In class, Michela Leone (03) and Parth
Modi (03) studiously plan for the next
Animal Rights Club meeting. Their dedi-
cation to the cause shines through in their
constant effort to ensure better welfare for
animals.

An officer of the Animal Rights Club,
Junior Nikki Robinson (03) proposes
three upcoming topics at a meeting. The
club is dedicated to improving animal
welfare and informing students and the
community about animal rights.
Share The Knowledge

Without a cause, there can be no awareness, without awareness there can be no improvement. Fortunately, East offers clubs such as ARC, TAG, JSA, TOPS, International Affairs, and AIDS Awareness. Each organization aims to educate and improve the youth of America. For instance, AIDS Awareness participated in the AIDS walk Philly 2001 to further the search for a cure for AIDS. Similarly, ARC holds various discussions concerning animal rights. East will send a graduating class of wise students who work to inspire and improve the world because of their dedication to cause and awareness clubs.

Braving the noon sun, John Li ('03), Anna Cho ('03), Olivia Wu ('02), and Kavita Pandit ('04), members of AIDS Awareness, participate in the AIDS walk in Philadelphia. Each participant walked twelve kilometers to raise money for future research and to provide affordable treatment for all. “Even though it took the whole day, I thought it was a worthwhile cause because it helped raise money for people with AIDS,” said Wu.

Kirsten Spearman ('03), an officer of T.A.G., puts up a flyer announcing their upcoming meeting. This club is dedicated to discussing God in everyday life. It gives students an opportunity to communicate their thoughts and feelings on God with other teens.

JUNIOR STATESMEN OF AMERICAN: Josh Rissmiller (President), Neha Sawhney (Internal Vice President), Priti Ojha (External Vice President), Mindy Dhillon (Treasurer), Euguene Braude (Publicity Manager), Leena Bhatnagar, Marc Davis, Ajit Dhillon, Timur Dylkhine, Janice Hartley, Vipul Kumar, Patrik Kuo, Gregory Laynor, Amanda Levy, Phil Osborne, Phil Rosen, Meena Tripathi, Kobina Wilmot. Advisor: Mr. Howard.

TOPS: Tony D'Auria, Chelsea Denyo, Jill Denker, Elizabeth Enny, Rebecca Feigenbaum, Danielle Foeil, Lauren Goldlust, Adi Harari, Brett Kanoff, Dana Karl, Jessica Kim, Annanda Lahn, Brittany Moshen, Laurie Naftulin, Ramy Rosenbaum; Adam Roth; Elena Shrayberman, Amie Stahl, Carly Stein, Dana SUP Nick, Samantha Sussman, Ashley Thurm, Jerna Weinstein.

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS CLUB: Adam Elisha (Co-President), Gene Hu (Co-President), Brian Cabalo, Timur Dylkhine, Steven Goldberg, Sonny Nguyen, Matt Weiner. Advisor: Mrs. Mikulski.
When the amount of homework and tests escalate, clubs are an enjoyable way to divert students' attentions. Besides offering a change of pace, clubs allow them to express their creative sides. Whether students meet for broadcasting or writing, each club offers special attention to subjects that are not always dealt with in the classroom. For instance, students who work for Eastside learn special techniques specific to journalism. In the Great Books and Movies Club, students explore beyond the standard curriculum by reading books and viewing movies from all genres. East fosters the wide range of talent in storytelling.

While attending a meeting for the Great Books and Movies Club, Jennifer Gin (‘03) analyses works of Mahatma Gandhi. By holding such discussion groups, not only are students able to explore different analytical approaches to works of literature and films, but they are also able to mediate the course of their discussion.

During a Demogogen meeting, David Koslow (‘03) and Kim Southwick (‘02) preside over the reading, interpretation, and final selection of poetry and prose. Demogogen has been successful in past years, winning first place in both the American Scholastic Press Association Annual Magazine and in the Columbia Scholastic Press Association competitions.

Journalism teacher, Mr. Gagliardi, goes over story ideas for the upcoming post of Eastside Online with Editor-in-Chief Anna Cho (‘03). The site provides up-to-date sections with concise articles on news, sports, and world issues. In the past, Eastside Online has won acclaim from parents, faculty, and websites like About.com.
Examining an issue of Eastside, Editor-in-Chief Jon Cetel ('02) inspects an article before the newspaper is distributed through the school. Spanning a wide array of topics from school issues to hard-hitting international subjects, school newspapers provide a way to understand the world around them through their peers’ voices. “With opinions, community, and international topics, Eastside allows me to learn more about what goes on outside of East,” said Samhita Bhargava ('03).

Eastcast’s sports anchor Josh Sellers ('02) sits down for a man-to-man sports chat with special guest host Matt Lausi ('02). Eastcast, a Cable-19 news show run entirely by students, airs every Tuesday night to inform students, the community, and anyone else interested in East sports, theater, and news. The hardworking crew meets every Monday in B131 to produce quality television.

EASTSIDE ONLINE: Anna Cho, Ben Hopkins (Editors-in-Chief), Lynn Eisenberg (Editor), John Li (Editor), Greg Laynor (Editor), Akhila Vaithare (Editor), Albert Hwang (Technical Director), Advisor: Mr. Gagliardi.

DEMORGON: Lee Norworthy (Editor), Kimberly Ann Josephine Southwick (Editor), Joan Olson (Editor), Cole Zuckler (Editor), Jordan Berg, Meg Boland, Molly Finkelestein, Marissa Fox, Max Gesman, Jen Gin, Steve Goldberg, Jordan Grover, Jessica Kier, Jeanette Neuner, Julia Newman, John Ryan, Diana Tang, Meg Tremble, Dan Weiss.

EASTCAST: Jamison Acosta, Meghan Daly, David Deitch, Andy Goldstein, Joe Gorchow, Aaron Irvey, Jenni Joyce, Erica Kuzmer, Susan Ko, Matt Lausi, Greg Lichtman, Danielle Lindsey, Bryan Locasale, Rachael Oppenheim, Todd Rasmor, Arion Robbins, Josh Sellers, Kirsten Spearman, Meena Tripathi, Advisors: Charlie Musumeci, Cindy Musumeci, Gordon Hamson, Tom Weaver.
These students are diligently competing in a test at Washington Township High School, this being the first of four meets. About twenty-four selected members of Science League are chosen to participate in these major tests on science related topics. The two students that achieve the top scores will walk away with the highest rankings for the day.

Proud winners, Eugene Braude ('03) and Agi Dhillon ('03) pose for the camera, taking First Place overall in the Hospitality Services Management category of the Regional DECA competition. After the written test and role-playing portion of each category, the top 8 teams in the team categories and the top 15 competitors in the single categories move on to the State competition. "DECA is a great experience for anyone preparing for a career in business," said Braude.

Amanda Levy ('03) prepares herself for her presentation to the rest of her group on Debate Team. The group meets regularly in the library to discuss their position on many debatable topics. She takes the time to strengthen her argument and present herself to the others with strong support and facts.

DECA, Rat Lab, Science Leagues

RAT LAB: Jenn Adler, Tim Barnes, Matt Barmum, Heather Brooks, Stephanie Chang, Neil Choi, Mei Cohen, Neal Cohen, Melissa DePace, Mike Doyle, Mike Eier, Matt Franke, Melinda Gao, Melissa Graham, Su Hong, Patton Huang, Perky Huang, Gene Hu, Jen Iong, Michelle Kang, Ritu Kaur, Dana Karl, Jan Kovaichevich, Symbol Lai, Jessica Lauer, Sara Lintott, Kristin Luchtman, Lauren Markoe, Chris McNeal, Bobby Mermer, Rebecca Muhlberg, Greg Muller, Helen Paik, Taylor Regis, Chad Sattorri, Stephanie Stawsy, Nore Smaidore, Mike Strig, Serena Sun, Tadin Sunbourn, Andrea Thompson, Srinath Vemuri, Mike Weitzman, Jennifer Wang, Olivia Wu, Advisor: Mr. Richards.

SCIENCE LEAGUES: Omar Beidas, Ching Chang, Daniel Choi, Autin Deng, Meiling Gao, Pat Ho, Alice Hon, Gene Hu, Albert Huang, Jackie Huang, Samira Farouk, John Li, Abby Lithgo, Susan Millenky, Dan Miller, Parth Modi, Amber Navai, Gayatri Patel, Jim Richman, Geoff Stern, Josh Stern, Kate Van Brun, Srinath Vemuri, Jen Wang, Kohina Wilnot, Anand Yagur-Raman, Adam Zell.
Expressive Minds

CHESS TEAM: Andrew Chen, Ivan Chen, Doug Conway, Frank Emery, Sam Kim, Yoon-Cung King, Ilya Ripnis, Andrew Kyu, Ruoguan Lin, Mike Long, Alan Lu, Josh Mellman, Holly Moeller, Anand Yegna-Rqaman, Joel Rovner, Yuriy Rudenko, Alex Sadikov, Rebecca Sobel, Lindsey Stone, David Tan, Ben Zhou. Advisor: Mr. Godfrey.

DEBATE TEAM: Priti Ojha (Co-Captain), Josh Rissmiller (Co-Captain), Shweta Bharadwaj, Ronjon Bose, Melissa Felix, Joe Garoch, Philip Osbourne, Rachel Laskin, Greg Laynor, Amanda Levy, Adam Zell. Advisor: Mr. Nation.


After cleaning Benny’s wire cage with a sponge, Rat Lab Technician, Jane Kovalevich ('02) scoops out his droppings onto a paper towel. Besides daily maintenance, technicians must also observe and record changes in the weight and behavior. Their dedication to the lab gives them experience and techniques, which creates a good foundation for any future careers in psychology.

Cramming on the bus ride to the monthly Science League Competition, Strathern Verdun ('02) reviews the basics of gene regulation. While Verdun studies, other members of Science League try to discuss every topic or catch up on sleep in order to achieve top rankings for Cherry Hill High School East.
Evident from the first step into East, diversity is everywhere students look. For many years our school has organized culture clubs to foster appreciation for other ethnicities. In clubs such as the Asian Cultural Society and Indian Cultural Society, members learn about traditions from several cultures.

In the Indian Cultural Society, for example, students watch Indian films, take field trips to Indian restaurants, and conduct forums about issues that affect both India and the rest of the world. In these forums, students can express their opinions about anything from an interesting Hindi film to the troubles of growing up as a first generation Indian.

In addition to learning about cultures, all clubs join together to expose them during special events. For instance, during the Lunar Banquet, students cook food, dress in cultural garb, and perform for teachers. While students learn about the cultures, teachers can also sample a bit of culture in every bit of curry, rice, egg rolls, and sushi.

Creating bonds, the culture clubs are dedicated to promoting friendship between people of all races.

Performing a trick with a Chinese Yo-Yo, Enoch Hsieh (’04) diverts the attention of East’s faculty. As an officer of Chinese Culture Club, Enoch is an active participant in culture Clubs. Said Hsieh, “Chinese Yo-Yo requires a great deal of practice. My participation in culture clubs, allows me to teach others about this Chinese art form.”

Ajit Dhillon (’03), dressed in traditional Indian Kurtas, and Mindy Dhillon, outfitted in a Lengha, serve their teachers classical Asian dishes prepared by the Lunar Banquet participants. The Lunar Banquet is held annually on the Chinese New Year and allows students to show their appreciation for their teachers by immersing them in multicultural enrichment.
Scrutinizing her arrangement, Jen Choi ('02) puts the finishing touches on her edible display. As president of Korean Culture Club, she tries her best to make the Lunar Banquet a success. Said Choi, “Even though organizing the event is hectic, I enjoy every moment from the preparation to the actual event.”

Planning the fashion show for East’s annual multicultural day, Rachel Wu ('02) and Eugenia Chung ('02) finalize the details. Showcasing each culture’s traditional garb, the fashion show exposes students to diversity. In addition to fashion show, multicultural day presents dance, music, and skits.

Dressed in traditional attire, Akhila Vasthare ('03) dances to a classical Indian song about a woman who cannot remember the face of her lover. Dances like the one Vasthare performed help bring Indian culture to life for the faculty. Said Vasthare, “I performed at the Lunar Banquet because I wanted the teachers to experience Bharathanatyam, an art form that is very representative of Indian culture.”


United in both ideals and friendship, the Gay-Straight Alliance shows their support for one another at a typical meeting. The group emphasizes the importance of standing by each other during time of uncertainty. With clubs like Gay-Straight Alliance, East becomes more respectful and enjoyable for its students.

Finalizing plans for another meeting, Shaun Keiser ('02) and Lee Brownstein ('02) stay after school to work on various topics affecting Student Government Association. Applying skills of leadership, the SGA conducts meetings to organize events and activities for the student body. With dedication and enthusiasm, members utilize their skills to make a pleasant atmosphere for their peers.

SGA OFFICERS: Lee Brownstein (President), Antoinette Duffy (Vice President), Justin Ensign (Vice President), Justin Marlowe (Vice President). Advisor: Dr. Vivone.

FRENCH CLUB: Adi Schmuel (President), Jaclyn Josephs (Secretary), Rachel Leipow (Treasurer), Joel Cohen, Jaime Dorfman, Janice Harlow, Alberto Herrera, Alex Hill, Anthony Kasinski, Allison McElgun, Stacy Silverman, Ruth Simpson, Liz Soloman, Kim Southwick, Kira Weinstein. Advisors: Mrs. Saillard and Mrs. Sokolov.
From All Ends

When those after-school soaps and talk shows become trite, why not join a club at East? Having clubs to suit everyone’s interests, East offers a myriad of activities that can’t possibly offer a dull moment in a student’s life. Whether students are painters, photographers, or friends of the environment, they can join a club to enrich both academic and extracurricular interests.

In the Chinese Cultural Dance Club, for instance, Jennifer Wang (’02), by blending originality and improvisation, teaches traditional dances to their peers, exposing East to more diversity. After putting in time and effort, the club presents their dances to the school during events such as the Lunar Banquet.

Another club that caters to a student’s taste is the Friends of Environment club, which refurbishes the landscapes of East. With dedication and generosity, members of the club plant trees, clean parks, and restore the beauty to both East and the community.

With clubs to interest any student, East offers something for everyone.

Members of the Chinese Culture Dance Club, Jennifer Tan (’02) and Jennifer Wang (’02), perform a dance at the Multicultural Day Assembly. Both girls partake in a dance troop outside of school where they learn a variety of cultural dances. Said Wang, “By performing dances from our Chinese culture, I think we add a little more diversity to the global community at East.”

Photo Club: Jamison Acosta-McCune, Max Gessman, Jennifer Gin, Dave Londe, Eve Michalewski, Jeanette Neuner, Elizabeth Solomon, Samantha Sussman. Advisor: Mr. Kovnat.

Spanish Club: Albert Herrero (President), Alberto Salcedo (Vice-President), Nicole Ambrosi (Secretary), Andres Cotto (Public Relations), Bernardo Avila, Josh Cammock, Mike Carter, Isaac Eltz, Alejandro Cotto, Dana Di Bruno, Viviana Pabon, Spencer Prescott, Matt Venuto. Advisors: Ms. Cespedes and Mrs. Alpizar.


Spanish Club, Art Club, GSA, Photo Club
Welcome to Yearbook Country

YEARBOOK STAFF: Samhita Bhargava, Celeste Brooks, Stephanie Chan, Amy Cheung, Anna Cho, Jennifer Choi, Eugenia Chung, Katie Cook, Samira Foroughi, Melting Cao, Justin Gordon, Melissa Green, Laura Griffin, Alice Hon, Su Hong, Gene Hu, Jackie Hwang, Jennifer Ing, Christine Kim, Yao-Chung King, Wei Lu, Anjali Mathur, Gayatri Patel, Melanie Pick, Andrea Pien, Archana Ram, Samantha Sussman, Jennifer Wang, Olivia Wu, Rachel Wu, Peggy Yang. Advisor: Mr. Matthew Carr.

Activities
- Hedriss Group
- Gayatri Patel

Performing Arts
- Anna Cho & Su Hong

Sports
- Wei Lu & Anjali Mathur

Founding Father: Mr. Carr
Population: 32
Ethnic Groups:
- 90.63% Asian
- 9.37% Other
Gender Diversity:
- 90.63% Female
- 9.37% Other
Health:
- Bordering on insanity
Area: 448 floor tiles, landlocked
National Budget: None (will work for food)
Industry:
- Layout planning
- Food processing
Livestock:
- Staff members
Main Tourist Attraction:
- Vending machines in Caf. 1
Motto:
- "Don't worry; be happy"

Advisor
Mr. Matthew Carr

Yearbook Yuppies
Welcome to Yearbook Country - where clocks are broken, mirrors are crooked, and chocolate is abundant. This land in A022 houses 31 teenagers and 1 recycled teen. So, what happens when you stick 32 "teens" in a 448-tile room? Anything and everything. To share our experiences, we glued puppies have come up with nine objects that more or less sum up how we have kept ourselves busy this year.

First on the list is our very own yearbook mascot, Charlie Nun. We look to this 59.95, battery-operated furball for inspiration when we get yearbooker's block. If that doesn't get us rolling, our founding father jumps in with random kowtow chops. When he does, we don't know whether to laugh or run. While putting together pages, we often come across pictures where people are in rather weird poses. Naturally, we felt we had to tack them up and dub the collection the "Wall of Shame." Another source of entertainment is our Beatles/97.5 PST/Gertrude Stein playing machine. When visual and audio stimuli fail to stimulate us, we turn to our supply of chocolate. Two seconds after that picture was taken, the only thing left of poor Smiley was his eyes. And we store our paraphernalia, includ

Editors-in-Chief
Helene Qiu & Rachel Wu

Academics
Jennifer Ing, Christine Kim, & Olivia Wu

Community
Amy Chung & Andrea Pian

Individuals
Jennifer Choi, Eugenia Chung, & Yao-Chung King

Literacy
Stephanie Chen & Gene Hu
A Mosaic Of Cultures

Both Andrew Gessman ('03) and Maria Carroll ('03) devote their attention to the officers speaking at an Irish American Club meeting. The Irish American Club not only attracts members of Irish origin, but also attracts members of all ethnicities. Culture Clubs such as the Irish American Club allow people of different cultures to teach one another about their different cultural backgrounds.

IRISH CLUB: Ashley Craven (President), Sarah Cochran (Vice President), Nicole Pulio (Secretary), Kristen Kinsell (Treasurer), Nicole Ambrosi, Beth Boland, Meghan Boland, Jeremy Boyell, Eileen Brennan, Deanna Burch, Maria Carroll, Harry Cochran, Brandon Carusone, Meghan Daly, Steven Emerson, Chris Fell, Molly Finkelstein, Max Gessman, Laura Gladman, Emily Goldman, Justin Gordon, Laura Griffin, Christina Grisafi, Jen Hampshire, Katie Luchman, Thomas Malek, Justin Matti, Leila Mendelovic, Kelly Scallon, Chris Spong, Ranishma Vohra, Katie Voskoboinik, Cindy Wen, Helen Zhang. Advisor: Mr. Kilmon.


During an Irish-American club meeting, members Meghan Boland ('03) and Nicole Pulio ('03) gather ideas for the upcoming St. Patrick's Day Dance. The dance, which is funded entirely by the club, raises money for the Children's Hospital in Philadelphia. Said Pulio, "I think it's great that East has so many cultures that are represented. We are so glad that we can represent the Irish Nationality at East.

All Eyes On The Baton

Concert night showcases the talents of East’s musicians to family and friends. The evening climaxes not only the weeks of practice but also incorporates the musical knowledge accumulated since grade school for many performers. Playing the correct notes is not the only key to delivering a magical performance; many other elements come into play. Beautiful harmony is the result of music played in perfect intonation and tempo. In order to give a dazzling performance, the musicians all concentrate on the baton of the conductor, who helps them maintain a steady tempo, precise rhythm, and expressive dynamics. The baton also guides the ensembles’ interpretation of each concert piece. Through an understanding of the essence of the piece, the performers are able to capture the styles and nuances of each composer to deliver an unforgettable performance.

"Playing the bassoon has been an enriching experience for me because it has allowed me to express myself in ways that the classroom doesn’t offer," said Leah Plimpton (‘02).

With determination and energy, Ben Silverstein (‘05) uses all of his concentration to produce a clear, tuned note from his trumpet. As a member of the Freshman Wind Ensemble, he adapts to the change in the level of expectations from junior high to high school. He said, "Our conductor pays more attention to small details in the music, and he gives each section individual attention."

As they listen to their intonation, Kimberly D’Imperio (‘03) and Daina Maciunas (‘03) use a steady stream of air to produce a sound that is in tune with the rest of the band. One of the keys to being a successful wind player is remembering to take large enough breaths before playing a note. D’Imperio said, "You have to focus your air and find the center of the pitch so you don’t go flat or sharp."

FRESHMAN WIND ENSEMBLE: Jeremy Bannett, Jared Battenler, David Baumgarten, Phil Blackmer, Javier Bolanos, Lisa Chalik, Chris Cicero, Julie Dreznier, Aaron Dvorin, Peter Elfarbich, Sheldon Fann, Talia Finell, Jacqueline Gerber, Lee Goldstein, Skylar Gunther, Scott Herman, Ji Na Hwang, Albert Kepler, Evan Klein, Vipul Kumar, Shara Mack, Neil Manus, Melissa Mijares, Tim Plimpton, Aaron Rimon, Tovah Ross, Zachary Seidman, Lindsay Shaffer, Todd Sharofsky, Mike Sharp, Ben Silverstein, Julie Sobota, Fred Su, Ahmadii Teller, James To, James Uxiong, Megan Wesley, Ilana Worrell, Justine Wu, Jin Ah Yu, Lisa Zhu, Mr. Tim Keleher (Conductor)

SYMPHONIC BAND: Nicholas Acciani, Michael Ahn, Cierra Allen, Meghan Boland, Jordan Bross, Deanna Burch, Charlotte Chong, Andrea Cometz, Christina Contralato, Mark Corcoran, Andres Cotto, Amanda Cucinotti, Keim D’Imperio, Amy Dobner, Adam Drelich, Dan Dressler, Salvatore Galati, James Gillespie, Mattea Goldstein, Ben Hopkins, Fay Hughes, Andrew Kang, Anthony Kasirazas, Ashley Kelly, Dan Kebert, Steven Kramer, Melody Kramer, Boris Lau, Justin Lin, Stephen Liu, Christine MacArthur, Daina Maciunas, Elizabeth Martino, Joselyn Morrow, Lauren Moroney, Christine Mullin, Adam Nash, Ian O’Beirne, Jill Pahler, Ravita Pandit, Sarah Parker, Leah Plimpton, Angelica Quiles, Archana Ram, Matthew Schoell, Lauren Sherman, Sara Sherman, Adi Shmuel, Stacy Silberman, Kim Southwick, Geoffrey Stern, Freddy Wang, Nana Wilmot, Andrew Wysong, Gavri Yares, Cole Zucker, Mr. Tim Keleher (Conductor)
Mr. Bruce Yurko guides the Wind Ensemble in bringing out the composer's true intentions of a piece. Provided with much patience, motivation, and repetition, his students succeed in capturing the beauty and style of any work. Yurko said he would like to achieve his goals for his ensembles "by performing music that is intense, diverse, and will make the students grow musically - both technically and emotionally."

As principle players in the Wind Ensemble, Christine Mullin ('03), Christine MacArthur ('03), and Jennifer Feinberg ('03) assume the roles of leading other instrumentalists by making sure that they know their parts and by constantly remaining attentive to the conductor. Mullin said, "The concept of always staying in focus and setting a good example is challenging, but it's my responsibility to perform at my highest potential."
Focusing on his voice part, Randy Chan ('02) sings a holiday section. As one of the basses, he is responsible for establishing a solid foundation for the piece. "Understanding the meaning of the song" helps him set the tone and mood for the rest of the choir.

The bass section of Vocal Workshop gathers together in the boys' dressing room for a rotating lesson led by Ms. Ferguson. Unlike the daily rehearsals with the whole choir, rotating lessons give students a chance to focus on their individual parts and refine the small details of the music. Seth Alamal ('05) said, "Ms. Ferguson is able to spend more time with each of us specifically and that makes it a lot easier to learn our specific parts."

Harmonizing East

While walking through the halls of D-wing, one can hear the melodious songs of the four gifted choirs at East. With the proper skills and motivation provided by the choir directors, these beautiful sounds arise from an enormous amount of preparation. With daily in-class and after-school rehearsals, rotating lessons, and individual practice time, it is impossible for a choir member not to be strongly devoted to his or her music class.

In daily rehearsals, singers use stretching, breathing, and vocal warm-ups to expand their vocal ranges to their fullest potential before diving into a concert piece. In learning a piece, not only must the musicians learn the correct notes but they must also shape each phrase using various dynamics and articulations in order to deliver the beauty and emotion of each piece. In addition, East’s choir members constantly face new challenges, which include singing pieces in foreign languages, sight-reading complex melodies and rhythms, and entering adjudicated competitions.

On the night of the concert, students are proud of the sacrifices made and the time spent in the name of music, for the musicality they have developed and the bonds they have formed with one another will remain for years to come.

"Singing is by far my favorite activity because we can learn a lot, make such beautiful music, and have so much fun at the same time," said Christa Wesley (’02).

"Listening attentively to each other, Kirsten Burkhart (’02), Holly Washauer (’00), and Brittany Cohen (’04) rehearse their alto II part in the spiritual, ‘He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands.’ Singing in small sections allows the musicians to soli dify individual parts, which polishes the overall sound of the choir. Washauer said, ‘It helps you sing the correct notes by hearing the voices around you.’"


EAST SINGERS: Jennifer Adler, Yasen Al-Sayyad, Stephanie Berger, Samshita Bhargava, Kim Boden, Sarah Blakeslee, Kirsten Burkhart, Brian Cabral, Paul Caracciolo, Randy Chan, Anna Che, Daniel Chiang, Brittany Cohen, Rob Crece, Marc Davis, Elaine Eisen, Adam Finkel, Kim Friend, Steve Goldberg, Justin Gordon, Ben Gross, AliceHon, Pat Hunn Hwang, Jennifer Joyce, Lyndsey Karcher, Rachel Karp, Sara Kates, Rachel Katz, Christine Kim, Susan Ki, Josh Kolvin, Svennel Lai, Brandon Liao, Lauren Levine, Sara Linton, Graham Livingston, Kristin Luchman, Chris MacArthur, Lauren Mennes, Eva Micalak, Crista Milani, Laurie Nathan, Priti Ojha, Hannah Plotzke, Dave Rahbiadaleh, Danny Rose, Amanda Russo, Raj Sarker, Allison Seiber, Lauren Shotwell, Lara Sherman, Stephanie Siewcek, Josh Specht, Paul Specht, Serena Sun, Jennifer Tan, Dana Tang, Jing Tao, Diana To, Roshni Thorne, Corinne Tybris, Holly Washauer, Sarah Wasserman, RJ Weaver, Evan Weiss, Lit Welch, Christa Wesley, Claire Wesley, Kyle Wisek, Olivia Wu, Ms. Laurine Steele (Conductor)
Surrounded by his fellow mimes, Andrew Bleaken ('04) pantomimes the act of relishing in a snowball fight. When facing the challenge of using no words, the actors develop their dramatic skills by exploring various ways of conveying messages through gestures.

R.J. Weaver ('03) plays Dick, the game show host, in Actor's Studio II's production of Don't Take Away the Sun. In order to get into his character, he thought of actual game show hosts. Weaver said, "As Dick, I had to portray the exaggerated, upbeat, loud, and energetic voices of game show hosts like those in Wheel of Fortune and The Price is Right."

Marissa Fox ('04), playing Emily Webb, and Jeremy Bannett ('05), playing George Gibbs, practice their scene on a ladder by the window. Here, they discuss the beautiful night sky and the things that are to happen in the future. Marissa Fox said, "Acting helps me express myself, and Lab Theater has helped me to grow as an actress because it has given me new opportunities."


Liz Sobolew ('03), playing the bride Julie Peterson, and Jami Johnson ('03), playing the bridesmaid Kaye Mason, prepare for the wedding scene. Mr. Weaver helps the students to become better actors and actresses by teaching them how to better portray a character. Johnson said, "Actor's Studio II has taught me a lot about character development, which is really important as an actor."

Ben Gross ('04) makes a face trying to hold in his sneeze during a comical mime skit. Being a mime emphasizes another angle of acting - the use of physical gestures over verbal expression. Gross said, "I have a good time with everyone, and it helps me develop a character as an actor."

"Thespian Society helps out and organizes various events in the other parts of the theater department. It is really good to know that all the hard work we contribute as a group helps the other thespians. It's the SGA of the Theater Department" said Adam Guthehahl ('02), the president of Thespian Society.

The Play's The Thing

In addition to the Fall and Spring Shows at East, the theater department offers Lab Theater and Actor's Studio II, which perform shows in October and January. Lab Theater is composed of newcomers to the theater department as well as a number of veterans. Actor's Studio II, a semester course geared towards more advanced thespians, prepares two different shows to be performed at the end of the semester.

In addition to vocal theater, the Mime Company entertains East as well as others of the outside community using the art of facial expression and body gestures. They participate in the annual FOP Party, Multicultural Day, and the Haddonfield Christmas Celebration in addition to visiting various schools both in and out of the Cherry Hill district.

Behind these events lies the International Thespian Society. Composed of experienced thespians who have been inducted for their various accomplishments in the theater department, the Society meets once a week to discuss past and future events. They also raise funds for the theater department through the Haunted House event and the Halloween Masquerade Ball, which are used to co-sponsor the Spring and Fall show.

MIME COMPANY: Andrew Bleakley, Bridget Bleakley, Sarah Bleakley, Teralyn Carter, Andrea Cotner, Emily Cowan, Molly Finkelstein, Laura Gladney, Nicole Goldstein, Ben Gross, Michelle Hasit, Aaron Inver, Lauren Levine, Sara Linton, Lauren Mennes, Sarah Parker, Brett Robbins, Liz Sobolew, Sarah Waxman, R.J. Weaver. Director: Mr. Thomas Weaver.

THESPIAN SOCIETY: Jenn Adler, Tim Barnes, Christina Binnings, Teralyn Carter, Francesca Dell'Elco, David DeItch, Adam Finkel, Steve Goldberg, Nicole Goldstein, Adam Guthehahl, Aaron Inver, Jami Johnson, Jerri Joyce, Lyndsay Karcher, Rachel Karpf, Dana Kates, Alexis Kidduf, Matt Lausi, Lauren Levine, Sara Linton, Lauren Mennes, Cristin Milioti, Lauren Naftulin, Rachael Oppenheim, Arion Robbins, Brett Rosen, John Ryan, RJ Weaver, Evan Weiss, Liz Welch. Advisors: Mr. Robert Nation and Mr. Thomas Weaver.
Exceeding All Expectations

While many students are eager to go home at the sound of the 2:30 bell, those who remain in school gravitate towards D-wing for rehearsals of various instrumental ensembles. One of the benefits of East's music department is the diversity of opportunities offered to the students. For those who play a brass or wind instrument Brass Ensemble or Chamber Winds gives the musicians a chance to perform in small groups. As a result of working in a ensemble where there is close interaction and communication among the musicians, the students develop a maturity that proves useful in areas other than music.

One of the main features of East's concerts are the jazz ensembles' performances. Jazz Band, consisting of trumpets, trombones, tuba, saxophones, and a rhythm section, and the Jazz Standards group always provide the audience with captivating performances. In addition, the soloists never fail to enthrall the listeners with their technical capabilities and stylistic approaches to the music. Last, Lab Band gives those who wish to learn jazz but who may not play a traditional jazz instrument to expose themselves to the art of jazz. The various ensembles offered at East reflect the school's endeavor to preserve the value of expanding students' musical knowledge.

Before another rehearsal of Brass Ensemble, Todd Kent ('02) warms up his trombone to prepare his embouchure and to better tune his instrument. Using all the skills he has accumulated since elementary school in addition to practicing regularly at home, he gives his full potential at every rehearsal and is able to face any musical challenge that comes his way.

Although rehearsals can be demanding and tedious, Michael Ahn ('04) and Ian O'Bierne ('04) welcome the rigor of the Jazz Band. Playing jazz is often an entirely new experience from performing the repertoire of other ensembles such as the symphonic band or wind ensemble, and as these saxophone players know, commitment to more than one ensemble requires much dedication and perseverance.

JAZZ BAND: Michael Ahn, Ed Balsam, Adam Barsky, Dan Chou, Andrias Cotto, James Gillespie, Alex Goldstein, Dan Herron, Seth Herron, Ben Hopkins, Anthony Kasinskas, Boris Lau, Josh Levinson, Melissa Mack, Shara Mack, Cristin Milotti, Ian O'Bierne, Joshua Rissmiller, Aaron Rivkin, Asher Ross, Andrew Thompson, Julie Wagner, Matt Weiner. Conductor: Mr. Timothy Keleher.

BRASS ENSEMBLE: Jordan Berg, Daniel Chou, Anthony Kasinskas, Todd Kent, Asher Ross. Advisor: Mr. Bruce Yurko.

CHAMBER WINDS: Ed Balsam, Jennifer Feinberg, Christine Mullin, Leah Plimpton. Advisor: Mr. Bruce Yurko.
After taking a deep breath, Anthony Kasinskas ('02) holds his note during a rehearsal of the Brass Ensemble. The quintet not only provides the musicians with increased individual attention with the director, Mr. Yurko, but also gives them a chance to face any challenges given to them.

Alex Goldstein ('02) proves that practice and dedication pay off as he performs his improvised solo in a Jazz Band rehearsal. One of the difficult tasks to master in playing jazz is improvisation. Given a key and a phrase melody, the soloist is responsible for creating his own musical lines to adorn the sounds of the background.

JAZZ STANDARDS: Andrés Cotto, James Gillespie, Alex Goldstein, Cristin Milloti, Asher Ross, Andrew Thompson, Julie Wagner, Matt Weiner. Advisor: Mr. Timothy Keleher.

Roshni Toorkey (’02) holds her hand out to a fellow Madrigal as she beautifully sings her part in “Matona,” one of the group’s signature pieces. Part of being in Madrigals means becoming a part of the music during the Renaissance, which Toorkey demonstrates by coordinating both singing and acting into her performance.

“Being in a small group allows us to get to know each other really well, so that we are able to feel and connect to the music,” said Kristin Luchtman (’02).

### A Unique Blend

Intense workshops, the anxiety that accompanies the auditions, and the agony in waiting for the results. When the list of the new members of the vocal department’s small groups are posted on the D-wing bulletin board, accepted musicians not only rejoice but also prepare themselves for the amount of time and practice to which they have committed themselves. Beginning early morning before homeroom, the groups stretch the capabilities of their vocal chords to rehearse their music for upcoming performances. In addition, the weekly after-school rehearsals and occasional dress rehearsals come together to produce flawless concerts.

Being a member of one of the groups requires more than experienced singing. Belles coordinate their voice parts with the rhythm of their bells, Madrigals practice their choreography for selected pieces, and Casual Harmony finds ways to always incorporate humor into their performances. Having established well-respected reputations through the years, Belles, Madrigals, Casual Harmony and Celebrations are often invited to sing at locations such as Longwood Gardens, nursing homes, special education centers, and the Cherry Hill elementary schools. Through these activities, they share their love of music with the community.

Celebrations members, Pathun Hsang (’02), Meiling Gao (’02), and Jen Wang (’02) and Cecilia Brooks (’02), swing their bells in harmony at the Winter Concert in December. The dedicated girls practice every Tuesday after school in order to perfect their melodies, performing everything from Bach to Les Miserables. During the holiday season, they devote their time to spreading joy at the POP party and nearby nursing homes.

Madrigal Singers, Jennifer Tan (’02), Dan Kober (’04), Claire Wesley (’04), Brandon-Laine (’02), and Kirsten Burkhardt (’02) rehearse together before one of their many community performances during the holiday season. The Renaissance-era singing group travels along with Belles and Casual Harmony to brighten the days of children and adults alike, performing everywhere from elementary schools to Longwood Gardens.

**BELLES OF EAST:** Amie Adcock, Samhita Bhargava, Brittany Cohen, Sara Linton, Christine MacArthur, Eve Michalski, Alison Selbert, Sara Sherman, Elizabeth Sobkow, Jing Tao, Holly Warshauer, Sarah Waxman, Liz Welch (officer), Christa Wesley (officer), Advisor: Ms. Laurie Steele

**CASUAL HARMONY:** Brian Cabalo, Randy Chan, Adam Finkel, Ben Gross, David Rabizadeh (officer), Danny Rose, Raj Sarkar, Paul Spechler (officer), R.J. Weaver, Evan Weiss, Advisor: Ms. Cindy Ferguson
Casual Harmony members Randy Chan ('02), Adam Finkel ('02), and Brian Cabalo ('03) clap to the beat of "Run Around Sue" as they rehearse before the Winter Concert. Energy is essential to a Casual Harmony performance in order to preserve the excitement and upbeat nature of the music. Since they perform without accompaniment, the guys have to maintain a steady rhythm as well as carry a tune in perfect time.

Ben Gross ('04) and David Rabizadeh ('02) of Casual Harmony express themselves through both their music and body language as they perform for the East community. By entertaining audiences with humorous antics incorporated into their performances, Casual Harmony has gained much popularity throughout the concert.

Christa Wesley ('02) demonstrates the performance abilities of the Belles of East, a handbell choir that combines the English handbells with soprano and alto voices. As an officer for the ensemble, Wesley leads her fellow musicians by making sure that the girls are solid on their parts and that they remain focused during rehearsals.

CELEBRATIONS: Celestria Brooks, Charlotte Chong, Sarah Cochran, Kim Friend, Melinda Gao, Andrea Goldstein, Alice Hon, Patbun Hwang, Christine Kimi, Z Liu, Christine MacArthur (officer), Leila Mendelovic, Jennifer Wang, Olivia Wu (officer), Advisor: Ms. Cindy Ferguson

MADRIGALS: Kirsten Burkhardt, Brian Cabalo, Lyndsay Kancher, Rachel Karpf, Susan Ko, Dan Kober, Brandon Laine, Kristin Luchtman (officer), Lauren Mennes, David Rabizadeh (officer), Danny Rose, Jennifer Tan, Roshni Toorkey, R.J. Weaver Claire Wesley, Kyle Wellocky, Advisor: Ms. Laurie Steele
Bringing together all the vocal rehearsals that went into preparation for the Fall Show, the actresses sing their piece with brightness and fervor. From the expressions on their faces, all the exhaustion from the endless hours of practice seems to have disappeared for the work will prove worthwhile when the audience erupts in applause at the end of the show.

The spotlight shines on Francesca Dellenici ('02) as she delivers her lines. In Celebrate America, the actors as well as the audience can relate to the message of the play for it is composed of many aspects of America. From Benjamin Franklin to the birth of radio, the wide range of subjects allows the people to truly celebrate everything about America.

Playing the role of Abraham Lincoln, Steve Goldberg ('03), delivers a speech written within the context of America's history. Celebrate America, a play devoted to the uniqueness and growth of our nation, served to boost patriotism after the events of September 11th.

Nathan Detroit, played by Scott Goldberg ('02) and the crapshooters sing about the reliability of Detroit in finding a place to play the game. Goldberg said, “The show was the best experience of my life. I wouldn't give up the opportunity to play Nathan Detroit for anything. It was a great way to end high school with this role.”
From the moment the name of the Fall or Spring Show is revealed to students to the final scene of closing night, a buzz of excitement constantly flies through the school as East’s thespians prepare for the productions. Once the cast is chosen through auditions, students must memorize their lines, rehearse the music, and learn the dance routines among other tasks. The work and time these drama students devote to the plays are admirable. While most students are comfortably resting at home late at night, the thespians remain in school in order to produce a show that will surpass all expectations. On opening night, when the actors show off their charm and talent on stage, there is no person in the audience who is not thoroughly impressed with the creative gift that lies within East.


Making The Show

When remembering the Fall or Spring Shows, many audiences forget to consider the hard work of the students who are not in the spotlight - the Stage Crew. Weeks before the show begins, Stage Crew members begin to build the sets for the play. The creation of the set involves extensive carpentry, painting, and technical engineering of sound and light to obtain the correct atmosphere for the show. Not only are they in charge of the creating the set, but they are also responsible for the smooth flow of the show. While the play is going on, the members of the Stage Crew are busy behind stage moving sets and making sure that all the technical plans are running smoothly.

Likewise, Pit Orchestra is also a group that contributes greatly to the success of the Spring Show. The Orchestra consists of highly devoted instrumentalists who begin rehearsing for the show months in advance. Although being a member of the Pit Orchestra or Stage Crew involves much time and energy, the students are proud to contribute to the success of the shows.

STAGE CREW: Alex Brandwine, David Deitch, Colleen Duffy, Lee Goldstein, Christina Grisafi, Laura Horwitz, Aaron Inver, Matt Lausi, Melissa Marshall, Jeannette Neuner, Kate O’Brien, Jean Olsen, Rachel Oppenheim, Sarah Parker, Chris Rivera, John Ryan, John Schimpf. Advisor: Mr. Thomas Weaver.

PIT ORCHESTRA: Ed Balsam, Jordan Berg, Andrew Bleaken, Kirsten Burkhardt, Brian Cabalo, Dan Chou, Andrés Cotto, Bill Early, Laura Earley, Jennifer Feinberg, James Gillespie, Alex Goldstein, Janice Harlow, Dan Herron, Beverly Hon, Faye Hughes, Michelle Kang, Anthony Kostinskas, Julie Kowalk, Boris Lau, Josh Levinson, Shara Mack, Christine MacArthur, Stephanie Mikitish, Christine Mullin, Ian O’Beirne, Hannah Plimpton, Asher Ross, Jennifer Shipon, Paul Spechler, Jennifer Tan, Laria Terry, Andrew Thompson, Diana To, Julie Wagner, Matt Weiss, Mr. Timothy Relefer (Conductor)

Concentrating on every sweep of her bow, Michelle Kang (’02) adds to the sweet melodies of the Pit Orchestra. Not only does the Orchestra face the regular demands of other instrumental groups, they must also overcome the tediousness of coordinating the music with the acting.

John Ryan (’02) and Christina Grisafi (’04) work together to move the bar from the set of this year’s Spring Musical, Guys and Dolls. The Stage Crew is in charge of arranging everything: the set from props to lights. With their help, the production is able to run smoothly with no glitches.

During a routine Pit Orchestra rehearsal, Ed Balsam (’02) plays his clarinet with his alto sax sitting on his lap, ready for action. Many musicians like Balsam have learned to “double-up” on instruments. Even after entering high school, it is not too late for students to pursue a different instrument than their primary ones.

Snapping his fingers to the beat, Paul Spechler (’02) gives an energetic performance with the members of Casual Harmony. The all male group just one of the many performing arts activities Spechler is part of that awarded him membership to P.A.V.A.S. He is also a clarinetist in Wind Ensemble and Pit Orchestra, a saxophonist in Lab Band, and a performer in East’s drama productions.
Playing the Vaudeville comedian, Adam Gutbezahl entertains the audiences with jokes about America in the early 1930’s from this year’s Fall Show, Celebrate America. In the play, he also played a New York firefighter post September 11. Gutbezahl has actively participated in drama programs such as Lab Theater, One Acts, Actors Studio I and II, and various Fall and Spring Shows, which has given him the honor of becoming a P.A.V.A.S. member.

With a serious gaze, Asher Ross (‘02) blows into his tuba at a rehearsal of the All South Jersey Symphonic Band. Along with diligent practice and extraordinary devotion come rewards, for being accepted into an ASJ ensemble is a prestigious achievement, honored to only the best in the area. Ross said, “It took a lot of effort to get there, but it was definitely worth it. It was a really cool experience to play with more than one tuba.”


Virtuoscos Of East

Many of East’s musicians and thespians are more than willing to push themselves to their highest potential. For the singers and instrumentalists who want to challenge themselves further than the normal activities of school music classes, many audition for the All South Jersey and All State ensembles. After months of learning a solo piece, polishing up scales, and working to improve sight reading, most students find their dedication worthwhile when they receive the opportunity to sing or play in one of the ensembles.

Similarly, the Performing And Visual Arts Society (PAVAS) gives those who have been especially dedicated to the arts an opportunity to be recognized for their skill and devotion to their passion. Most importantly, not only do these musicians, thespians, artists, and writers want to improve their artistic capabilities, but they would also like to improve themselves through art by becoming more disciplined, sensitive, creative, and appreciative of beauty everywhere.
Attention!

While the other wings of East are still in their quiet summer slumber, D-wing comes alive with students in August with Marching Band members coming in to the daily rehearsals of band camp. The practices are essential for the members to polish up the performance of the music as a band and maintain visual coherence in their marching formations.

A unified performance requires much practice because the members must conquer the task of marching correctly as well as playing multiple pieces of music fully memorized in sync. Despite the obvious difficulty presented by the marching while playing, the musicians must also face the problem of outdoor acoustics and distances between the marching musicians. The band members must also watch the Drum Major for the correct tempo.

Although Marching Band can be a lot of work, many members feel that their dedication is well worth the effort when the crowds at halftime express their appreciation for them at East's football games.

Jessica Kolinsky ('02) of the East Color Guard adds flair to the field during halftime by waving her flag in the air. The Color Guard performs alongside the Marching Band at football games to give the fans an exciting spectacle of music and dance.

After a scatter drill, the East Marching Band quickly reforms and kneels in formation to backup a solo performance. Because timing and positioning are key to a good marching band performance, all members must know the routine like the back of their hand. Synchronization of the drill combined with upbeat music delivers a stellar performance.

MARCHING BAND: Nick Acciani, Cierra Allen, Anna Anningham, Jared Batterman, David Baumgarten, Naomi Baumgarten, Jordan Berg, Andrew Bleaken, Meghan Boland, Deanna Burch, Brian Cabalo, Ailen Chao, Ivan Chen, Christopher Cicero, Kim D'Imperio, Molly Finkinstein, Jackie Gerber, James Gillespie, Nicole Goldman, Daniel Herron, Fay Hughes, Anthony Kastrinas, Kristen Kindell, Jessica Lier, Daniel Kober, Jessica Kolinsky, Melody Joy Kramer, Steven Kramer, Joshua Levinsohn, Stephen Liu, Christine MacArthur, Melissa Mack, Shara Mack, Lauren Menees, Anthony Menta, Stephanie Mitakis, Andrea Moldoff, Lauren Mormone, Jill Pahnen, Hannah Plimpton, Leah Plimpton, Tim Plimpton, Advisors: Mrs. Bethany Carl, Mr. Christopher Carl, Mr. Jay Cohen, Mr. Timothy Keleher, Mr. Bruce Yurko

With his French horn in hand, Jordan Berg ('02) leads the brass section of the Marching Band in a line-up along the sideline as they practice before a game. The members demonstrate their team unity both on and off the field through the many friendships formed while performing together. "It's a great way to get closer to your peers," said Berg.
Boys’ Soccer: The boys soccer team is ranked #3 in South Jersey, Group IV finalist, and season record of 16-3 ... Girls’ Volleyball: This season’s MVPs, Jhane Zarghami, Amy Lejarzar. Most improved player, Kathy Girman. Defensive player of the year, Meredith Minoff and Shara Senderoff. Rookie of the year, Kate Gold. Most dedicated, Elyse Mitchell. Having won the Olympic Conference American division for the second straight year and went to the State Group 4 semifinals. Jhane Zarghami- 1st team all conference, 1st team all South Jersey. Amy Lejarzar- 1st team all conference, 2nd team all South Jersey. Cathy Girman- 2nd team all conference, 2nd team all South Jersey. Meredith Minoff- 2nd team all South Jersey. Elyse Mitchell- 2nd team all South Jersey. Their season record of 20-3.

Captain Jhane Zhargami ('02) keeps a focused eye on the ball as she prepares to set it to her teammate for a spike over the net. The Girls' Volleyball team displayed both talent and teamwork this season, making their way all the way to the quarterfinals of States, ready to beat any team in their path. "We made it there with determination, but our closeness had a lot to do with it too," said team member Lisa Alton ('03) about the team's success.

Competing in their third year on Varsity, Cathy Richter ('03) and Sam Schafer ('03) prepare for a tough match in doubles. Doubles tennis differs greatly from singles tennis because players must communicate and cooperate with each other. The boundaries in doubles tennis are wider, and team alternation servers every other game.

Goalies Sean Dallas ('02) saves the East boy's soccer team with an explosive dive and then scores another point for the winning Girls Volleyball team. She uses her height, strength, and skill to exert enough power on the ball so that the other team cannot react in time to return it.

Jack Keyes ('04) races his opponent with determination to win the ball. Possession is important in soccer in order to control the game and beat the opposing team to score a goal. The Boys East Soccer team showed their skill in possession by their successful season this year.

Leaping up and reaching high, Diana Maciunas ('03) forcefully spikes the volleyball over the net, scoring another point for the winning Girls Volleyball team. She uses her height, strength, and skill to exert enough power on the ball so that the other team cannot react in time to return it.

Goales Sean Dallas ('02) saves the East boy's soccer team with an explosive dive and then scores another point for the winning Girls Volleyball team. She uses her height, strength, and skill to exert enough power on the ball so that the other team cannot react in time to return it.

Goalies Sean Dallas ('02) saves the East boy's soccer team with an explosive dive and then scores another point for the winning Girls Volleyball team. She uses her height, strength, and skill to exert enough power on the ball so that the other team cannot react in time to return it.

Goales Sean Dallas ('02) saves the East boy's soccer team with an explosive dive and then scores another point for the winning Girls Volleyball team. She uses her height, strength, and skill to exert enough power on the ball so that the other team cannot react in time to return it.
Tom Guida ('02) bursts into the air above his opponent, preparing to head the oncoming ball to his teammates alongside him. Such physical feats are a product of hard work and determination both before and during the season. The East boy’s soccer team started their preseason training earlier this summer in Germany, a trip of both drudgery and fun.

Leanne Silverman ('04) and Christina Contrafatto ('04) play hard and have fun, as they contest their opponent in doubles tennis. These two partners learned from each other throughout the season by playing and practicing together. With perseverance and diligence, they earned a very successful season.

Boys Soccer
Matthew Acciani, John Agner, Jim Boyle, Daniel Butler, Paul Caracciolo, Sean G. Dallas, Thomas Guida, Jack Keyes, Michael Klein, Daniel Lewis, Lawrence Miracco, Daniel Morse, Michael Reed, Jacob D. Rosner, Marc Ruthen, Randy Shapiro.
Coach: Mr. Moehlmann

Girls Volleyball
Shane Abag, Margo J. Buchalski, Catherine D. Girman, Katherine Gold, Jennifer Gorchoe, Amy Lejaar, Diana Maciasas, Meredith Minoff, Elyse M. Mitchell, Erica Nicoulet, Marci Polite, Barri N. Sarowitz, Shara W. Senderoff, Jhane Zarhghami.
Coach: Mr. Gurst

Girls Tennis
Christina Contrafatto, Jackie Herb, Charlotte Nagelbar, Catherine J. Richter, Samantha J. Shaffer, Leanne Silverman, Stephanie Stomel.
Coach: Mr. Ipri
With a winning spirit, Shana Herman (04) aggressively tries to regain control of the ball from her opponent. Through her hard work and dedication, Shana qualified for the 2nd All Conference Team. The girls proudly ranked as the 2nd Team in South Jersey, their biggest achievement of the season.

Flyer Amy Townsend (03) fearlessly bursts out of the cage toward the oncoming opponent's shot as teammates Jen Elenstro (02), Jen Habina (02), Casey Stronski (02), and goalie Michelle Govito (02) defend the cage. Defensive corners place the opposing team at a 10 to 5 player advantage, giving defense a challenge. However, the East girls accepted this challenge in stride, saving countless goals this season.

**GIRLS’ FIELD HOCKEY:** Billie Binczevaeu, Jodi Bloch, Stephanie Chan, Jennifer Elenstro, Michelle Govito, Lauren Guida, Jennifer Habina, Jennifer Joyce, Jennifer Kim, Jenna La Rocca, Kristin Shernoff, Casey Stronski, Amy Townsend, Sarah Wood, Colleen Zinn, Marissa Swesey, Daryl Wander. Coaches: Kim Gatelein, Lisa DerFilsobian

**BOYS’ CROSS COUNTRY:** Thomas Bottley, Jonathan Cetel, Kirby Chin, Adam Collie, Chris Corey, Kevin Desrochers, Andrew Elkin, Peter Gallie, Evan Garoznik, Justin Gordon, Joe Kim, Evan Klein, Ethan Knecht, David Koslow, Duxton Kuzan, Ryan Kuzan, Matt Kuzan, Dave Lendres, Neil Mansir, Justin Marlow, Arli Rahman, Jordan Rosenburg, Jorg Schad, Mike Sharp, Zoli Silverman, Ray Tang, James Vuong, Cole Zucker

**GIRLS’ SOCCER:** Katie Boyle, Emily Brenner, Perri Brenner, Kristen Cargen, Dana DiBruno, Danielle DiBruno, Shana Herman, Lauren Houck, Kristin Hummer, Brittany Kaplan, Lauren Kraemer, Christine Tortu, Amanda Krevitz, Julie Lukoff, Christine Mullin, Joclyn Greenstein, Jessica Young. Coaches: Viktor Dombrovsky, Erica Poveda
Grace Under Pressure

Penetrating forward to score a goal, Dana DiBruno ('02) successfully defends the ball from her opponent. DiBruno had a very successful season this year, qualifying for the 1st Team All Conference and assisting her team in a winning season.

With a look of fierce determination, Senior captain Jen Elentrio strives forward toward the ball as teammates Jen Habina ('02) and Billie Birmbaum ('03) run beside to support her. Jen's aggressive spirit shows through in her playing, helping the Cougars excel through their challenging season.

Boys' Cross Country: Accomplishments- 5th South Jersey Group IV; Ranked in the Top Ten Courier Post; Highlights- Qualified for the State Finals for the first time in 15 years; Dave Koslow: All Conference, All Group IV, All South Jersey; Peter Galie: All Conference, All Group IV; Matt Kuzan: All Conference; Chris Corey: All Conference ... Girls' Soccer: Accomplishments- Ranked 2nd in South Jersey; 1st Team All Conference; Emily Brenner, Christine Mullin, Dana DiBruno, Perri Brenner; 2nd Team All Conference: Danielle DiBruno, Lauren Houck, Shana Herman, Katie Boyle; All South Jersey: Emily Brenner, Christine Mullin, Dana DiBruno, Highlights- Beat Shawnee and Lenape in regular season.

Peter Galie ('02) runs on before a meet, unsheath by fatigue and driven by determination. For his achievements in crosscountry, Galie was honored with the recognition of First team All-Conference, a prestigious award given to only the best Southern New Jersey runners. This season he led his teammates all the way to State Finals, a great accomplishment for this year's team. "We accomplished what we set out to do," said Galie.

Lunging forward with her stick, Jen Kim ('03) tries to block the Eastern opponent from driving the ball up the field. In the game teamwork is key, making the girls to cooperate and communicate as they play. This came easily to the well-bonded team. "It was a lot of hard work," said captain Jennie Joyce ('02), "but always a lot of fun."

Varsity halfback Casey Stronski ('02) excels past her opponent as she pursues the ball, determined to gain possession. Stronski is one of the last defenders before the goal, but instead of feeling pressured, she gets pumped and refuses to let any offender by her. "It was my job to protect Michelle in the games," said Stronski, "besides, I don't want to be scored on."
When Push Comes To Shove

Kim Wisely ('03), Dale Burton ('05), Holly Moeller ('04), Lauren Scarpato ('04), and Kim Friend ('02), members of the Girls' Cross-Country team practice after school. Their hard work paid off, earning them a victorious season as No. 20 in South Jersey, the highest rank for the team in East history.

As the cheerleaders wave their pom-poms and show their spirit, Cougars Jake Herman ('02) and Stephen Scanlon ('03) burst through the East banner with their teammates following behind. The team takes pleasure in this pre-game ritual because it gets them psyched to compete with the other team on field.

Girls' Cross-Country: Highlights—
Girls had a winning record (5 wins, 4 losses), the best record in 11 years; finished in the Top Ten at the Sectionals for the first time in 12 years; All Conference All Stars- Lauren Scarpato and Holly Moeller; finished in the Courier Post Top 20 for the first time in East History ... Football: Accomplishments: Broke three school records; 3 blocked kicks and/or punts by Mike Marinaro; 96 yard kick off return for a touchdown by Chris Harley; 43.1 yards per punt average achieved by Greg Frade; Greg Frade: All-South Jersey Kicker' & All Group IV; Mike Marinaro: 2nd Team All-Conference Defense End

With athletic grace, varsity wide receiver Matt Barnum ('02) flies past oncoming defense, supported by teammate Ryan Kardos ('02). The closeness of the boys this year shows through in their impeccable teamwork and overall cooperation with each other. "There isn't another group of guys I would rather have played with," said senior player, J.J. Ernst. "We were all great friends."

Freshman Dale Burton ('05), leads the Cougar pack in a race against time and the opponent. With the leadership of coaches Charlie Musumeci and Jason Russo, the Girls' Cross Country team completed a fabulous season this year, earning the highest rank in South Jersey that East has ever achieved. "It was hard work, but we all had fun," reflects Kim Wisely ('03) about the season.
Before the game, the East cheerleaders perform their familiar hello cheer, “Rock the stands,” to excite the crowd for the upcoming football players. The squad this year was a closely packed group of girls, all spirited about the season. “Beginning with cheerleading camp in the summer and ending with the homecoming game, we were all full of cheer and unity,” said Megan Sobel ('02), “It's sad to leave it all.”

Fighting off the defender, Jay Sherwood ('02) dives with all his might to gain the extra yard. Son of former East Coach Bo Wood, Head Coach Eric Wood instilled such dedication to the game in the players this year. Coach Wood Jr. infused strong leadership in the Cougars as they fought their way through the season.
### Boy's Soccer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opp</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kingsway</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hun School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Regional</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Girl's Volleyball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opp</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinn. City Tech.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn Tech</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Wilson</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamstown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>20</strong></td>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Girl's Tennis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opp</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toms River East</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toms River East</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddonfield</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgewood</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livingston</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watchung Hills</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>18</strong></td>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Girl's Cross Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opp</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp.</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Valuing Each Point

Jackie Herb ('04) takes a mighty backhand swing at the incoming ball. As a new player on the Girl's Tennis team, Jackie Herb's talent and skills provide a new arsenal for the team. The Girl's Tennis team had one of its best seasons, with only two losses.

Marc Ruten ('02) fights for the ball as teammates Randy Shapira ('02) and Jake Rowden ('02) await the pass. The East Boy's Soccer team continued the legacy and completed yet another great season, making it all the way to the quarterfinals of States. "We played the best we ever had and proved we were a great team," said sweeper, Matt Acciani ('02), calling the season the "highlight of his career."

Ready to let loose a powerful kick, Danielle DiBruno ('02) prepares to send the ball up the field to her awaiting offensive teammates. The East Girl's Soccer team fought their way through yet another winning season, all the way to the second round of both the Coaches' Cup and States. "It was a great season with a very talented group of girls that gave us all and left everything on the field," said Captain Katie Boyle ('02).
Midfielder Jen Elenrio ('02) sends a hard drive down the line as Sarah Wood ('02) looks back ready to receive. The Eastern game was one of the most challenging games the East Field Hockey team had faced during their season in the hardest conference in the State. The girls never gave up as they fought until the end.

Quarterback Cody Tucci ('03) scrambles past oncoming defense as teammates Ryan Karlos ('02), Chris McNeil ('02) and Ken Corso ('02) clear the way for him. The East football team fought a tough season this year and held their own right up to the final Homecoming game. Matt Barnum ('02) said, "We played our hearts out and left everything on the field. The seasons brought us together as a big family of friends."

Cross-Country runners, Matt Kuan ('02), Arif Rahman ('02), Andrew Elkan ('02), Pete Callie ('02), and Cole Zucker ('02), practice for the 5K race. Their devotion paid off when the team placed second at the Olympic Conference Championship and made States for the first time in nearly twenty years.
Boys Swimming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Opp</th>
<th>East</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddonfield</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Spirit</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joes</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodstown</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddonfield</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princeton</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Lauren Morrone ('02) concentrates on the form of her roll as the East bowling team tries to clinch another win. In the loud atmosphere of the bowling alley, Morrone must ignore distractions to focus on her game.

Jeff Rusignuolo ('03) jumps off of his starting block, diving into the pool, as he starts the 100 meter freestyle race. In a sport where winning can come down to the hundredth of a second, the dive is one of the most crucial skills a swimmer must perfect.

In the first few seconds of the match, Brian Rimbberg ('03) executes a counter move against his opponent's single-leg takedown. Because wrestling is such an exhausting sport, Wrestlers must maintain a dominant or neutral position to conserve energy.

Graham Parker ('04) breathes in deeply needed air as he completes the 100 meter breast stroke. Parker, East's top breast stroker, secured his place in the East Swimming team since his freshmen year.
Girls Bowling

Girls Bowling: Christine Duncombe, Ariel Golan, Rachel Herman, Lauren Morrone, Helene Reyl, Nicole B. Robinson, Samantha Wolosky, Christina Zayas. Coach: Vranich

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls Bowling</th>
<th>Opp</th>
<th>East</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w. Dept</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collingswood</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindenwold</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wins-9</td>
<td>Loss-6</td>
<td>Ties-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wrestling

Wrestling: Samuel Catrambone, Jason DiNapoli, Justin P. Ensign, Evan Garonzik, Ron Glazer, Michael Klein, Bryan L. Klimberg, Dimitry Kodes, David W. Koper, Daniel Lambiaso, Christopher Longo, Robert Mermer, Ross B. Millstein, Nicholas Mitchell, James V. Morales, Gregory C. Muller, Keith Ning, Andrew Padini, Matthew D. Pezzato, Brett Pickus, Travis E. Williams, Managers, Cheryl Billy, Maria Catrambone, Lauren Gurt, Kristen S. Perkins, Coach: Scott Wright
Boy's Varsity Bowling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>C.H.E. Score</th>
<th>Opp. Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. TWP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collingswood</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindenseld</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. TWP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOYS' BOWLING: Justin Baratz, Steven Chew, Mark Corcoran, Michael Duncombe, Francis Emery, John Evangelista, Herbert Fishman, Elan Getfen, Nate Harlow, Michael Jay, Matthew Lewis, Jonathan Pressman, David Reisner, Joshua Ross, Frank Scott, Richard Seeger, Walter Steiner. Advisor: Mr. Vranich

Poised for perfection, Amanda Cacciatore ('04) concentrates before her dive. Although divers may win individually, the team wins their meets together.

Taking a quick breath during freestyle, Lindsey Grimes ('04) swims home during her event. Even though the race concludes in a matter of seconds, swimmers concentrate on form and style, never forgetting speed and agility.

Katie Boyle ('02), driving the basketball to the right of the basket, uses her speed to outrun any attempted steals. Combining strategy and agility, basketball proves to be a work out for both the body and mind.

Angled perfectly to make a strike, Michael Jay ('02) releases the bowling ball from his grasp, hoping his shot will bring the team another win. While some believe bowling is not as physical as other sports, it requires incredible skill and focus.
Girls’ Varsity Basketball

GIRLS’ VARSITY BASKETBALL: Stephanie Berger, Katie Boyle, Emily Brenner, Perri Brenner, Lynn Brown, Margo Buchalski, Lauren Butler, Daina Maciunas, Lauren Markoe, Elyse Mitchell, Laria Terry, Jhane Zerghami. Coaches: Mr. James, Ms. Magulick.

Girls’ Varsity Swimming

When the team needs a boost, the cheerleading squad is always there to raise the crowd and team's spirits. With complex routines and seemingly effortless poses, cheerleading requires endless practices and drills after school.

Thinking quickly before his opponent makes a steal, Andrew Rusler ('03) uses his speed to foil the defender. Although the physical aspects of the sport are evident, the mental aspects are just as demanding.

Driving towards the basket, Dan Butler ('02) keeps possession of the ball, without letting his opponent make a steal. Requiring dexterity, speed, and intuition, basketball is both a mentally and physically intense sport.

There's nothing but net for George Keefe ('03) as he soars to make another shot. With practice and cooperation, basketball players are able to foil opponents' attempts to steal the ball.

Energetically the cheer and crowd's spirits, Hallie Piwnitzky ('04) poses in the middle of the squad's routine. It is important not only for each cheerleader to excite the crowd, but also for the team, as a whole, to inspire school spirit in everyone.
BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL: Derrick Kearney, Christopher Gibson, Daniel Butler, Roberto West, Christopher Corey, Jared Ettinger, Oziogbe Pela, Alfred Bowles, Kieron Frazier, Daniel Levy, Sean Satchell, Aaron Matusow, George Keels, Andrew Ruder

CHEERLEADING: Mimi Agism, Yasin Al-Sayyid, Angel An, Becky Berman, Noel Brown, Shayla Cue, Laura Davis, Danielle Dittrich, Zack DiSantis, Danielle Dittrich, Chelsea Frankef, Alaina Gregorio, Samantha Hutz, Meredith Karpf, Lisa Krestowski, Julia Kurtz, Gillian Kushner, Alex LaCroix, Brandy Mosko, Samantha Nash, Jill Steinbrecher, Julia Wacura, Samantha Weisker, Bernardo Avila, Talia Avila, Shelby Levin, Steven Markov, Hallie Flevinsky, Marielle Risamiller, Matt Schorr, Destree Tubello
Following Through


Kevin Brown, Lee Brownstein, Alexander Cameron, Steven Chew, David Choi, David Friedman, Kyle Grabka, Randall Green, Andrew Kang, Nicholas Kellett, Alex Lahn, Gregory Lichtman, Seema Patel, Seth Pearl, Brett Pickus, Michael Rosengard, Marc Ruthen, Chad Satooff, George Schlesinger, Richard Seeger, David Siegel, Matthew Silver, Toby Steinberg, Jeffery Yaffa, Alison Zaontz.
Ross Abramsohn, Matthew Brooks, Thomas Caracciolo, Mike Chiciak, Joseph Davis, Kevin Desrochers, Jason Fox, Nicholas Giambattista, Andre Gibson, Christian Gibson, Frank Johnson, Christopher Kim, Alyson Kuchin, Justin Mariotte, Justin Matthews, Jennifer McNulty, Daniel Miller, John Oh, Nicholas Turekian, Timothy Whitman, Alex Zaslav.


Frederick Bag, Takamitsu Aida, Philip Boyer, Jonathan Cetel, Ajit Dhillon, Matthew Dvorin, Adam Elisha, Daniel Geissler, Adam Green, Brandon Kim, David Lupow, Aaron Matusow, Tetsuya Nakanishi, Rishi Patel, Daniel Reber, Simon Willson, Daniel Yi.
Spring Into Action

Katie Anderson, Jenna Barksy, Elissa Beinart, Shweta Bharadwaj, Mia Bushman, Jessica Cameron, Laura Casey, Gabrielle DeCrescenzao, Lauren DeMarco, Melissa Dolin, Dana Feller, Talia Firestein, Jessica Friedman, Jessica Gefleib, Bethlyn Hammond, Jennifer Hampshire, Laura Heron, Yuniko Hongo, Brittney Hoffmann, Kelsie Joyce, Marielle Kent, Antoinette Kercherley, Ashley Kessler, Jessica Kim, Kelli Klasko, Kathryn Kogler, Lauren Krohn, Danielle Lindsey, Yi Liu, Julie Maggiaccaia, Kate Malmut, Lauren McNally, Lauren Mirches, Meghan Reilly, Marielle Rissmiller, Pareen Sheth, Ashley Singer, Sanara Somaiya, Lisa Zhu, Jane Zuckert.

Two Thousand & Two

 Academics
Creating Blue Ribbon Excellence

Q: What aspect of our school are you most proud of?
A: There are three main aspects that are combined into one larger concept. First of all, we have a gifted student body. With their different talents, they truly are special; you can see it in their everyday hard work and determination. The teaching staff is also wonderful. They come in everyday, working with the students to help maximize each student’s talents. Also, the parent community gives their full support and demands excellence in all that we do here. This triad of students, teachers, and parents makes East everything that it is known and respected for.

Q: How much do you think the September 11th attacks affected the school community?
A: Attacks definitely had an impact on the school, but it is hard to quantify. Every day here reflects back to what happened, and since then I have been able to talk to students, parents, and teachers about it. There was a lot of assurance needed since most do not feel as secure as they did before the events took place.

Q: What is your favorite memory of East?
A: One of my favorites would have to be an event that was more personal — it would have been handing my daughter her diploma at her graduation in 1999. It was a proud moment for me. But if I had to choose a favorite professional memory, it was when Mr. Scott Pfeifer of the Blue Ribbon Committee came up to me right before he left and told me that our school was outstanding. So much of our school life jumped out at him, and he was impressed by the fact that we do meet up with our standards. Or, as he said, “we are living what we say we do.”

Q: In what ways has school spirit changed since you’ve been here?
A: In thirty one years of working here, there have been many more clubs and interest groups formed in the past few years. Since the early 70’s, every new class has been excited by individual efforts. However, the school as a whole may still need a little work on school spirit.

Q: What significant changes have you noticed in East students over the years?
A: There has not been a great deal of change because the students here have always been top-notch kids, eager and ready to learn. However, they have become more sophisticated, in terms of real world situations. The students here went through a lot this year, and I think they handled everything very maturely.

Q: How has student life here influenced your views of life in general?
A: That’s easy: it keeps me young. Dealing with students everyday makes you think younger. I think the biggest impact it has had on me though was when my daughter attended East. That year I learned what really makes kids tick.

Q: So what makes kids tick?
A: I feel that when students are given the appropriate conditions, they have an automatic incentive to succeed and achieve their goals.

Q: Do you see any possible renovations and additions for the future?
A: We’ve already put millions of dollars into the current renovations like the lights, windows, and science labs. But, within the next 3-5 years, there will be an additional referendum by the administration, and I hope to see more repairs regarding the infrastructure of the school. We still need to fix the ceilings and leaking roofs and incorporate more technology where it is needed.

Q: Do you have anything to say to the class of 2002?
A: I hope that the graduates are successful in college and in life. The class has done remarkable things over the years; even though trying times, they have demonstrated resilience. I wish them the best of luck and good health.
Focused on class work, Man Lueng ('03) and Hsiao-Chien Shih ('03) explain to David Hou ('02) how to solve a science problem. While working in groups may be distracting for some people, most students benefit from the experience. "It's nice to have friends in the same classes who can help me when I have questions," says Hou.

During journalism, Brianne Herman ('02) and Samantha Gable ('02) share their work with each other. Although bogged down with so much work and papers, many students like these girls find time to organize and explain their notes to one another. "Being able to help each other has helped produce the best newspaper ever," says Gable.

Art Studio students here at Cherry Hill East worked together to display the sorrows and faith felt in school. After the September 11th attacks, Americans are more united than they have ever been in American history. Here at East, the flag represents our unity, our hopes, and our dreams, just as it does for the rest of America.
I'll Be There For You

When thinking about academics at East, one song comes to mind: "I'll Be There For You" by the Rembrandts. Students can get help from just about anywhere and anytime they want from teachers, counselors, and even each other. Teachers often take a lot of their personal time to stay after school for their students. They provide help for the confused, opportunities to make up missed work and tests, and even simply a friend to talk to. If teachers aren't available for students, the best place to turn to is the guidance office. Counselors provide direction for lost students and give advice to fearful freshmen, seniors in the college crunch, or any other students who need help. Yet another option, naturally, are the good-natured students of East. Wherever a student is, there is always a peer to help, whether it be a classmate or just a friend. Members of the Cum Laude Society also offer themselves as one-on-one tutors for anyone struggling in their classes. All in all, never fear. East is the school that is always there for you.

In photography, Laura Bierley ('03) shows Suzanne Ferland ('03) how to see which negatives to print by holding them up to the light. Classes such as photography encourage students to give advice to peers in need of help. Bierley says, "I like classes where we can ask other classmates for suggestions because it helps improve our work."

In Mr. Carr's English class, Lauren Kresloff ('02) and Johnny Oh ('02) prepare Coleridge's "Kubla Khan" for a choral-speaking presentation. This concept may be more difficult than it seems. In order to read simultaneously, teamwork is involved. After practicing together for a period, they pulled off a great performance.

Standing in the hallway, Brian Locasle ('02) stops to ask a teacher, Mr. Radbill, a question. Although students have an opportunity to ask questions after class, some find time in between classes as well. Even if both will be late for their next classes, persevering students and teachers will be willing to help each other out despite the time and place.
Carefully drawing a circle on a draft sheet, Jason Rosner ('05) prepares a rough sketch of a new project. His drafting class allows his creative and intellectual juices to flow. Drafting, as well as many other electives at East, provides students with a means to switch from focusing on academics to concentrating on other areas of interest.

Heeding Mrs. Cainon-Buote's instructions, Alex Busch ('04) and Leah Schneeberg ('04) watch their teacher as she gives helpful suggestions to improve their artwork. Art provides the opportunity to express artistic abilities, while preparing some students for futures in that field. Emphasizing detail and emotion, art classes can be a haven for solitude and relaxation for some students.
Going Beyond the Textbook

It is the same thing nearly every period and every day. Teachers stand in front of a classroom and lecture for forty-two minutes while classes become monotonous and students fall asleep. In some classes, however, there comes a much-appreciated break. Students fill those classes with excitement and interest instead of rote memorization and a lack of understanding. Moreover, learning without textbooks provides many students with a sense of accomplishment and more importantly, a purpose.

In science classes, students break away from the monotony by dissecting many different types of animals, breeding fruit flies, or experimenting with toy cars to discover the laws of physics. Math students play with basketballs to complete lab assignments, and drafting students dream of buildings to see just how far their talents and imaginations can go. “Hands-on learning helps you better than textbooks,” said Lauren Levine (’02). “They allow you to understand what’s really going on.”

Turning on Science Workshop during their physics lab, Austin Deng (’03) and Michael Duncombe (’02) wait eagerly to view their newly collected data. To understand the concepts of physics, students perform experiments themselves to analyze data and arrive to their own conclusions. After finishing labs, students can apply concepts they have already learned to reinforce their knowledge.

Dissecting a mud puppy in Vertebrate Anatomy, Jennifer Hacker (’03) tries to identify the important features of the animal. Accuracy in these types of labs is crucial to fully understanding the anatomy of an animal. Because of such hands on experiments students comprehend the principles of the course visually.

Todd Kent (’02) and Mo Yang (’03) collaborate on physics lab about momentum. Cooperation during labs is key to successful experiment. By working in groups students get to know one another, forming new relationships.

Intently reading a book on Latinos, Alberto Herrera (’02) and Mr. Miamidian tackle issues facing many Hispanic-Americans. Good teacher-student relations are an important goal for a happy school year.
EXPLORING INTERESTS

In the middle of a hectic day, a well-placed and well-chosen elective can provide a welcome break. Elective classes, whether they are in art, photography, cooking, journalism, computers, business, or something completely different, give students a chance to relax from their required courses and explore an area that they enjoy.

Walking through the school, a visitor can enjoy freshly baked cookies, study newly printed photographs, help mold clay, and learn how to create a computer program all in less than a day. East students can always experiment with their talents in an elective class, no matter what their interests are. "Electives give me a chance to take other classes that I normally would not have considered in my schedule. Taking Journalism during my freshmen year as an elective made me realize how much it interests me. Electives have allowed me to become a more well-rounded person," said Brianne Herman ('02).

Jennifer Habina ('02) carefully builds her miniature house in Drafting class, making a tiny version of her dream home. Drafting class stresses hands-on learning while at the same time teaching students the basics of architecture.

Conscious of cubist elements, Patrick Richartz applies learned rules while painting his own rendition of a cubist painting. Learning specific units of painting, such as Cubism, not only helps students to advance in their artistic skill but also broadens their perspective of art. "The art classes here let students put their own touches on artistic periods," commented Richartz.

With a steady pencil and a focused eye, Craig Oppenheimer ('04) carefully traces the characters in his Commercial Art class. With plenty of practice and a smidgen of skill, students can learn to do anything in the class, from simple calligraphy to full-page ads.

Careful not to hit her fingers, Yumiko Hraco ('05) hammers in a nail to complete the frame for her tile, one of the many projects in 3D Art. In many cases, preparatory steps must be taken before a work of art can be masterfully created, showing that artists can be carpenters too.
In cooking class, Marissa DeAngelis ('05), Rachael Clancy ('03), and Devin Dreschier ('03) prepare a pizza for their anxiously awaiting peers. As they learn the fundamentals of cooking, the students relish the time they spend on activities such as baking cookies and making salads. With hands-on experience, students can experiment with new recipes and techniques.

Explain the basics of Digital Photography to Stephanie Chang ('02), Mr. Kovnat shows his students how to alter pictures with the click of a mouse. Teachers like Mr. Kovnat allow students in Advanced Photography to focus on their own personal skills and favorite techniques in order to help them further understand and appreciate the course. "There is so much freedom to be creative in that class," said Chang.

Kristen Kendra ('04) lets the clay speak for her as she carefully sculpts aesthetic forms using the messy medium. Pottery making, a great outlet for creativity and just plain hands-on fun, is just one of the units for the students of 3D Art. In the class, budding artists learn to create works of art through a variety of media ranging from plain paper to clay.
Cherry Hill East was awarded the New Jersey Department of Education Star School for 1999-2000 for its innovative programs and astounding student involvement in athletics and extracurricular programs. Over the years, East has proven to be one of the most demanding and challenging high schools in New Jersey. The rigorous courses offer both intellectual and creative outlets into certain subjects and create an excellent learning environment. In comparison to the state and the nation, the average SAT I verbal and mathematics scores at East, as well as the SAT II subject test scores, are significantly higher than the national and state averages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>N.J.</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng. Lit.</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. History</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math IC</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math IIC</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With some free time during the day, Lee Norsworthy ('02) fills out the payment voucher for her Rutgers application. Many seniors at East have active and busy lives and must find time in their hectic schedules for homework, extracurricular activities, and, of course, college applications.
Sitting comfortably in the Guidance office, Ed Balsam ('02) looks over an SAT registration packet. In addition to challenging courses, standardized tests help students see where their strengths and weaknesses are so that they can work harder for a better future.

During study hall in the Cafeteria, Michelle Govito ('02) helps Andréa Camarata ('02) and Jessica Lauer ('02) with a paper. Study halls provide students with a free period to finish homework or study for a test, because there are not enough hours otherwise. "With all the classes we have to juggle, it's helpful to have a study hall to finish the work we fell asleep doing the night before," said Lauer.

Whether drinking coffee in order to pull an all-nighter or taking all honors courses to maintain a high weighted GPA, Cherry Hill East students undoubt-edly go to great lengths to compete with their peers and strive for academic excellence to make an impression on prospective colleges and universities. In addition to demanding schoolwork, East students must also effectively manage their personal time and extracurricular activities.

Consequently, some students will take great pains to achieve the coveted 90. "Because of the fact that your weighted GPA is calculated by a letter system, it is pointless to go for a 99 when you can achieve a 90 and maintain the same GPA," said Omar Beidas ('02). Also, many school conscious students will often opt to not take an accelerated track course merely because of the fact that it will lower their weighted GPA and class rank. "Every college is looking for the best and most competitive students. If you want to get into the school of your choice you should be willing to put in that extra effort," said Samitha Bhargava ('03).

While a schedule filled with six honors classes and extracurricular activities may seem feasible to manage at first, many students lose their academic stamina and often feel overwhelmed by the pressures of being a competitive student. Ultimately, however, most students feel that receiving an acceptance letter to their top choice school more than compensates for the lost hours of sleep and personal indulgence.

Listening intently, this class absorbs every bit of Chemistry from their teacher. Taking challenging courses at East gives students a chance to work hard to reach their potential. However, often times this type of learning environment can lead to competition between some students.

According to the U.S. Department of Commerce's bureau of consensus, only 62.9% of American students go on to college after graduating high school. In contrast, 96% of seniors at East continue their education; 82% attend 4 year colleges or universities, and 14% attend 2 year colleges. This significantly high number of East graduates who continue their education in college shows the strive for learning among East students.
Time In, Time Out

Homework, tests, SATs, extracurriculars. With the abundant "buffet" of activities combined with the stressful amount of schoolwork, when do East students find the time to relax? Students begin the day by running from class to class, piling work, and finally ending the day with some kind of after-school activity. Many students often feel the pressure to succeed in an environment in which competition is very high.

The addition of so many AP classes over the years has added to the pressure, which leaves students feeling that only the "fittest" students survive. It is therefore no wonder that so many students welcome stress relieving activities such as hanging out with friends, listening to music, or exercising to prevent themselves from burning out. "Running for me is a way to relieve the stress that accumulated throughout the day. By joining the track team, I was able to forget things and look forward to the end of school," said Joe Kim ('05).

Like Kim, East freshmen quickly learned to adapt their learning styles as well as balance their schedules so that they could have enough time to sleep, study, and play. During the school day, students faced with complex physics problems and history debates eagerly anticipate the 5-minute socializing break between classes to chat with friends. Socializing and relieving stress are important aspects of school life for most students who want to maintain their sanity yet maintain their high school education. Those who make the most out of high school and make lasting friendships are those who have clearly experienced school life at East.

As a staff member of Eastside, Matt Berns ('02) enjoys the school newspaper's first edition of the 2001-2002 school year. Eastside editors and staff members work hard to make their deadlines, so they are elated to see the finished product. Berns said, "It is great to see the results of the long hours needed to put together the paper and to read one's own article printed."

On a bright, sunny day, Rachel Katz ('02) shares a laugh with Becca Muhlbarg ('02) who is on her way home from school. After the school bell rings, seniors will driving privileges look forward to relaxing, making plans for the weekend, and hanging out in the student parking lot. "The end of the day is the best part of the day because I can go home and relax," said Muhlbarg.

During lunch, John Davis ('02) and Menelique Woodson ('02) play a friendly game of basketball. When the temperature is warm enough, students take advantage of the newly renovated courtyard to get some fresh air, enjoy the outdoors, and take a break from the rigor of school.

Relieved to have finished his health test, Scott Soloff ('05) makes sure he puts down the correct answers. Like Soloff, many freshmen are overwhelmed with the new school, new course choices, and countless tests. However, as they ease their way into the school year, they find themselves slowly accustoming to the building and new testing schedule.

Taking some time to stop at the hallway bulletin board, Aaron Lenzer ('02) posts various theater announcements for any interested students. Despite the stress that comes with a jam-packed schedule, many East students like to fill their days with countless activities like theater and devote their time to doing something they love.
While people use lunch as a time to relax, students like Maria Carroll ('03) and Perry Hwang ('03) utilize this time to study. Many pupils feel pressured into taking a quick trip from the cafeteria to a quiet place like the library to prepare for a test in the following period. Although studying between periods for tests causes more stress, students still want to try to cram as much information into their heads as possible.

Hanging out in the hallway between periods, J.J. Ernst ('02) laughs as Craig Slootkin ('02) pretends to play the guitar with Zach Abo's ('02) guitar case. Students often need these breaks during the day to laugh with their friends and have a little fun.

Before and during school, Sherry Lu ('02) uses her translator as a guide for her homework and notes. Because Lu has just come from Taiwan to America, school may be more difficult for her than many others. Because she is not just learning academics but English as well, Lu and other ESL students put in double amount of effort compared to average for school.
Distractions, Distractions

You're sitting at a desk during 5th period English class. Your class is in the middle of a class debate about Shakespeare and your mind starts to drift. As diligent and hardworking as you are trying to be, you cannot help but have your mind wander off into new realms of dreaming. You think about sleep, for the past 24 hours has been dedicated to working on your History presentation. As tired as you are, you attempt to stay awake and continue taking down some notes. But again, the attempt is unsuccessful. Suddenly the class stops talking and stares at you. Embarrassed, you realize the ringing cell phone belongs to you. With a goofy smile, you reach out to turn it off and you take a look around the classroom. You notice some other classmates intently paying attention to the teacher, while others are playing games on the graphing calculator or avert their attention outside the windows.

Throughout the school day, there are many distractions that may keep students from paying their full attention in class. At school, instead of listening to the teacher lecture about Stoichiometry, it is easier to let one's mind wander or play games. Amy Lejarzar ('03) says that “with sports, homework, and family obligations I think it is natural for everyone to occasionally not pay attention in class”. At home, besides doing homework, a student might opt to chat with friends, listen to their CD players, or talk on the phone. Karishma Vohra ('03) says that while doing homework online, I receive a lot of mail from people... and I feel that I have to reply to them. I think it distracts me from my work and I waste an hour or so from the Internet”. Whatever it is, such distractions are a part of a students day at East.

Using an electronic translator, Jenny Yi-Ni Lu ('02) tries to find more effective adjectives. Despite the fact that this unique device helps her to find the words she needs in order to communicate thoroughly, it also may cause her to become dependent upon it. Besides being a modern way of finding and translating words, the translator may also add to the distraction level during class.

During some free time in Photography class, Megan Sobel ('02) shows Lindsey Ruthen ('03) and Breanne McNearney ('02) entertaining tunes on her cell phone. Even when there is nothing to do, good times can be found through simply laughing at those around you. Said Sobel, “We crack each other up in class. It's great!”

Dana Karl ('02) and Gayatri Patel ('03) find a second in the hall to slip in a word or two to each other. It's always a challenge to say something you want to say in the hall a minute that you have between classes, but fast talking and hand motions seem to get the job done. “A lot of times I'm in a rush, but I still make time to talk to my friends,” said Karl.
her lunch period to call up a friend on the payphone. Besides eating lunch, students can find other things to do during the period like make a call, play hackey sack, or visit the library.

Walking down F-wing, Nick Foley ('03) stops to look out side at people playing sports in East’s newly renovated courtyard. Pausing to take breaks during a hectic day helps alleviate some stress that students feel from class work.

At the end of the day, Sydney Reaves ('03) and Gwen Carter ('03) took over some class notes. Students like Reaves and Carter usually look forward to the end of the day so that they can take their minds off school work. However, they often find that even homework can become distraction when trying to enjoy life outside of school.

Listening to his discman, Andrew de Baun ('05) works on a Pop Art painting for Foundations of Art. Students often find themselves listening to music, an important element in their daily lives, during elective classes and lunch periods. Distractions like these can provide an escape from a rather noisy environment to one with more appealing sounds.

With a few minutes to spare, Nicole Agresta ('03) uses the rest of the period to write a letter to her friend. With such active lives, students often find it hard to manage their time and sometimes busy themselves with nonacademic activities before or after class.
Daily Dose of East

The first bell rings, signaling the start of homeroom, and in another five minutes a voice comes over all intercoms, telling students to "please stand for the flag salute." Students here know that with this start, they can also expect other "East" moments throughout the day: chatting in the hall, sharing current events in History, forming desks in a circle for discussions in English, helping one another, participating in countless activities, and all the while having fun.

The routine gives most students a sense of order in their everyday lives at school. Daily life at East, however, is rarely monotonous. Faculty and friends often add the right amount of variety to keep East students on their toes.

Before the start of her journalism class, Catherine Richter ('03) makes outlines for an article due for next week. For many students who arrive at their classes early, a few moments are used for catching up on homework and preparing for class.

After reading Great Expectations Cliffsnotes, Alice Nascimento ('05), Robyn Weiss ('05), and Julie Maggioncalda ('05) enhance their understanding of the book by reading a brief biography and background information on the life and times of Charles Dickens. Students often get a better grasp characters, themes, or symbolism in books.

Discussing lesson plans, Mr. DeLuca and Mr. Lapp prepare for another math unit. Because teachers understand that two heads are better than one, they often work together to coordinate their lessons so that their classes are both challenging and enjoyable.
In Wind Ensemble, while Mr. Yurko holds the chromatic tuner, Christine MacArthur ('03) watches the needle on it to make sure her pitch is not too sharp. Used both before and during every rehearsal, the tuner has become the most efficient way to check and adjust various notes. "Playing on a properly tuned instrument is so crucial to hitting the right notes and blending with the rest of the ensemble," said Jenny Feinberg ('03).

Megan Redmond ('02), Josh Pennepacker ('02), Kristie Allison ('03), and Sherita McBride ('02) gather around the computer screen as they explore websites about environmental studies. Modern classrooms are now considered incomplete without computers available for students.

Before a test, Casey Stronski ('02) and Courtney Wallace ('03) review in D-wing. Because sometimes students just cannot find enough time to study at home, hall cramming sessions seem just as effective. Stronski said, "Taking just a few minutes before class to study is better than not reviewing at all."
Keeping Busy

7:45—rush through homework. 5th period lunch-chat with friends.
2:30—go to clubs and activities. These are the mental notes of an average East student throughout the school year. The school days for East students are filled with different activities that help ensure a well-rounded high school experience. Everyday, the buffet of classes and activities at East gives students the opportunities to participate and explore different interests. The long list of activities almost guarantees that at least one activity will appeal to them and East allows students to reach their full potential and discover new talents.

Waiting for the bell to ring, Mike Morasco ('04) reads the school newspaper in the cafeteria. School publications such as Eastside contain different views written by East students. Through groups such as the school newspaper, students are given the opportunity to express their views to their peers and put light on issues that affect the school community.

Carefully rolling out paper, Neil Cohen ('02) works in the hallways of East. The large amount of activities that are available give many students ample opportunity to participate in something they would enjoy. By participating in an activity, students are motivated to explore their interests.

Concentrating on his painting for art class, Steve Gonzalez ('04) works to perfect his artwork. Art classes such as Foundations of Art and Photography inspire students to bring out their creative and artistic talents.

After school, Jenny Feinberg ('03) and Brittany Kaplan ('03) paint signs for SGA. The Student Government Association is the driving force behind a successful Spirit Week and dances. Not only does this group motivate themselves, but they also work hard to motivate students to love this school.
Sitting comfortably in one of the library's new chairs, Shantell Scruggs ('04) finishes some homework. The library is open to students like Scruggs who want to escape the din in the halls. The quiet and calm atmosphere motivates students to study or get their work done without interruption.

Studying for a test, Matthew Pagan ('03) and Ronald Rankine ('02) review the basic concepts before class begins. When forming study groups, students who share their knowledge sometimes gain an advantage over those who study alone. Working with two minds often facilitates the learning process.

Watching his peers act on the stage, Alex Ruderman ('05) sits in the little theatre. Because lab theatre allows students to experience the stage instead of lectures, students can always look forward to this period. Many elective classes like theatre give students an opportunity to have fun as well as open up their minds.
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Steven Gao copies notes down in his notebook in Mr. Carlin's geometry class. Gao is one of the few students from middle school that attends classes here at East. "Even though I feel weird in a different atmosphere, I am glad that I have the opportunity to be in a freshman math course, and I get to meet new people," said Gao.

Strumming his guitar while the rest of the students sing to the music, Rick Gold ('02) entertains his Calculus class with a song about derivatives and flow rates. A simple twist to everyday learning, such as songs, interesting demonstrations, or presentations, often adds variety while also teaching a lesson.

A large group of students, including around twenty-four from East, pack themselves into the Washington Township High School cafeteria to participate in the science league. The league goes to various schools four times a year to challenge others in a fifty minute competition. Special opportunities like these at East offer students a chance to test their knowledge of the sciences outside of school.
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What makes East so special? Maybe it’s the middle school student working hard in one of our math classes, a fellow East student leaving school at the end of the day to attend the UMD NJ program, or music filling up an academic classroom to enhance the students’ learning. Programs and different activities not only bring out the unique qualities of our school, but they also help students go above and beyond a normal curriculum. While most visitors at East will find these sights out of the ordinary, students here most likely will not even question them. Because East offers amazing additions and alternatives to ordinary school life, people in this school certainly appreciate them and use them to their benefit.

In the cafeteria, Amber Shernoff (’05), Christina Hopkins (’05), and Keisha Blount (’05) present a project for their World Civilization class. This change in environment for students gives them a more laid-back atmosphere to do presentations. With more open space, students find themselves more comfortable when performing under these conditions.

Aerating paramecium, Meiling Gao (’02) makes sure each culture has enough food and oxygen. Running errands, preparing buffers, and making gels are only a few jobs that lab aids like Gao do to dedicate their time to the bio department. Volunteer jobs such as this give students a chance to explore their interest in biology and allows them to become familiar with the lab equipment.

In Eastern Humanities, Daniel Morse (’02) and Nora Smaldone (’02) make their Zen garden during class. In order to create this Japanese garden, Mr. Haines and Mrs. Schuster brought the elements (sand, rocks, and wood) of a Zen garden for each student. “I liked this project because not only was it a different experience, but I also learned a lot from it,” said Morse.

Working in ESL, Jenny Lu (’02) helps her sister, Sherry Lu (’02), with some math homework. This class gives students who have only recently moved to America time to improve their English while also giving them time to communicate with other students in the same situation.
Brian Cabalo ('03) uses this TI-83 plus to calculate chemistry problems. Many students, especially juniors and seniors, are offered graphing calculators for not only math courses but science courses, too. Along with receiving new equipment, the school has also adapted to them by creating overhead projectors and a new curriculum for related subjects.

Ashley Evans ('02) catches a second in the hall to call up a friend. Understandably, after the events of September 11th increased, cell phones and payphones have allowed students to communicate family and friends of their plans.

After cleaning wire cages with a sponge, Rat Lab Technician Timothy Barnes ('03) prepares to transport one of the rats to the Skinner Box. Besides daily maintenance, technicians must also observe and record changes in the weight and behavior. With this new program, students can have not only experience but also reinforcement of psychological concepts.

When Lauren Lopilato ('04) presents her rendition of a Cubist College painting, she also explains benchmarks and standards she has reached. After her self-assessment, her peers offer constructive criticism. This year East's art classes have led the way for new approaches of learning by training students to personally evaluate their own progress.
Relaxing on the new couch during their free period, Alberto Herrera ('02) looks on while Christina Hopkins ('05) flips through the latest issue of People Magazine. Because these couches, along with the other recent renovations in the library, create a more familiar environment, students tend to spend more time there reading and catching up on schoolwork.

Scott Frank ('04) and Aaron Rivkin ('05) add finishing touches to their shelves in Woodshop. While this class has existed for many years at East, students learn to work with new materials and create new projects each year. They are exposed to different technology as well as receive hands-on experience with real tools.

The new additions to Cherry Hill East, such as the Behavioral Science Animal Lab, the newly furnished library, and class critiques, have improved the overall learning environment. These additions, combining physical renovations as well as new approaches to learning and teaching, have given the school a fresh new face. Students like to take advantage of these various extras to enhance their high school careers. "It’s great that Cherry Hill East brings new technology and programs to the school, especially at a time when it is most in need of innovation," said Andrew Elkan ('02).

As Ms. Poveda watches over them, Josh Sellars ('02) and Christina Losikian ('03) search the computer for online resources. With the changing technology over the years, the Internet has become a more reliable source for information. Increased use of the computer at East has given students not only easier access to resources but helpful math and science programs as well.
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Comfort Zone

The chaos of a jam-packed schedule can sometimes be hard to handle. There are things to do, places to go to, and people to see, and after running from class to class and watching the list of assignments in your planner grow longer, any break is greatly appreciated. Luckily, East provides a laid-back atmosphere in which students can always find spots to relax in and take their minds off the rigors of schoolwork.

A free period like lunch allows you to chat with friends while also taking a breather from a busy day, and study halls give you the opportunity to finish homework or catch up on some leisure reading. Open doors are always found within other parts of the school where students can enjoy some more time alone or with a friend. With so many available places to rest during a tiring day, students can always look forward to being in East.

With some free time during the day, Cheryl Billy ('02) and Samantha Goldstein ('02) skim through a magazine article in the Main Office. East students can always find a room in the school with a warm environment in which to settle down.

With an assignment and pen in her hands, Breanne McNerney ('02) prepares to do homework by herself in the SGA office. Small rooms such as this provide students with an escape from the hectic world of East, and many students like McNerney appreciate any chance to work peacefully and alone.

With her feet propped up on the table in front of the auditorium, Christina Chang ('03) laughs at the pleasant feeling that comes with the end of any long day. Taking the time to kick back and enjoy the free hours to spare before having to do homework and come back to school is something all students look forward to.
Waiting for their rides, Andrea Gomez ('03) and Corey Westover ('04) share the events of their day on the welcoming steps at the main entrance. Students often take this short time before leaving school to socialize with friends about daily news or upcoming weekend events.

Melissa Felix ('05) and Justin Sokoloff ('05) share a laugh with their lunch table. Lunch periods give students time to loosen up and take their minds off of rigorous work and tests. Once the period ends, students can usually return to their classes with a refreshed and ready-to-focus mind.

Christine Duncombe ('04) and Colleen Duffy ('04) settle down in F-wing to sketch designs for Drafting. With so many areas around the school to work in, students sometimes find that the floor works as a more comfortable seat than chairs. Having the freedom to sit like this also brings a more familiar feel to the school, making students feel at home.
Helping Lindsay Guacciardi ('03) develop the skills to perfect her reading, Mrs. Morrone sits patiently next to her student. Even after class, teachers willingly help students reach and maintain full academic potential.

Holding the flag, Mr. Terranova shares a laugh with Michael Weitzman ('02) in the hall. Anytime during the day, students can always rely on teachers for advice, extra help, or a good conversation. Rather than bringing about a feeling of formality, teachers at East are like friends who care about their students.

In Journalism, Mr. Gagliardi helps Priti Ojha ('02) proofreading her latest story. When writing, receiving feedback from others is the best way to go. "Mr. Gagliardi is always so helpful when we need to get something done," said Ojha.
Principal Gallagher makes sure that East students are focused on their schoolwork and activities. Apart from being a hard-working principal, Mr. Gallagher has the responsibility of keeping an eye on the hallways of East.

Holding an attendance sheet, Ms. Dehoratiss gathers a group of students as she jot down some things in the cafeteria. Teachers are given many responsibilities besides teaching and helping students. Not only do they enrich the minds of East students, but they also have to make sure that the school rules apply to all students.

The Faculty

When the days are over and high school is behind us, we will look back and remember the activities we participated in or friends that we made. However, we may forget to give credit to the people who influenced us as well: the faculty.

Although they are an integral part of students’ lives, they are sometimes taken for granted. There are the teachers inside the classroom who then become our coaches, advisors, friends, and mentors outside the classroom; the counselors who become our guides in this hectic world we call high school; the officers, aides, secretaries, and supervisors. “It’s great that the faculty here is so dependable. They are always there when you need help,” said Lakshmi Ravindran (’02).

Mr. Jackson critiques the film processed by Lauren Karpf (’03) as he continues to grade the photos printed by Nicole Sindoni (’03). Mr. Jackson is one of the teachers of the ever popular photography class. Besides enriching the artistic and creative minds of the students, art teachers help students explore a different world of aesthetics.

Mrs. Muscimeci helps Spanish exchange student Jose Bernardo Hernandez Avila (’03) adjust to his classes and the new surroundings. With the handful of new exchange students this year, faculty members spend extra time with the new students to help them with their studies abroad as well as help them adjust to the differences of the school.

Going through page by page, Mrs. Panzif helps Arthur Marinoff (‘04) with his homework. Teachers usually spend extra time after school to help students who need their help. This time after school with students allows teachers to become more familiar with their students as well as communicate with them individually.
Alexandra Fox ('04), Andrea Schlater ('04), and Cathrin Di Ponzio ('04) glance at some pictures from the weekend while waiting in the halls for the five-minute homeroom bell to ring. Throughout the day, the hallways are crowded with anxious students rushing to classes or groups of friends sharing the events of the day. The hallways are a popular spot for students to hang out and exchange a few words before rushing to their next period class.

Enjoying a healthy snack, Jill Greenfield ('03) and Barri Sarwasitz ('03) laugh over a funny joke in the cafeteria. Although some students opted not to take lunch this year, many students still chose the free period in which they could socialize with friends as well as eat their lunch. The lunch period allows students to meet new friends as well as enjoy the company of many others, thereby opening up students to mix in with different cliques or groups. This often leads to new friendships.

Sitting in the comfortable library, Derrick Kearney ('02) and Alfred Bowles ('02) discuss an interesting topic they read in the newspaper. The library is open for students to go to find something that stimulates their interests. Besides providing a quiet atmosphere for students to research, the library also provides a place for students to go to meet other friends who want to relax.
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Break Time

Beeeeeeep!! The 8:10 bell signals the beginning of a new school day at East. Some students are running down the hallways, trying to get to class before they get another lateness on their record. Others are slowly pacing the halls with friends, eagerly chatting about the latest gossip. Each school day may seem full of work, but with the help of the bell, many students are able to catch relief. After each period, students grace the halls as they walk to their next period class. On the way, many stop to chat and to socialize with friends and peers they encounter. This five-minute journey through the halls allows students to relieve themselves of stress as they enjoy a few minutes of much-wanted conversation with a good friend. Also, these breaks between classes help students stretch and take their mind off of complex math problems for a moment. For others, the lunch period or after-school activities serve as a better time to relax and have some fun. The lunch period enables students to finish homework, chat, listen to music, or just enjoy munching on their food, while after school activities encourage members to have fun and socialize with others of the same interests. Whatever method students choose in order to socialize and have fun, the valuable time that students have in school to kick back and enjoy the company of friends is time well-spent.
Psychology students look forward to Child Development Day every year because it gives them a chance to test not only psychological theories but their creativity as well. This year, students gathered in the auxiliary gym with children from the ages of 2 to 11, prepared with original games and questions to test moral, physical, emotional, cognitive, and language development. The real-life experience and observations gave East students a different approach to learning more about child development in those areas.
Eastside editor-in-chief Brianne Herman ('02) points out to Opinion's editor April Ostach ('02) areas in her article that need changing. Students like Herman and Ostach join the newspaper in order to reach out to others through their writing. With Eastside's many sections, each writer can incorporate his or her individual style to produce an informative and enjoyable newspaper.

Describing the compression rates of a cement sample to determine its strength, Mrs. Heath gives her class a concrete example of how calculus can be used in factories and workplaces. Teachers like Mrs. Heath sometimes find ways to incorporate real-life situations and ideas to enhance the learning process, making concepts easier to understand and remember.

After finishing his piece, Timothy Rinehart ('04) shows off his newly formed coil pot to Jennifer Vosbikan ('04) and Samantha Inselman ('05). Students that take 3D Art enjoy using different media like clay, wood, paper, and paints to create their own works of art through which they can express themselves.

Creativity Is Key

Being a student at East can be a challenge. Most classes require both book smarts and actual interest in the subject. However, another underlying factor is involved as well: creativity. This integral part of learning gives a new approach to understanding important concepts in class. With the countless projects due each day in different classes, teachers are constantly testing the students' abilities to use their imagination.

From biology seminars to Shakespeare plays, and even midyear projects, students have begun to incorporate creativity into their daily life at East. Their presentations allow students to research their own topics in depth or get to the deepest levels of a character's mind in order to receive full affect of their education.

Staying after school to work on a Hamlet play for English class, Mark Corcoran ('02) explains his ideas as Matthew Ezzi ('02) tears off enough black paper for the backdrop in their scene. Plays like this provide students with an opportunity to let their imaginations run free when making costumes and backdrops, as well as adding their own personal touch when playing each character. Students then gain a better understanding of the play itself when going through this creative process.
Diligently working to find the solution to a complex problem, Robert Ing ('04) and Peter Ko ('04) think they have found the correct answer. By working in groups to solve a problem, the solution can often be found much faster. Group work enables students to combine their knowledge and allow them to develop interaction skills.

In order to create a delicious pizza in cooking class, Jenna Dorfman ('05) and Samantha Schlaier ('05) spread out cheese on the dough while Gregory Whitten ('05) hungrily awaits for the finished product. Cooking Tech is a class that lets students learn about food and the basics of cooking. Most times, the easiest and most interesting way to learn is to work and interact in groups.

East Interacts

In the middle of first period U.S. history class, your teacher announces a midyear assessment assignment due this week. As soon as the teacher says the word “midyear,” a couple of groans resonate throughout the class. You anxiously await the instructions to follow. The project seems simple—a five minute presentation on a history topic and a reflection paper. The teacher adds, “You may work in pairs or in groups of three.” These magic words fill you with relief. The words from the teacher yield a positive response from the students because the very nature of working with others suggests that it will lessen the workload.

At East, whether it is in English, Chemistry, or cooking class, students are given the opportunity to work with their peers. The ability to interact well with others will not only help students reach their goals more quickly, but it will also be beneficial to students as they prepare to work in the real world that requires teamwork.

During an English class, students are given the option of working in pairs. Sierra Allen ('03) and Natalie Deal ('03) use this opportunity to debate about a topic. At East, interacting with others encourages partnership as well as group skills.

At the end of gym class, Dana Karl ('02) and Allison Horowitz ('02) put away their badminton rackets as they recapitulate about the game they played. Gym class is a place that reinforces the relationship between students and teachers. Students are encouraged to participate in games and sports that improve their athletic abilities and encourage good sportsmanship with their peers.
To test a theory in physics, Phil Rosen (’03) sets up a lab experiment while Mike McCoy (’03) works the computer, and Justin Baratz (’03) anxiously watches to make sure everything is set to go. Such laboratory experiments require students to acquire group skills and interaction with other classmates because of the many responsibilities in a lab experiment.

Working tenaciously to accomplish additional research, Arif Rahman (’02) stays in the computer lab with another classmate after the bell signals the end of the period. The atmosphere at East encourages students to work and motivate each other.

During English, Alan Reed (’02), Gene Hu (’02), and Helene Rejy (’02) prepare for their modern drama critique play with each other before class. One of the major aspects to succeed in performing a play is team work. Assignments such as this one also give students the opportunity to combine creativity and intellect with each other.
Finding some time during the day to study in an available room in D-wing, Sarah Parker ('04) crams as much as she can before the next period. Students sometimes find it hard to do work in the noisy cafeteria and often seek quieter areas to study during their lunch periods. Luckily, the library or the D-wing dressing room offers a peaceful environment for last-minute reviews.

Study hall gives students like Rachel Henschelberg ('02) and James Boyle ('02) forth-two minutes of free time during their busy schedules. Balancing classes, assignments, and activities in one day can be difficult, and a free period like study hall provides a calmer atmosphere with enough time to study or do some homework.

Anthony Le ('03) pauses for a moment in study hall to think about how to answer the next question in his assignment. This quiet time to himself gives Le an opportunity to not only complete any unfinished homework but also consider his schedule for the rest of the day or week. With an open period like study hall, students can sometimes even work ahead to finish upcoming assignments.

Working Hard

Students at East are known for their athletic abilities, artistic talents, and, among many other things, their hard work. Their active lives seem to leave no time for fun and games, but students tend not to complain because they understand that they need to meet up with their teachers' expectations. During school, students constantly flood the classrooms, ready to learn with eager minds. Their determination and dedication to East and its challenging curriculum help to enhance their learning.

With so much to do in so little time, students often find themselves needing to take a study hall in order to have a free period in which to finish all of their homework or staying after school to get extra help from a teacher or a peer. They also attend study groups before and after school to develop better knowledge of different subjects. With these various aspects of school to intensify their learning experience, students can appreciate all that East has to offer.

Taking a moment from writing notes, Zachary Silverman ('04) concentrates on Dr. Vivone's lecture. Trying to keep up with a teacher when taking notes can sometimes be easier said than done, so a short break to absorb and process information is, at most times, needed and always welcome.
Naseem Lodhi ('02) smiles with a friend as he helps her with homework after school. Even after the last bell rings, most students, like Lodhi, find themselves still in school, hoping to understand the last concept in Math or trying to analyze poems for English. Fortunately, a peer or teacher is almost always available and glad to be of help.

Stressing during study hall. Peter Wang ('04) rereads the first chapter of Rebecca for the third time. With so much on their minds, East students sometimes find it difficult to focus well on one subject. As the school year progresses, however, students learn to familiarize themselves with their classes and their environment, and their workloads become easier to manage.

Elizabeth Solomon ('04) and Amy Cheung ('04) cut out signs to acknowledge the students and teachers who donated at the Spring Blood Drive. Dedicated students like Solomon and Cheung work hard, both during and after school, to make East a more spirited environment.
Student Life

Known for its active community, East is bountiful in athletic, cultural, musical, literary, and academic activities. When the bell rings at 2:25 p.m., many students don’t simply end their day there. They proceed to conduct club meetings, play in musical ensembles, and participate in community service. In addition to adding to the diversity and activism of the East community, student participation in extracurricular activities helps many relax and have fun.

Students also find ways to spend time with their friends or relax their minds from school outside East. Instead of heading home to homework, many students find themselves discussing that day’s events with friends or stopping for a bite at McDonald’s. “After school, I sometimes find time to flip through photo albums, take walks, or watch TV. These activities help relieve a stressed day and allow me time to think things through,” said Naomi Baumgarten (’02). Whatever students are doing, they are always involved in activities that enhance their lives.

Before beginning his homework Andy Dittman (’02) plays a few video games on his PlayStation 2. Many students will find ways to relieve the stress of academics after school at home.

After school, Jason Dorfman (’03) and another member of Friends of the Environment change the topsoil of the land around East. As usual, this club often dedicates hours to help the school community by creating a better environment.

As a way to spend free time after school, Mindy Dhillon (’02) shops at Express. Whether it is the Echelon or Cherry Hill Mall, both places are popular spots to hang out with friends and shop around.

In front of communications, Megan Glenn (’05) chats with her friends while waiting for a ride home. Students often get together in front of the main entrance and the student entrance.
Typing into the cash register, Jill Pahren ('03) spends one of her Thursday afternoon working at Classic Cafe Company. Like many other students, working during the school year has become a big part of student life. Not only do students work to earn money, but it also gives more students experience out in the real world.

During homeroom, Melissa Medoway ('02) and Marc Davis ('02) read two popular book series: Harry Potter and the Lord of the Rings. These best-selling books, along with their movie versions, have motivated many East students to read for pleasure. "I read it for fun and it's relaxing because it's fictional," said Medoway.
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Making The Grade

Whether they are drinking coffee during an all-nighter or taking all honors/AP courses to maintain a high weighted-GPA, Cherry Hill East students have long taken to great lengths to compete with their peers. With college admissions looming on the horizon and class rank adding increased pressure, East students pack their schedules with study, extracurriculars, and even jobs, finding little time for “extras” such as meals, bathroom breaks, and sleep.

Consequently, some students will take great pains to achieve the coveted 90. “Because of the fact that your weighted GPA is calculated by a letter system, it is pointless to go for a 99 when you can get a 90 and still maintain the same GPA,” said Omar Beidas (‘02).

Also, many school-conscious students will often opt not to take an accelerated track course merely because it will lower their weighted GPA and class rank. “Every college is looking for the best and most competitive students. If you want to get into the school of your choice you should be willing to put in that extra effort,” said Samhita Bhargava (‘03).

While a schedule filled with six honors classes and extracurricular activities may seem feasible at first, many students lose their academic stamina and become overwhelmed by the pressures of being a competitive student. However, upon receipt of an acceptance letter to their top choice school, most students feel that the lost hours of sleep and personal indulgence are more than compensated for.

Like most East students, Austin Deng (‘02) accepts the “normal” workload. With his tightly packed bag and strong back, Austin knows he’ll be prepared, both physically and academically, for an even more rigorous four years in college.
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The College Craze

With one white slip of paper, a student's life changes from simple routine to utter insanity. The first college meeting with a guidance counselor is a rite of passage. Not only does the conference force students to think about the future, it marks the end of a time where decisions consist solely of what movie to see on Saturday night. Devotes to standardized tests and majors, this meeting is a rude awakening to students who have not yet looked toward a time when they will not be living under their parents' roof. Looking back on it, Maxine Barish ('02) said, "I was very frightened when 'college searching' started. It finally hit me that soon I would be leaving Cherry Hill East and that I would miss the school I became so familiar with." Gavri Yares ('03) has met with his counselor, and he is feeling the weight of the process. "The whole experience is overwhelming," he said. "There are so many little and big things to worry about. Do I take the SATs more than once, maybe two or three times? Should I take the AP exams? What about SAT II's, and which ones do I take?" He knows, though, that he can turn to his guidance counselor for assistance with every worry or question he has. Soon, time will be comprised of SAT preparation, and books about "The 311 Best Colleges" will begin to appear on kitchen tables. But for now, students can relax knowing that their guidance counselor will be with them every step of the way.

Nhan Bui ('03) flips through a college information guide comparing certain aspects like size, location, and campus. With an overwhelming number of colleges to choose from, many students find their way to the guidance office, where a countless number of resource books are available.
A Night To Remember

The sun is shining and there isn't a cloud in the sky. Daydreams of road trips and weekends spent at the shore start to swim in and out of students' heads, making paying attention nearly impossible. But mixed in with those daydreams is the anticipation for something sooner. It's April and everyone's looking forward to the Junior Prom.

One of the last big events before the all too familiar halls of East are left behind, Junior Prom comes right when students are starting to relax, enjoying the time that they have left with their friends. Mei Yang ('03) said, "Even though I'm not too crazy about dancing, I still plan on going. Being able to spend time with my friends and having a good time is what's important."

While the time to leave friends behind for the summer quickly approaches, there's no time to be sad as East becomes consumed with a severe case of prom fever. Preparation is everything when it comes to this special night. Whether it involves simply taking a shower and getting dressed or going through the elaborate process of hair, nail, and makeup appointments, every detail is planned, sometimes even months in advance.

Junior Prom is one of those special high school moments that are never forgotten, as the memories of the night last a lifetime. When the night is through, it won't matter what color dress was worn or how someone's hair was styled. Because for this one amazing night, it is the time spent and memories made with friends that will.

Carefully picking prospective gowns, Amy Huang ('03) and Katie Cook ('03) guest for that ever elusive dress. Like most junior girls, they know that the perfect match of dress, hairstyle, and accessories will add that extra touch to perfect their magical evening at the Junior Prom. "Even though getting ready for the prom takes a lot of effort, it'll all be worth it in the end," said Huang.

Rachel Oppenheim
Philip Osborne
Ronald Overtont Jr.
Matthew Pagan
Jillian Pahren
Kimberly Pakdak

Ameetha Palaniivel
Ingeui Pang
Julie Paolini
Gayatri Patel
Oxiege Pela
Ashley Perkins

Spencer Pettigrew
Matthew Pezzato
Melanie Pick
Hannah Plimpson
Beatrice Pontier
Jeffrey Polansky

Rebecca Arousou
Pauline Politess
Cori Principato
Nicole Puleio
Brian Radziwill
Archana Ram
Todd Rasner
Q: You were out for a period of time due to health concerns. How did the students support you?
A: I had a liver transplant last year and while I was in the hospital, students sent me a lot of cards and notes. The students also sent me a big poster that everyone signed. I felt lots of support from the students. In my profession it’s important to feel needed, and it was heart-warming and fulfilling when I felt that.

Q: What was your most cherished moment with the Class of ’02? Did the Class of ’02 teach you anything?
A: When I welcomed them to East as freshmen. The class had its own personality, and its growth process from that time to graduation was familiar, interesting, and satisfying. It was still nice to see the class mature overall. There was never a time I didn’t learn something. One never knows how or when he learns something; it’s just that you do, through interacting with individuals. I found this particular class to be very talented in all facets. How could you not learn something from picking up Eastside or going to a school concert?

Q: What one word or song sums up the Class of ’02?
A: Hmm ... my one word would be exciting. I think “Somewhere” from West Side Story would be a good song for this class.

Q: If the class could be a movie, what movie would it be?
A: Umm ... Titanic? (thinks and laughs) No, no ... I’m just kidding.

Q: What advice can you give to the Class of ’02 for the future?

Q: Any last comments?
A: I wish the class the best and ask that the Class of ’02 be blessed.

Dear Class of ’02,

With the end of high school comes the final installment in the book of our adolescence. However, that does not mean that we neglected to leave bookmarks in the pages we remembered best. To highlight some of those pages, here is a madlib for your enjoyment.

I can clearly remember the first day of high school. As I entered the building I was ___________. Over the first couple weeks of school, I ___________ all the time. Over the years I have gained many friendships. I will never forget the time my friends and I ___________. I am very ___________ that high school has ended. However, as I reflect on my time at East, I would say that high school was ___________.

We wish each graduating student the best of luck in the future. Class of ’02, we thank you for the memories.

Your Senior Officers,

Rachel Hershenberg, Katie Boyle,
Steve Cornforth, & Craig Slotkin
GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL: Mindy Dhillon, Alex Goldstein, Brienne Herman, Lindsay Kancher, Meredith Minoff, Leah Plimpton, Rajkumar Sarkar, Jennifer Tan, Srinath Vemuri, Jennifer Wang; Not pictured: Josh Rasmiller.

ROTARY (RYLA): Emily Brenner, Perri Brenner, Lee Brownstein, Lauren Butler, Adam Finkel, Cathy Girman, Jenni Joyce, Craig Sloham

GIRLS' STATE: Katie Boyle, Heather Butler, Rachel Hershenberg, Catherine Kelodies, Sara Linton, and Megan Sobel

BOYS' STATE: Dan Butler, Rick Gold, Shaun Keeler, Adam Roth, Srinath Vemuri; Not pictured: Pete Galie, Frank Johnson
Not Just Smarty-pants

Every year, the top fifteen percent of the graduating class are inducted into Cum Laude Society. This year, the induction ceremony was held on April 9, 2002. Entrance is based solely on class rank, where the first five percent are chosen in the middle of junior year, the next five present are chosen at the beginning of senior year, and the final five present are chosen in the middle of senior year.

While students are chosen because of academic achievement, Cum Laude also stresses the importance of volunteering and giving back to the community. Students having difficulty with math or a world language can fill out a form in guidance, and a Cum Laude member is assigned to tutor the students. In addition, Cum Laude members volunteer in regional Special Olympics competitions.

Stephanie Chang ('02) holds up a sign advertising the Cum Laude Valentine's Day Rose Sale. Jennifer Wang ('02) wraps a rose in cellophane, and Amber Naqui ('02) and Melissa Medoway ('02) sell a rose to an underclassman. Chang said, "Dethroning roses by hand, wrapping the roses at a miraculous speed, and running back out to get more ribbons made the day very hectic, but it was worth it!"

Marissa Fang ('02) makes a change during the Cum Laude Rose Sale. Cum Laude uses the money for worthy causes. Fang said, "The money raised offsets the cost of your community service projects."

Ashley Schlaifer ('02) tutors Jon Cetel ('02) in calculus after school. One of the ways Cum Laude Society members give back to the community is through tutoring their classmates, and many members find it rewarding. "I have a lot of fun tutoring, and I think that it is great way to help others," said Schlaifer.

Match the ranking scholar with his or her answer.

1. What is your favorite word and why? 
   a. Gross, as in gross incompetence: Alright, I don’t really have a favorite word, but I think “gross” speaks for itself. 
   b. Friday, because I like it a lot better than Monday. 
   c. Banana (I don’t know why; it just is.) 
   d. Souffle because it’s a light and fluffy word that sounds nice on the tongue. 
   e. Koyaanisquats, because it makes me feel so sophisticated.

2. What three words describe you? 
   a. Quiet, idealistic, compassionate. 
   b. Music, mind, myself. 
   c. Very, very concise. 
   d. Tang (of a) tyrant tongue 
   e. Short, petite, and tiny

3. What are your favorite and least favorite sounds? 
   a. Rain hitting the roof at night, and um … you know that sickening crunch when you smash your fender into a parked car? Yeah. 
   b. The house settling, and people who eat really loud, ew. 
   c. Music, and people chewing food. 
   d. My cat’s purr, and my alarm clock waking me up at 6:30 every morning. 
   e. When someone is singing and they hit that perfect note that makes a chill run up your spine. It gives me goose bumps, and that squeaky noise balloons make when you rub them; it gives me goose bumps. I guess its weird that both my favorite and least favorite sounds do that.

4. If you could be any fictional character, who would you be? 
   a. Jo March from Little Women. 
   b. Mr. Miyagi. 
   c. Inspector Gadget-he puts calculator games to shame. 
   d. The cat in the hat. 
   e. The “Cheshire Cat”

5. What did you eat for dinner last night? 
   a. My dad made steak with some really spicy fries and salad. He doesn’t usually cook but that was really good. 
   b. Chicken and couscous. 
   c. I seriously do not remember. I have no idea. Is that a bad sign? (The answer for two people.) 
   d. Vegetable Tempura Sushi Rolls from Lotus Restaurant—the best I recommend!
   e. What is the one item you can’t sleep without: 
      a. Clothes. Oh no, wait, you said that I can’t sleep without. 
      b. A guy … well actually, one guy in particular. He’s brown, his name’s George, and he’s really hairy (or maybe furry is a better word). Did I mention he’s my favorite stuffed animal monkey? 
      c. My eyes closed. 
      d. My Snooky stuffed animal 
      e. Daisy, my stuffed caterpillar. Oh yeah, like you don’t have a secret stuffed animal friend. Stop laughing; I mean it.

7. Who rocks your world? 
   b. ‘N Sync. They are all that and a bag of chips. 
   c. The Simpsons. 
   d. I love my mom, my dad, my brother, my sister, and my best friend. 
   e. Anyone who plays great music full of emotion. Anyone from Stevie Wonder to Hendrix to the Dead to Gov’t Mule to John Coltrane.

8. Where do you see yourself in ten years? 
   a. I want to be Bill Graham-the concert promoter, not the evangelist. He promoted benefit concerts to help world problems. I want to own some concert venues like the Fillmores.

NATIONAL MERIT SEMI-FINALISTS: Naomi Baumgarten, Matthew Berns, Stephanie Chan, Meiling Gao, Alex Goldstein, Yao-Chung King, David Reisner, Joshua Rasmiller; Not Pictured: Marc Davis, Diana Tang

NATIONAL MERIT COMMENDATIONS; Matthew Acciani, Lauren Becker, Stephanie Berger, Michael Bookman, Eugenia Chung, Joel Cohen, Andy Dimmerson, James Ernst, Richard Gold, Gregg Gramatges, Seth Herron, Allison Horowitz, Christopher Kim, Melody Kramer, Breanne McNemey, Ava Morgenstern, Adam Mullinax, Lee Norsworthy, Kathleen O’Brien, Jan Polonsky, Ari Rahman, Lakshmi Ravindran, Daniel Reber, Alan Reed, Heather Riloff, Rajkumar Sarkar, Ashley Schlaifer, David Schwerin, Megan Sobel, Jennifer Tan, Jing Tao, Roshi Toorkey, Srinath Vemuri, Julie Wagner, Christa Wesley, Rachel Wu, Peggy Yang, Ben Zhou; National Achievement Award: Tom for Regis
A POP QUIZ

Diana Tang

Matthew Berns

Marissa Fang

b. In a Tibetan monastery. When we're not meditating, some of the monks and I will start a band. We'll call it Grand Monk Railroad. We'll just make sand paintings and jam all night long. Groovy.

c. A little older, a little wiser, and just maybe a little taller.

d. Traveling.

e. A teacher or a doctor happily married and living in Manhattan.

9. What is the most important lesson you have learned?
   a. "Leaves of three, let it be. Leaves of four, eat some more!" — Homer Simpson.
   b. Appreciate everything around you. Aw.
   c. To keep going.
   d. The golden rule: treat others as you would like to be treated.

e. Don't sweat the small stuff, or like Jimmy says, "If we didn't laugh, we'll all go insane."

10. What is your favorite memory of East?
   b. My English classes.
   c. Pulling my first all-nighter. Afterwards, I fell into a trance-like state and saw all sorts of interesting things.
   d. Hmm... Field trips, photography, and photography field trips.
   e. The hours spent on Richterman Field playing lacrosse and soccer—whether sweating or freezing, always forming friendships.

11. What has been your proudest moment in your life so far?
   a. When I learned to swim. It's not funny, but it's true. Mom, Dad—thanks.
   b. That's personal.

c. I'll never forget the day when I truly became a woman... the day I finally decided to take the nightlight out of my room.

d. Um... breaking the school voting machine.

e. My Bat Mitzvah.

Josh: 1e 2c 3a 4b 5e 6e 7b 8b 9a 10c 11a
Noomi: 1b 2a 3b 4e 5b 6d 7b 8e 9b 10b 11c
Diana: 1a 2e 3d 4b 5c 6a 7c 8d 9b 10b 11d
Matt: 1b 2b 3e 4d 5a 6c 7e 8a 9d 10d 11b
Marissa: 1c 2e 3d 4c 5d 6b 7d 8c 9e 10e 11c

SENIOR HALL OF FAME: Matthew Acciani, Katie Boyle, Emily Brenner, Perri Brenner, Lee Brownstein, Daniel Butler, Heather Butler, Lauren Butler, Jonathan Cetel, Eugenia Chung, Adam Finkel, Peter Galie, Catherine Girman, Nicole Goldstein, Adam Gutbezahl, Jennifer Habina, Rachel Hershenberg, Aaron Inver, Jennifer Joyce, Catherine Kolodziej, Sara Linton, Kristin Luchtman, Meredith Minoff, Priit Oja, David Rabideau, Raj Sarker, Craig Slottkin, Megan Sobel, Jennifer Wang, Robert West, Rachel Wu
Seasons of Change

Four years passed without warning, a silent wind whose exhalations stirred leaves along our cobblestone path. Cherry Hill East and its red and white hallways shaped us; they led us to classes with teachers that changed the way we viewed our lives and activities that gave us insight into art and people. We will always remember these years ...

FRESHMAN YEAR: 1998-1999

As we crossed the threshold into high school, opportunities lay ahead of us like a gleaming road, teaming with classes and activities. In this first year, we tentatively engaged in different clubs and sports, testing the waters for what would become our own special niches. For years, high school, with its school dances and Spirit Weeks, cast itself in the definitive role in our young lives, and now we experienced all of it. These large-scale activities and productions, like Annie, the successful spring musical, showed us the scope of our young capabilities. We idolized the seniors as the stars of the school who took advantage of every opportunity, and we promised ourselves that we would one day fill their shoes.

Yet, our year of adjustments also caught the country in some serious obstacles. The Monica Lewinsky scandal and Clinton's impeachment became hot topics of conversation. East also felt the backlash of the Columbine tragedy. Suddenly, bomb scares were frequent, and cameras were installed. Although for many of us these were nothing but nuisances and jokes, the lessons of school violence became a permanent
part of our society.

Still, the excitement of being high school students carried us through the year. College loomed before us, but our East careers were only beginning.

SOPHOMORE YEAR: 1999-2000

*Anything Goes.* The title of our spring musical represented this year of change. As sophomores, we knew all the intricacies of our school and confidently went about our ways. Although we discovered some shortcuts, we also faced more challenging classes, and guidance counselors began to mention a frightening thing called GPA. Drivers Ed also reminded us that our young lives would soon change. We would finally be able to drive without bumbling a ride off of somebody else!

Even the United States seemed to be stuck in a strange period of awkward growth. The strange circumstances of a boy named Elian Gonzalez captivated a nation that had been planning for the Y2K bug and celebrating the new millennium. Then, as if Regis had predicted that the nation needed a quirky game show, the big hit “Who Wants to Be a Millionaire” provided fodder for students and teachers alike.

After this transition and our entrance into the new millennium, we students would face a tough year that would bring our imminent future onto the horizon.

JUNIOR YEAR: 2000-2001

As Juniors we slowly worked our way up the power ladder in East, but our first year as upperclassmen promised many frustrations. Many discovered workloads beyond their wildest nightmares, while we attempt-
ed to balance schoolwork and responsibilities for clubs and activities. We also had to prepare for our first SAT, AP, and driving tests, and college campus visits. Madness ensued. Although the freedom of being Juniors made us feel older, adults and parents soon expected us to plan our futures, bury ourselves in schoolwork, and assume leadership positions in countless activities. We finally noticed the importance that we held in the school, as we became young adults, almost ready for the "real world."

Meanwhile, construction all around the school revealed crumbling facades around the courtyards. The bare walls stood gray and water pipes exploded in classrooms. Still, students found release by discussing the closest election in America’s history. We spent even more time in front of the television as "Reality TV," with the captivating show "Survivor," swept across a country thirsty for adventure. For us the thrill was also mounting. We only had one more year to go. We were almost there...

SENIOR YEAR: 2001-2002

As the realization dawned on us that this year marked our last, the anticipation coupled with hard work created a buzz among the seniors. However, even as this excitement swelled, no one expected the year to start out as it had. After September 11th, when we had huddled in classrooms listening to the loudspeaker announce the unbelievable catastrophe in our nation, we found ourselves in a country that was learning to deal with change. Our patriotism found a voice throughout East’s halls and onstage in Celebrate America, a tribute to the history of our freedom. Suddenly, we saw the future and our impact on it as a
tangible force.

College, too, became a reality as we worked our way through applications, interviews, essays, and transcripts. We scrambled to finish the last of our SAT and AP tests and to prepare ourselves for college. With school construction finishing up, and the barrage of senior activities, the culmination of four years seemed complete. They snuck up on us: Mr. East, the Disney World trip, Project Graduation, and the Senior Prom. We found ourselves receiving letters from colleges. We bade farewell to friends and family. Soon we would all be starting a new leg of our journey.

After years of cocooning, our Cherry Hill community, our parents, siblings and teachers, set us free into an existence filled with infinite hues. Our childhood will transform into bittersweet memories, and our futures will contain hardships that we have never imagined. Still, we will always remember the beauty and support that people, life, and the world have given us. The sun rises, the fog dissipates, and the dewdrops tremble on fresh new blades of grass. We breathe in the morning and are ready.

-Diana Tang
FREDERICK T. ABAG
216 South Woodstock Drive

SHANE S. ABAG
403 Barby Lane

ROBERT ABELOW
522 Country Club Drive
"I have never let my schooling interfere with my education." - Mark Twain

JESSICA ABIUSO
5 Country Walk

ZACHARY D. ABO
104 Saint Vincent Court

ROSS ABRAMSOHN
36 Country Walk
Activities: Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (3, 4), RAK (3, 4)

MATTHEW ACCIANI
111 West Riding Road
"Victory belongs to the most persistent." Activities: Soccer, Swimming, German Club, Band, Italian American Club, Pit Orchestra

PAUL JOHN ADELIZZI
114 Saint Vincent Court

JENNIFER KAYLA ADLER
24 Indian King Drive
"Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for awhile and leave footprints on our hearts and we are never, ever the same." Activities: Spring Musical & Fall Show, One Acts, Thespian Society, Costume Liaison, Rat Lab

WENDY ADLER
2 Saint Anthony Court

CHRISTOPHER E. AFRYIE
321 Longstone Drive

JOHN ROYCE AGNER
1754 Hillside Drive
SHARIL AHMAD
205 Ashland Avenue
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what lies within us." - Ralph Waldo Emerson Activities: DECA (3, 4), Wall Street Club (3, 4).

GRACE AHN
9 Artisan Way
"Dreams can become a reality when we possess a vision that is characterized by the willingness to work hard, desire for excellence and a belief in our right and our responsibility to be equal members of society."

LAUREN ANNUNZIATO
314 Longstone Drive
I wonder if I'll be held responsible for this.

RICHARD APGAR
214 Lamp Post Lane
"You will be invited to a karaoke party." - Anonymouse Activities: Spring & Winter Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Team Rush (3, 4).

JONATHAN APPLEBAUM
1624 Mayflower Lane

CLINT ARCANO
1520 Burnt Mill Road

DAVID ASH
1208 Seagull Lane

EDWARD BALSAM
25 Candlewyck Way

ELIZABETH BARATTOLO
245 Sandrington Road

MAXINE S. BARISH
12 South Birchwood Park Drive
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." - Eleanor Roosevelt Activities: Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3), School Spirit Club (2), ICC (3, 4), Guidance Ace (4).

MATTHEW BARNUM
57 Cohasset Lane

MATTHEW BARON
9 Buxton Road
Jeffrey Bates  
81 Brick Road

Naomi Baumgarten  
1044 Swallow Drive

Lauren Becker  
11 Jordan Court

Omar Beidas  
100 Apley Drive

Rachel Bennett  
16 Country Walk

Jordan Berg  
108 Saxby Terrace

Stephanie Allyn Berger  
20 Turnbridge Road

Matthew Berns  
26 Carriage House Court

Top Row: Josh Parnejacker, Roberto West, Tara Weinman, Katie O'Brien; Middle Row: Kobina Wilmore, Neil Cohen, William Earley, Greg Frade, John Oh, Samantha Gable, Josh Kotkin, Peggy Yang; Bottom Row: John Ryan, Aakash Patel, Alan Reed.
JOHN BERTOS
1105 Crane Drive

CHERYL LYNN BILLY
403 Palmwood Avenue
"The hardest thing to do in life is to watch someone you love, love someone else. If you love someone, let it go, if it comes back to you, it's yours; and if it doesn't, it never was." Activities: Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (4), DECA (4), Blood Drive (4), Football (4)

JARED BLACKSTONE
528 Kings Drive

SARAH BLEAKEN
1741 Lark Lane
"There's a difference between like and love. I love my sketchers but I have my Prada backpack." Activities: Mime (2, 3, 4), Cheer (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (4), Soup Kitchen (3, 4), Choir (1, 2, 3, 4), Theatre (1, 2, 3, 4), Marching Band (1, 2)

JODI BROOKE BLOCH
16 North Green Acre Drive
"Life moves pretty fast, if you don't stop and look around once in awhile you could miss it." Activities: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), POP (1, 2, 3, 4), Honor Roll (1, 2, 3, 4)

MICHAEL BOOKMAN
1113 Chanticleer

STEVEN BORNFREUND
20 Dressage Court

DINA BOTTLEY
16 Scattergood Road
Activities: Track, FOP, SGA, Powder Puff, Yearbook

ALFRED BOWLES
26 Inskipp Court

Top Row: Bill Earley, Josh Prammer, Roberto West, John Oh, Moe
Middle Row: Kehina Wilmot, Greg Faye, Samantha Gable, Josh Korkin
Bottom Row: John Ryan, Peggy Yang
EDWARD BOYLE
522 Burnt Mill Road

JAMES CHRISTOPHER BOYLE
2 Meadow Lane
"I'll have a Pepsi. If you want a Pepsi, you're going to pay for it." - Back to the Future
Activities: Soccer (1), Basketball (2, 3, 4), SGA (2, 3, 4), 3-on-3 basketball (3, 4)

KATIE LAUREN BOYLE
2 Meadow Lane
"I'm not white but who you're with that really matters." - Dave Matthews Band Activities: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (Bap-2, VP-3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), RA (3, 4)

MICHAEL BRACH
11 Wheelwright Lane
"The human race has one really effective weapon, and that is laughter." Activities: Wall Street Club (2, 3, 4), Winter Track (3), FOP (3, 4), Blood Drive (4)

RICK BRANTON
310 Browning Lane

EMILY BRENNER
2006 Queen Anne Road
Activities: Varsity Soccer, Basketball & Softball (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), FOP (3, 4), Freshman Orientation (3, 4), Spanish Club (1, 2), JCC (5)

PERRI BRENNER
2006 Queen Anne Road
Activities: Varsity Soccer, Basketball & Softball (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), FOP (3, 4), Freshman Orientation (3, 4), Spanish Club (1, 2), JCC (5)

SEAN BRIERLEY
34 Ogden Avenue

STEVEN BROWNSTEIN
1761 Garwood Drive
"I've been waitin' for the time when I could finally say 'That this has all been wonderful, but now I'm on my way.'"

CESEIRA BROOKS
121 Old Rose Street, Trenton N.J. 08618
"Lovers never fail and when they say goodbye, they're really teamwork." Activities: Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4), CSC (3, 4), East Angels (4), Irish Club (1, 2), Volleyball (1, 2)

LYNN BROWN
128 Palmwood Avenue
"Shout for me. Even if you miss it you'll land amongst the stars." Activities: Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (4), Powder Puff (3, 4), CSC (1, 2), East Angels (4), Irish Club (1, 2), Volleyball (1, 2)

LEE BROWNSTEIN
1909 Rolling Lane
"I do things with my friends as I do with my books. I would have them where I can find them, but I seldom use them." Activities: SGA (Class VP-1), Class President-2, SGA VP-3, SGA President-4, FOP, RYLA, Golf, Ice Hockey
MATHEW BULZAK  
1548 Hillside Drive

KIRSTEN BURKHARDT  
3 Todd Court
"Whatever tomorrow brings I’ll be there with open arms and open eyes." Activities: Demogorge (1, 2, 3, 4), East Singers (2, 3, 4), All South Junior Choir (1, 2, 3, 4), All State Choir (2, 3, 4), Madrigals (2, 3, 4)

BRIAN JAMES BUSSEY  
1693 Blue Jay Lane
"In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends." - Martin Luther King Jr. Activities: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4)

DANIEL BUTLER  
114 Ashbrook Road

HEATHER JESSICA BUTLER  
515 Arthur Drive
"Once in a while, you get shown the light in the darndest of places if you look at it right." - Garth Fuld. Activities: Scarlet Begonias, Activities: Cheerleading (2, 3, 4), Softball (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (Class President-3), Golf Team

LAUREN BUTLER  
6 Southwood Drive
"Do I have any boogers?" Activities: Basketball, SGA (Class President-3), Golf Team

ANDREA CAMMARATA  
120 Wall Whitman Boulevard
"You only have one life, don’t let things hold you back." Activities: Baseball (1), Football (1, 2, 3, 4)

CARMEN CARABALLO  
1240 Markress Road, Apartment 102

THOMAS CARACCIOLO  
157 Lucerne Boulevard
Activities: Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4)

COURTNEY CAREN  
238 Chelsea Court

DESIREE LYNN CASIMIRO  
644 Croyden Drive
"And as I fade away, they’ll all look at me and say, hey look at him I’ll never live that way... but that’s okay, cuz they’re just afraid of change." Activities: Demogorge (1), Blood Drive (4), Powder Puff Football (4)

JONATHAN CETEL  
12 Saint Anthony Court
"Education is the progressive discovery of our own ignorance." - Frank Lloyd Wright Activities: Endorse, Editor-in-chief, Tennis, Cross Country, SGA
STEPHANIE CHAN  
111 Seagull Lane  
"Man has will, but woman has her way." Activities: Field Hockey, Winter Track, Lacrosse, Cam Laude Society 

TSUN-WAI CHAN  
42 Lafayette Lane 

CHING-JUNG CHANG  
101 Walt Whitman Boulevard  
"The world is lovely." 

STEPHANIE CHANG  
328 Hadleigh Drive  
"Rain will pass, and when it passes, you will be stronger, happier, more sensitive and sane." Activities: CCDC (Treasurer-2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), U.S. Club (1, 2, 3), National Honor Society (1), FOP (1), Friends of the Environment (1), RRAK (1) 

ALLYSON CHESSIN  
35 Fairhaven Drive  
"We laughed until we had to cry, we loved right down to our last goodbye. And through all the years we'll smile and recall, we had it all just for a moment." Activities: Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff Football (3, 4), RRAK (1, 2), SADD (1, 2), Theater (1), East Angels (2) 

MICHAEL CHICIAK  
106 Spring Road 

BENJAMIN CHO  
1005 Red Oak Drive 

NANDINI CHAKRAVARTTI  
111 Cuffys Lane  
"Breathe deep; Talk slow; Walk soft; Let go. Give big. Take less. Don't count, just guess. Act fast. Think long. Laugh loud. Sing strong. Plan bold. Dream far. Feel loved, because you are." Activities: FOP (2, 3), Chairsмен-4, IDS (1, 2, Sec-3, Pres. 4), Blood Drive (2, 3), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), Winter Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Softball (1), SADD (1, 2, 3), Chess Club (1, 2, 3, 4), CCC (2, 3), VCC (2, 3)
ROY CHO
214 Amherst Court

CORNELIUS CHOI
61 Lafayette Lane

JENNIFER CHOI
33 Lakeview Court
Activities: Blood Drive (Chairperson-3, 4), Yearbook (3, Editor-4), RCC (1, 2, Secretary-3, President-4)

LISA CHOI
4 Lafayette Lane
"Always be true to others and yourself." Activities: RCC, ACS, ICC, CCC, Filipino Culture Club, DECA, Blood Drive

PHILIP CHOI
1900 Fontage Road
"Same different day." Activities: ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), RCC (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4)

DANIEL CHUNG
212 Lamp Post Lane

EUGENIA CHUNG
117 Kilburn Drive
"Millions of people pass through our lives. Most will probably be forgotten, but there are those who touch us, just for an instant, and we are never the same." Activities: Girls Varsity Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), RCC (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), Yearbook (3, 4), DECA (4)

LINDA CHUONG
"Enjoy life. There's plenty of time to be sad." Activities: POP (2, 3, Chairperson-4), ACS (2, Secretary-3, President-4), CCC (2, 3, Publicity-5), ICS (1, 2, 3, 4), RCC (3, 4), Powder Puff Football (3, 4)
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Top Row: Marc Ruthen, Maxine Berlie, Jodi Bloch, Middle Row: Brianne Hemann, Aaron Robbins, Nicole Goldstein, Robyn Weisman, Casey Stromski, Depak Dave, Bottom Row: Melissa DiPonziano, Nancy Willeng, Destinee Cassiniro
ANDREW COCHRAN
82 Partridge Lane
"We've been dancing with Mr. Brownstone. he's been knockin' — he won't leave me alone." - W. Axl Rose
Activities: Football (3, 4)

DANIEL COCHRAN
41 Forest Hill Drive

JOEL COHEN
41 Hilltop Drive
"I don't regret a thing." Activities: DECA (1, 2, 3, 4), Wall Street Club (1, 2, 3), French Club (1, 2), Winter Track (3)

NEAL COHEN
40 Cohasset Lane

JESSICA COPPOL
25 Laurel Hill Drive
"Forgive enemies but never forget their names." Activities: Freshmen Soccer, Bowling, Track, Swimming

MARK ADAM CORCORAN
1133 Willowdale Drive
"The good die young." Activities: SGA Rep., Class VP, IAC, ACS, KCC, Yellow Ribbon, Team Rush, Football, XC, Track, Powder Puff Coach

KENNETH CORSO
9 Ridge Court

ANDRES COTTO
1 Rabbit Run Road
"I'm Hispanic... but if I wasn't, I'd pay to be!" Activities: Symphonic Band (2, 3, 4), Wind Ensemble (4), Marching Band (2, 3), Jazz Band (2, 3, 4), Standards Jazz Band (4), Hispanic Club (3, 4)

EMILY COWAN
15 Charles Lane
"The only true currency in this bankrupt world is what we share with someone else when we're insted. " - Almost Famous Activities: Drama Acts (1, 2, 3, 4), Lab Theatre (1, 2, 4), Mime (1, 2, 3, 4)

KRISTEN CRIMALDI
9 Brindle Court

RAYMOND CROCE
420 Old Orchard Road
RYAN CROWLEY
28 Hilltop Drive

SEAN DALLAS
409 Old Orchard Road
"It's better to burn out, than to fade away." Activities: Baseball (1), German Club (2, 3, 4), Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4).

JOHN DAVIS
235 Dobson Lane

MARC DAVIS
106 Apley Drive

KRISTEN DECINA
58 Bridle Court

SOTIRIOS DELIMARIS
107 Kilburn Drive

FRANCESCA DELLELCI
205 Old Orchard Road

JILLIAN DENKER
50 Cohasset Lane
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." Activities: SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2, Officer-3, 4), KEY Club (1, VP-2, President-3, 4), TOPS (1, 3, 4), RAK (1, 2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon Club (3, 4), Swimming (2, 3).

MINDY DHILLON
1132 Winding Drive
"The guy who takes a chance, who walks the line between the known and unknown, who is unafraid of failure, will succeed." Activities: East Angels, Zastas, DECA, Tennis, JSA, ACS.

DIANELLE DI BRUNO
18 Signal Hill Road
"Once in a while, you get shown the light in the strangest of places if you look at it right." - Grateful Dead. Activities: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP, German Club, SGA.

MELISSA DIPONZIANO
40 Southwood Drive

CATHERINE DI SALVATORE
"So I said goodbye to all my friends and packed my bags to leave a matchbox, cause I knew it's time to fly." - Led Zeppelin. Activities: Powder Puff (3, 4), Blood Drive (4), Music Culture Club (4), Italian American Club (4), Spanish Club (2).
Top Row: Michael Kellner, Eric Sternberg, Meredith Minoff, Anthony Kasinskas; Middle Row: Kyle Krevoloh, Catherine Kolodnitz, Dan Morse, Josh Kleinman; Bottom Row: Jenny Rosen, Allison Horowitz, Samantha Goldstein, Jeff Ettinger.

ANDREW DITMANSON
5 Dorset Road

WILLIAM L. DOBNER
36 Strathmore Drive
"Why not, what could happen?" Activities: Freshman Wind Ensemble (1), Symphonic Band (2)

MATTHEW DOYLE
511 Brian Drive

PATRICIA DRASS
166 East Evesham Drive

EZRA DREILICH
25 Imperial Drive

RICHARD DUBIN
1225 Liberty Bell Drive

JONATHAN DUCAT
1605 Chanticleer

MICHAEL DUNCOMBE
105 Philmar Avenue

WILLIAM EARLEY
34 Strathmore Drive
POLLY EHRlich
112 Gainsboro Road
"Lies are only as bad as the person who tells them. If you are standing outside the fire, it is merely survival, when you're standing outside the fire." Activities: JCC (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (2, 3, 4), Wind Ensemble (2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4), Blood Drive (1, 2), Marching Band (1, 2), Lab Band (1, 2), FOP (3)

JENNIFER ELENTRIO
1496 Brick Road
"You are young and life is long, and there is time to kill today. And then one day you'll find. Sixteen years have gone behind you. No one told you when to run, you've missed the starting gun." Activities: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (3, 4), TOPS (3)

ANDREW ELKAN
123 Renaissance Drive
Activities: Cross Country (2, 3, 4), Indoor Track (2, 3, 4), Outdoor Track (2, 3, 4), French Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Team Rush (3, 4), East Angels (3)

JAMES ERNST
118 Dalton Terrace

JEFFREY ETTINGER
1032 Bobwhite Drive
"Go where your mind takes you." Activities: DECA, Spanish Club, NAM, Golf Team, Music Culture Club (founder)

MATTHEW EZZI
22 Roland Court

DAVID FALL

MAROSSA.FANG
4 Lyndford Road
"The mission of Life: Live, Love, Learn: Leave a Legacy." Activities: Soccer (1, 2, 3), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Cam Laude (3, 4), SGA (3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), East Angels (3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), ABC (2)

JACLYN FINEBURG
"Memories build a pathway that go winding through the heart, and keep friends close together even when they are far apart." Activities: Cheerleading (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA Rep (2, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

Top Row: Michael Kellner, Eric Sternberg, Meredith Minoff, Anthony Rasinskas, Michelle Rose, Kolja Kreuzler, Catherine Koledtay, Dan Morse, Josh Kleinman, Bottom Row: Jenny Karmen, Allison Horowitz, Samantha Goldstein, Jeff Ettinger
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GENNIFER FINEMAN
"Stupid people do stupid things, smart people out-smart each other."

ADAM FINKEL
146 Renaissance Drive
Drama Dept. (1, 2, 3, 4), East Singers (3, 4), Mine Co. (1, 2, 3, 4), Cural Harmon (3, 4), RYLA (3)

ELIZABETH FIORELLO
5 Brondebury Drive

JASON FLEIGEL
208 Charlain Circle
"Yo, that's off the hook!

ANNA FLEMING
10 Black Latch Lane
"Someone who can't love himself can't love anyone else." Activities: Cheerleading (1), ANG (2), German Club (2), Blood Drive (4), Powder Puff Football (3, 4)

HOLLY FORD
10 Black Latch Lane
"You don't need a pad, just to hang around."

BRANDON FOX
34 Manning Lane
"All that we see or seem is but a dream within a dream."
- Edgar Allan Poe

GREGORY FRADE
652 Guilford Road
"You think you know, but you have no idea."
Activities: Varsity Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (4)

MATTHEW FRANK
1415 Stirling Lane
"The most beautiful discovery true friends can make is that they can grow separately without growing apart."
Activities: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball Manager (1, 2, 3, 4)

BRANDON FREDERICK
15 Perot Avenue

AMANDA FREEDMAN
21 Edgewood Drive
"Don't sit the seniors and tru to yourself."
Activities: Drama, Cross Country (1, 2, 3, 4), Celeste sided, Demo, FOP, TAG
ANNETTE GABAY
1321 Heartwood Drive
"Every exit is an entry to somewhere else." Activities: HOS (1), Lab Band (1), DECA (1), French Club (4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

JOSEPH GABAY
32 Leith Hill Drive

RICHARD GABAY
1549 Chalet Drive
"You live life once, so live life to the fullest." Activities: Football (3, 4)

SAMANTHA TAYLOR GABLE
610 Croyden Drive
"Dreamers are not meant to catch their dreams; they always have to be ahead of you, beyond your sight, something you have to race with." - Deborah Savage. Activities: Editors, Blood Drive, Powder Puff, Lacrosse (1), Inher- it the Wind (1)

PETER GALIE
34 Cohasset Lane
"You know that while all runners in the stadium take part in the race, the award goes to one man. In that case, run as to win." Activities: Varsity Cross Country & Spring/Indoor Track (3, 4), SGA (2, 3, 4), J.V. Football & Volleyball (1, 2), Team Rush (3, 4)

DANIEL GALINDO
126 Greenwood Road

MEILING GAO
121 Saxby Terrace
"It is only with the heart that one can see rightly, what is essential is invisible to the eye." Activities: Yearbook (1, 2, 3, 4), Celebrations (3, 4), Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Pit Orchestra (3), Cam Leaide (3, 4), East- side (2, 3), Multicultural Day (3, 4), Rat Lab (4), Biology Lab Aide (4)

JOSHUA RYAN GARBER
514 Kings Court
"Can't fight against the youth." Activities: Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), Tennis (2, 3, 4), Battle of the Bands (3)

NICHOLAS GIAMBARIS
1410 Autumn Lane
"Oh, yesterday's over my shoulder, so I can't look back for too long. There's just too much to see waiting in front of me, and I know that I just can't go wrong." - Jimmy Buffett. Activities: Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), Ice Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4)

GEORGE GIANSANTI, JR.
101 Carolina Avenue

JAMES GILLESPIE
14 Candlewick Way
"When the going gets tough, the weird turn pro." - Rascal Flatts. Activities: Jazz Band (2, 3, 4), Standards Band (4), Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Lab Band (1, 2), JSA (3)

DANA GINSBURG
2 College Court
"Once in a while you get shown the light in the strangest places if you look at it right." Activities: Tennis, Lacrosse

Catherine Girman
114 Thornhill Road
"I'll remember the things I did for a while, but I'll remember the people I did them with forever." Activities: J.Y. Soccer (1, 2), Varsity Volleyball & Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (2, 3, 4), Rotary Youth Leadership Conference (3)

Adam Glassman
1715 Country Club Drive

Steven Glick
605 Society Hill Boulevard

Richard Gold
121 Renaissance Drive

Scott Goldberg
139 Europa Boulevard

Alex Goldstein
14 Walden Way
"Why are there so many songs about rainbows?" - Kermit the Frog. Activities: Jazz Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Jazz Standards Group (3, 4), Wall Street Club (2, 3, 4), Pit Orchestra (1, 2), Wind Ensemble (2, 3, 4)

Andy Goldstein
307 Highgate Lane

Nicole Goldstein
11 Anders Drive
"Give me but one firm spot on which to stand, and I shall move the earth." - Archimedes. Activities: Thespian Society (Publicity VP), Meme Company (Manager), Theater, Eastcoast, Blood Drive
SAMANTHA GOLDSTEIN
509 Birch Drive
"Sometimes the things you complain about most are the things you care about most. Unfortunately you don’t always know before it’s too late."

MEGHANN GOLLNER
322 Cranford Road

ADAM GOTTHEIM
402 Firsade Lane

MICHELLE GOVITO
208 North Brookfield Road
"Dream on. Dream until your dreams come true."
Activities: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Softball (1, 2, 3), DECA (3, 4), FOP (3, 4)

GREGG GRAMATGES
1918 Morris Drive

ADAM GREEN
1 Harrowgate Drive
"There are countless ways of achieving greatness, but any road to achieving one’s maximum potential must be built on a bedrock of respect for the individual, a commitment to excellence, and an injection of mediocrity."
Activities: Tennis, Battle of the Bands

THOMAS GUIDA
1508 Longfellow Drive
"Sometimes I sit and think, and sometimes I just sit."
Activities: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Volleyball (1, 2), Basketball (2), SGA (3, 4)

ASHLEY GUNTER
22 Fairhaven Drive

ADAM GUTBEZAHN
1812 Russet Drive

Top Row: Rachel Hershenberg, Jared Blackstone, K.C. Walton, Dan Janoff, Melissa Rowe, Dana Karl
Bottom Row: Amanda Kravitz, Jackie Fineburg
JENNIFER HABINA
127 South Woodstock Drive
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams" Activities: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), Softball (1, 2, 3, 4)

WHITNEY HAILPERIN
29 Harrowgate Drive
"Each friend represents a world in us, a world possibly not born until they arrive, and it is only by this meeting that a new world begins" Activities: FOP (2, 3, 4), AAG (2, 3), RAC (1, 2), Choir (1, 2), Spring Musical (1, 2), Lab Theatre (1, 2)

BRETT HALPERN
1153 Seagull Lane

MICHAEL HAMMOND
103 Highgate Lane

LINDSAY ALLISON HANCOCK
1919 Delicious Way
"It’s better to have loved and lost, than to never have loved at all" Activities: Softball (1, 2)

ARUN HANDA
1681 Blue Jay Lane
"Never be bullied into silence. Never allow yourself to be made a victim. Accept no one’s definition of your life; define yourself." Activities: ICS (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), Computer Club (2, 3, 4), UDA (2, 3, 4), Chinese Yo-Yo Club (3), French Club (2, 3)

CHRISTIAN HARLEY
1625 Abbey Road

NATHANIEL HARLOW
39 Downing Street

JOSHUA HARRIS
1221 Heron Road

AYSHA HENDERSON
220 Rabbit Run Road

BRIANNE SHAY HERMAN
641 Guilford Road
"What lies behind us and what lies beneath us are tiny compared to what lies within us" Activities: Earnside (Staff 3, 2, Associate Editor 3, Editor in Chief 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Powder Puff Football (3)

JACOB HERMAN
1810 Country Club Drive
ALANA HERNBERG
6 Hadleigh Terrace
Activities: Tennis

ALBERTO HERRERA
104 Saxby Terrace

SETH HERRON
1005 Owl Place
"There’s never enough time to do all the nothing you want." Activities: JAZZ BAND, EASTSIDE, CROSS COUNTRY, DECA, TENNIS, SGA

RACHEL HERSHENBERG
1615 Prince Drive
"Nobody cares if you can’t dance just get up and dance!" Activities: SGA (Rep-1), Class VP-2, VP-3, Class President-4, Blood Drive Chairperson (3, 4), RAK (1, 2, Chairperson-3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (3, Chairperson-4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), LACROSSE (1, 2), Spring Track (3, 4)

JESSICA HESSERT
10 Gwen Court

KYLE HLAVKA
19 Papermill Road

LOUIS HOFFER
"To consider oneself different from ordinary people is wrong, but it is right to hope that one will not remain like ordinary people." - Yohsida Shoin
Activities: Cross Country (1, 2), JCC (3), Great Books (2, 3, 4), Office Aide (4)

DANA LYNNE HOFFMAN
25 Brompton Court
"Have pride in how far you’ve come and have faith in how far you’ll go." Activities: Cheerleading (1), ACH (2), German Club (2), Powder Puff (3, 4), French Club (4)

TIMOTHY HOLMES
111 Ashland Avenue

SU HONG
8 Bristle Court
"Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice. It is not to be waited for; it is to be achieved." Activities: Yearbook, Soup Kitchen, Band, Track, Certamen

ALLISON HOROWITZ
1692 Larif Lane
"Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it." Activities: EASTSIDE (1, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Com Laude (3, 4), EASTSIDE Online (1, 2, 3, 4)

CHUNG-TE HOU
1106 Hickory Circle
LAUREN HOUCK
423 Park Place Drive

GENE HU
1319 Marikress Road

MARY HU
425 Dural Drive
“I sleep now with the hope that the morning light, along with its infinite torture of the day ahead, will never awake me again …” Activities: Band, ACS, KCC, ICS, International Affairs

KRISTIN HUMMEL
17 Thornhill Road
Activities: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), German Club (3, 4)

PATBUN HWANG
1115 Butterwood Drive
Activities: PDP (1, 2, 3), Celebrations (2, 3, 4), Craft Club (2, 3, 4), Soup Kitchen (3, 4), Powder Puff (3)

JENNIFER ING
9 Galloping Hill Road
“Who can say where the road goes, where the day flows? Only time …” - Essay Activities: Yearbook (3, 4), ACS (2, 3, 4), Craft Club (2, 3, 4)

JASON INSDORF
130 Rue Du Boise

AARON HARRISON INVER
1111 Mount Pleasant Way
“Do any human beings ever realize life while they live it—every, every minute?” - Thornton Wilder's Our Town Activities: Stage Crew, Eastcast, Eastside Drama Aide, Thompkin Society, PAPAS, Broadcast Team, Freshman Orientation
SASAN JAHANIAN
21 Darien Drive
Activities: Tennis (1), Track and Field (2), Eastside (1)

RACHEL JANDER
12 Lynford Road
"The only things in life that you regret are the risks that you did not take." Activities: Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, Captain-4), Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (1, 3)

DANIEL JANOFF
1105 Buttonwood Drive

REBECCA JANOFF
1105 Buttonwood Drive
"Always together and never apart, maybe in miles but never at heart." Activities: Cheerleading (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 2, 3), Powder Puff (3, 4)

MICHAEL JAY
1719 Country Club Drive

FRANK L. JOHNSON
3 Autumn Court
"Don't look back. Something might be gaining on you." Activities: Class President (1), Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), Boys' State Delegate (4), African American Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Football (1), Basketball (1)

JENNIFER LYNN JOYCE
124 Thornhill Road
"Do what you love, love what you do, and the world will come to you." Activities: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Theater Dept. (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), Cable 19 (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Vocal Dept. (1, 2, 3, 4), Variety Show (2, 3, 4)

LYNDSAY KANCHE
1526 Pleasant Drive

MICHELLE KANG
2 Abinger Lane
"There is no such thing as a failure in life; it's only the fact that you didn't try hard enough." Activities: ICC (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4)
RITU KANT
221 Hadleigh Drive
Activities: KCS (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2)

RYAN KARDOS
144 Thornhill Road
Activities: Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Baseball (1, 2), Basketball (1), FOP (3, 4), DECA (2, 3)

DANA LAUREN KARL
1206 Sequoia Road
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." - Eleanor Roosevelt
Activities: Cheerleading, SGA, TOPS, JCC

JENNY KASEN
505 Birch Drive
"The hardest part about moving forward is not looking back."

ANTHONY KASINSKAS
421 Morris Drive
"Why does the sky look like a dome?" Activities:
Wind Ensemble (2, 3, 4), Jazz Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4)

RACHEL KATZ
8 Nioma Drive

DERRICK KEARNEY
100 Springdale Road

NICOLE KELLEHER
621 Bamford Road

MARCY ALEXANDRA KELLERMAN
1018 Dell Drive
"You can make more friends in two months by becoming interested in other people than you can by trying to get other people interested in you."
Activities: Cheerleading (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (2, 3, 4), TOPS (3, 4), FOP (1, 3, 4), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4)

MICHAEL KELLNER
417 Doral Drive
"The difference between a successful person and others is not a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge, but rather a lack of will." - Vince Lombardi
Activities: Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (3), DECA (3, 4), Officers Club (3, 4)

TODD JONATHAN KENT
5 Heather Lane
Activities: Soccer (1, 2), Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Wind Ensemble, Chris Team (1)

AYREN FAE KESSLER
625 Old Orchard Road
"Don't take life for granted, you never know what it will end." Activities: Blood Drive (3, 4), FOP (2, 3, 4), Soccer Manager (1, 2, 3), Lacrosse (1)
SHAUN KESSLER
9 Southwood Drive
"Yes, there are two paths you can go by, but in the long run, there’s still time to change the road you’re on." - L. Sprague de Camp Activities: Blood Drive (2, Chairperson), SGA Rep (2,3,4), RAK (1,2), Chairperson (3,4), Yellow Ribbon (3, Chairperson), FOP (1,2,3,4)

CHRISTOPHER KIM
138 Lucerne Boulevard

JOO YOUNG KIM
301 Lily Lane
"Semper Fidelis = Always Faithful" Activities: ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), HOC (2, 3, 4), AAC (1, 2), TAG (1), ICS (1, 2, 3)

PAUL KIM
1534 Chalet Drive

ROSEMARY KIM
402 Garwood Drive
"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: it goes on."

SAMUEL KIM
504 Old Orchard Road

WOOKYOUNG KIM
995 Cropwell Road

YAO-CHUNG KING
813 Marlboro Road
"Hard work is the mother of Good Luck." -Don Quijote, Miguel de Cervantes Activities: Orchestra, CCC, Chemistry League, Volleyball, Chess, Yearbook

MICHAEL KLEIN
27 Imperial Drive
"I know, I love, Icompeted." Activities: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4), German Club, Athlete of the Week Committee

JOSHUA KLEINMAN
33 Manor House Drive
"My choice is what I choose to do, and if I'm causing no harm it shouldn't bother you." -Benny Harper Activities: BAK, AAG, Music Club

KRISTI BRYNN KLIGERMAN

KYLE KLIMAS
115 Lucerne Boulevard

DECA, Powder Puff Volleyball

Football
STEVEN PETER KOCH
107 Dalton Terrace
Activities: DECA (4), Stage Crew (1, 4), FOP (2, 3), Drama Aide (4), Big Brothers, Big Sisters (3)

JESSICA KOLINSKY
222 West Evesham Road
"Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened." - Dr. Suess. Activities: Marching Band, Spring Musical, Art Club, Powder Puff, Soap Kitchen, Vocal Workshop, Chorus, Concert Choir, East Anglia, Yellow Ribbon

CATHERINE MARIE KOLODZEY
404 Heartwood Road
"Give to the world the best you can, and the best will come back to you." - Sports. Activities: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), Eastside (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

FALLON KOPLIN
59 Cameo Drive
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us." - Helen Keller. Activities: Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4), DECA (1, 2, 3), Eastside (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (3, 4), ANG (1, 2, 3)

CYNTHIA KOPPEL
116 Kingsdale Avenue

RALEIGH KOPFEN
1005 Rymill Run

JOSHUA EMMANUEL KOTKIN
103 East Eagle Lane
"You tried your best and you failed miserably. The lesson is: never try." - Homer Simpson. Activities: Vocal Workshop (1), Concert Choir (2), East Singers (3, 4), Web Team (1, 2, 3, 4), Eastside (1), Bowling (1, 2)

JANE KOVALEVICH
2 Lakeside Avenue
"If at first you don’t succeed, destroy all evidence that you ever tried." - Activities: Blood Drive, Lacrosse, Powder Puff, RAR

MELODY JOY KRAMER
1621 Fort Duquesne Drive
"What we worry?" - Alfred E. Neuman. Activities: Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Drum Major (4), Symphonic Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Pit (3), Mock Trial (1), Great Books (1, 2, 3, 4)
AMY KRATCHMAN
1635 Prince Drive
"Gonna take some time to do the things we never had." Activities: Toto Activities: Blood Drive (2, 3, 4, 5), SADD (3, 4), Football manager (3).

AMANDA KRAVITZ
39 Spring Mill Lane
Activities: Soccer, Lacrosse, Blood Drive, FOP, SADD, JCC

LAUREN SAGE KRESLOFF
1708 Lark Lane
Activities: Field Hockey, Cheerleading, Track, Blood Drive. ACC: "You should never let the sun set on tomorrow, before the sun rises today." Nine Days

KYLE KREVOLIN
1814 Country Club Drive

KATHERINE KUENKEL
18 Parnell Drive

MATTHEW KUZAN
18 Hilltop Drive

JENNA LAROCCA
24 Lamp Post Lane

SYMBOL LAI
1539 Berlin Road

 BRANDON LAINE
120 Saxby Terrace
Activities: Spring Musical (2, 3), Madrigals (4), Tennis (1, 2), Tennis 1, Tennis 2 (4), Concert Choir (2, 3)

Top Row: Matt Frank, Mike Chiciak, Middle Row: Kyle Klimas, Mike Klein, Rebecca Janoff, Bottom Row: Matt Etsi, Diana Tang
JESSICA TRACY LAUER
126 Rue Du Bois
"You can't fly until you learn to walk." Activities: Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Field Hockey (3, 4), AAQ (1, 2, 3, 4), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4), Lab Manager for Rat Lab (4), PAWS (1, 2)

MATTHEW T. LAUSI
11 Latches Lane
Activities: Stage Crew, Drama Dept, Productions, Theater Society, Broadcast Team, Cable 19, PAWS

KEVIN LAYTON
25 Cobblestone Drive

MICHAEL LEFKOWITZ
1144 Heartwood Drive

ADRIANA LEGGIO
332 Longstone Drive

CHARLES LEONHARDT
134 Oakdale Road

DANIEL LEVINE
1508 Squire Lane
"From Chaos Comes Clarity." Activities: Wall Street Club (2, 3, 4), Spanish Club (1, 2), Blood Drive (4)

LAUREN LEVINE
9 Willowdale Drive
"And Alice picked up the cake and it read, 'Be yourself.' " How funny," Alice thought. "What else could I be?" -Lewis Carroll Activities: Drama, East Singers, Mimes, Thespian Society, JCC, Powder Puff, mentoring program

JENNIFER LEVY
7 Artisan Way
"Everything is an entrance somewhere." -Tom Steppard Activities: Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Soccer (1, 2), Powder Puff (3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), RAV (3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (2, 3)

JESSICA LEVY
401 Morris Drive
"School is practice for the future and practice makes perfect but nobody's perfect... and why practice?" -Billie Joe Armstrong (Green Day)

DANIEL LEWIS
1517 Hillside Drive

MAN LUNG LI
66 Lafayette Lane
JASON LIBES
8 Saint Michael Street
Activities: DECA (3), Newspaper (2, 3, 4), Tennis Team (2, 3, 4)

CARAH LINDEN
1757 Rolling Lane
"You can't always get what you want, but if you try sometimes you just might find, you get what you need." -Rolling Stones
Activities: DECA, Blood Drive (3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (3, 4)

SARA E. LINTON
20 Saint Anthony Court
Activities: Drama Department Productions (1, 2, 3, 4), Choir (1, 2, 3, President, 4, Secretary), NJ All State Chorus (3, 4), All South Jersey Chorus (3, 4), Thespian Society (Secretary-3, Treasurer-4), Belles of East (2, 3, 4), Minor Company (1, 2, 3, Company Manager-4), 2001 NJ Girls State, Powder Puff

PIA LITZ
14 Cameo Drive
"You do not make yourself love. You allow love to enter you...." -Celestine Prophecy
Activities: Wrestling, Lab Treasurer, One Acts, SGA, Antigone, Spring Musical, Spirit Club

Z LIU
"It is not how much we have, but how much we enjoy, that makes happiness." -Charles Haddon Spurgeon
Activities: Soccer, Activities: Celebrations, Chorus, CCC, Track, Golf, Club, Chinese Dance

BRYAN LOCASALE
28 Manor House Drive
Activities: Football, Co-counsel Chairperson, DECA, Lax, Powder Puff Coach, Eastcoast Music Cultural Club (Chairperson and Founder)

NASEEM LILY LODHI
226 Hadleigh Drive
"The day will come when every soul will serve as its own advocate, and every soul will be paid fully for whatever it has done, without the least injustice. (16:111)" Activities: Powder Puff (3, 4), African American Club (2, 3, 4), Spirit Week Dance Contest (2, 4)

CHENG-WEI LIU
158 Thornhill Road

JENNY LU
25 Woodbury Court

SHERRY LU
25 Woodbury Court

WEI LU
1840 Frontage Road
"Late to bed, late to rise, makes me happy, wealthy, and wise." Activities: Yearbook (2, 3, 4), Track and Field (2, 3, 4), AHSI (1, 2, 3, 4), Key Club (3, 4)

KRISTIN LUCHTMAN
5 Avril Court
Activities: Marching (2, 3, 4), East Singers (2, 3, 4), All South Jersey Choir (1, 2, 3, 4), All State (3, 4), All Eastern (3)
Top Row: Evan Moss, Danielle DiBruno, Mike Hammond, Andy Goldstein; Middle Row: Naveen Lodhi, Al Bowles, Ezra Drelich, Emily Cowan, Jennifer Levy, Alison Timko, Nora Smaldone; Bottom Row: Zach Abo, Chris Kim, Stephanie Spak, Ryan Reilly, Steven Glick, Breanne McNerney.

DAVID LUPOW
1907 Country Club Drive

TAYLOR MACH
24 Imperial Drive
"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail." Activities: Tennis (1, 2, 3), RAK (2, 3, 4), TOPS (3, 4), ICC (2, 3, 4)

ROBERT MARO III
317 Hadleigh Drive

SHIRITTA MCBRYDE
320 Society Hill Boulevard

CHRISTIAN MCNEAL
115 Saxby Terrace

BREANNE MCNERNEY
100 Kingsdale Avenue

MARY MCNERNEY
100 Kingsdale Avenue

ELENA MEDINA
21 Strathmore Drive

MELISSA LEE MEOOWAY
29 Laurel Hill Drive
"One could do worse than a string of bitches." Robert Frost "Things will change. Things will get your way if you hold on for one more day." William Phillips Activities: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Eastside (1, 2, 3, 4)
LAUREN ELIZABETH MÑNES
115 Dumas Road
"Fortunately, with your best friends, it is unnecessary to be concerned about making conversation. With them, you can feel comfortable talking about anything or nothing." Activities: Drama Department, Color Guard, Miss Company.

ROBERT MERMER
218 McIntosh Road

VINCENT MIGNACCA
1905 N. Birchwood Park Drive

DANIEL P. MILLER
119 Apley Drive
Activities: Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), Italian American Club (4)

KIMBERLY MILLER
30 Forest Hill Drive

MEREDITH MINOF
1684 Blue Jay Lane
"This is the time to remember, 'Cause it will not last forever. There are the days to hold on to, 'Cause we won't, although we'll want to." Activities: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, Captain-4), Bicycle Drive (2, Chairman-3, 4), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), Teen Summit (Chairman-2, 3), SADD (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (1, 3, 4)

LAWRENCE MIRACOLA
38 Downing Street
"I could write you a song, wind you a nose, or empty out your trash and buy a bucket full of diamonds, but even the most beautiful of all roses must someday crumble to dust and fade away." Senior Day Activities: Soccer, German Club

SONAL MISTRY
116 Sleepy Hollow Place

JAE HAN MO
204 Rabbit Run Road

Top Row: Evan Moss, Danielle DiBruno, Andy Goldstein, Middle Row: Nasreen Lodhi, Emily Cowan, Jennifer Levy, Nora Smaildore, Bottom Row: Zach Abo, Stephanie Spik, Steven Glick.
BLAKE MOGIL

1904 Owl Court

JOYCE-MARIE MOREHEAD

302 Hickory Circle

"I love him and he loves me, and we hate each other with a solid hatred born of love." —August Strindberg

Activities: AAG (1, 2, 4), Cheerleading (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

BRIAN MORGENSTERN

1904 Lark Lane

LAUREN CARA MORRONE

140 Eaton Way

Activities: Varsity Bowling (1, 2, Captain-3, 4), Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4), TAG (2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4), POF (2, 3, 4), Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Chorus (1), Lab Band (2)

DANIEL MORSE

1013 Peacock Lane

Activities: Varsity Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), German Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Volleyball (1)

BRITTANY MOSHEN

4 Cameron Drive

"The only difference between a good day and a bad day is your attitude!" —Marlene Dietrich

Activities: Cheerleading (1, 2, 3, 4), SCA (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2, 3, 4), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4)

REBECCA MUHLBERG

1637 Badger Lane

"If it's true, you can call up at 4 AM and I'll answer. If it's false, I don't know what to do."

Activities: Crew, Country, JVA (1, 2, 3, 4), Business Editor (1), DECA (2, 3, 4), FOP (2)

ADAM MULLINAX

1763 Rolling Lane

"Just in case you ever find yourself in a bad situation, I would like you to know that I am here for you..."

Activities: Varsity Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4), DECA (3, 4)

JIUN NA

18 Inskip Court

Activities: DECA, Blood Drive, ACS, KCC, East Angels

JONATHON NAGELBERG

410 Morris Drive

AMBAREEN I. NAQVI

1303 Mattress Road

Activities: Soup Kitchen, Biology Aide, Craft DECA, RA, Blood Drive, Nurse's Aide

ADAM NASH

523 Country Club Drive

"The trick is to surrender to the flow..."

Activities: Eastside (1), Demogorgon (1, 2), Lab Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Battle of the Bands (5)
ANDREA NATelson
1518 Squire Lane
"We did not change as we grew older; we just became more clearly ourselves." - Lynn Holl Activities: JCC (1, 2, 3, 4), Spring Track (2, 3, 4), AAG (2, 3), FOP (1), Blood Drive (2, 3)

DAN NGUYEN
1542 Hillside Drive

VI NGUYEN
"If you lived to be a hundred years old, I would want to be a hundred minus one so I wouldn't have to live my life without you." - Winnie The Pooh
Activities: Wrestling, Track and Field, TAG

JEFFREY NOCON
238 Browning Lane

LEE NORSWORTHY
1664 Lark Lane
"A bird doesn't sing because it has an answer, it sings because it has a song." - Maya Angelou Activities: Eastside (1, 2, 3, 4), Deming/Danger, Sopranos (1, 2, 3, 4), Field Hockey (1, 2), One-Arm (1)

KATHLEEN O'BRIEN
1956 North Birchwood Park Drive
Activities: Stage Crew, Deming/Danger, Sopranos, Powder Puff, FOP, Cum Laude

ADRIENNE OCKRYMIK
25 Cohasset Lane
Activities: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2), Blood Drive Chairperson (3, 4), Powder Puff (4)

JOHN OH
16 Niama Drive
Activities: Basketball (1), Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4)

PRITI OJHA
309 Pleasant Drive
"Yesterday is but a dream, tomorrow is but a vision." Activities: East Angels (PRES), Multi-Cultural Day (Chairperson), Debate (Captain), Eastside (Editor), JSA (VP), East Singers, Winter Track (JO), ICS, ACS

MATTHEW OLIAN
27 Spring Mill Lane

IAN OLIU
3 Brompton Court
Top Row: Eugenia Chung, Ari Rahman, Polly Ehrlich, Jason Insdorf, Matt Silver, Andrew Thompson, Yao-Chung King.
Middle Row: Phil Choi, Brian Travers, Matt Walmer, Dan Miller, Todd Kent.

APRIL OSTACH
108 Gainsboro Road

PAUL PAHREN
1918 Winesap Road
"Saints" Activities: Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (1, 2)

HELEN PAIK
149 Kilburn Drive
"Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime, we'll take the best, forget the rest and someday we will find... these were the best of times."

INFARN FANG
1509 Berlin Road

JOSHUA PANNEPACKER
1980 North Birchwood Park Drive
Activities: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4)
"If it wasn't for the normal, then there wouldn't be the unusual."

JUSTIN C. PAO
64 Lafayette Lane
Activities: Spring Track
"Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity."

MICHAEL PAOLINI
405 Burnt Mill Road
Activities: Football (1, 4), TOP (1, 2, 3), TOPS (1, 2, 3), Indian-American Club (1, 2, 3), Track (1, 2), Academic (3)
"If you're willing to die for it, it's worth it."

AAKASHDEEP PATEL
23 South Birchwood Park Drive

AMISHA MAYUR PATEL
1318 Abbey Road
"Reach for the stars, if you fall you'll at least land on the moon."
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Rutvik Patel
“Nothing lasts forever, even cold November rain.”

Lindsey Pearl
8 Saint Anthony Court
“You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose. You’re on your own. And you know what you know, And YOU are the one who’ll decide where to go.” - Dr. Seuss
Activities: Tennis, Track, FOP, DECA, JCC

Lauren Penn
411 Morris Road

Kristen Perkins
631 Old Orchard Road
“Never drown because you don’t know who is falling in love with your smile.” Activities: Field Hockey (1), Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4)

Marisa Nicole Petrozzi
1345 Heartwood Drive
“Always reach for the moon, even if you miss, you’ll land among the stars.” Activities: Cheerleading (Captain: 1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3), Lacrosse (2)

Brett Pickus
306 Hille Drive
“At no point in your rambling incoherent response were you even close to be considered a rational thought. I award you no points and may god have mercy on your soul.” Activities: Bowling (1, 2), Golf (1, 2, 3, 4), Wrestling (3, 4)

Lauren Plevinsky
1941 Lark Lane

Leah Plumptson
4 Winter Place
“Just remember ... if things look hopeless ... maybe you’re facing the wrong direction.” Activities: Wind Ensemble, Marching Band (Drum Major), Pit Orchestra, Chamber Winds, Governor’s School, ASJ, Track, Swimming

Alexander Pollack
1212 Seagull Lane
DAVID RABIZADEH
9 Chateau Drive
Activities: Casual Harmony (1, 2, 3, 4), Madrigals (2, 3, 4), East Singers (2, 3, 4), All South Jersey Chorus (1, 2, 3, 4), All State Chorus (2, 3, 4), All Eastern Chorus (3)

ARIF F. RAHMAN
100 Saxby Terrace
Activities: Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Football (2), Cross Country (4), Chess Team, Web Team

ASHLEY RAMOS
4 Walden Court

RONALD RANKINE, JR.
306 Juniper Drive

LAKSHMI RAVINDRAN
"Hard work never killed anybody, but why take a chance?" Activities: Swimming (2, 3, 4)

 DANIEL REBER
32 Country Walk
Activities: Football & Eastside Online (1, 2, 3, 4), Tennis (2, 3, 4), DECA (3)

MEGAN REDMOND
408 Country Club Drive

ALAN REED
128 Renaissance Drive

JOHN REED

MICHAEL REED
936 Cropwell Road
"If you live your life in regret, you will regret the life you've lived." (Source: Unknown) Activities: Homecoming Bp. (3), Varsity Soccer (2, 3, 4), Volleyball (1)

TAYLOR REGIS
1156 Liberty Bell Drive
"If you judge people, you have no time to love them." - E. Roosevelt Activities: Varsity/Competitive Cheerleading, African American Club, Powder Puff

RYAN REILLY
17 Buxton Road
DAVID REISNER  
3 Lucerne Court

"...and I took the road less traveled by, and that has made all the difference." - Robert Frost  
Activities: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (1)

PATRICK RICHARTZ  
1416 Hillside Drive

"It's better 'cause it's true." - Activities: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (1)

CHRISTOPHER RIEMER  
5 Brookfield Court

HEATHER RILOFF  
1903 Rolling Lane

KATHARINE ELIZABETH RISHEL  
1125 Willowdale Drive

"If you can pinch it they can pierce it." - Activities:
Field Hockey (1), TOPS (1, 3, 4), Animal Rights Club (3, 4), Swim Team (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

JOSHUA RISSMILLER  
106 Waxford Drive

"If we had horses in our bodies, there wouldn't be no sin." - Activities: Varsity Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Mock Trial (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Cable 19 (2, 3, 4), DECA (3), Fall Show (1, 2, 4), Spring Musical (1, 4), One Acts (1, 2, 3, 4), Mime (1, 2, 3, 4), Therapy Society (3, 4), Physics League (3)

ARION ROBBINS  
122 Morningside Drive

Activities: Varsity Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Mock Trial (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Cable 19 (2, 3, 4), DECA (3), Fall Show (1, 2, 4), Spring Musical (1, 4), One Acts (1, 2, 3, 4), Mime (1, 2, 3, 4), Therapy Society (3, 4), Physics League (3)

ELIZABETH ANNE ROBINSON  
1922 Pippin Circle

"You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one. I hope someday you'll join us and the world will live as one." - John Lennon  
Activities: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), FSP Chairperson (3, 4), SADD (2, 3), Blood Drive (4)

THOMAS ROBLETO  
28 W. Split Rock Drive

SARA RODRIGUEZ  
201 Hadleigh Drive

ROSE ROORK  
100 Burnt Mill Road

DAVID ROSEN  
1216 Cardinal Lake Drive
Top Row: Misty Weinstein, Ashley Gunther, Stephanie Chan, John Berton, Rishi Patel, Megan Redmond; Middle Row: Loren Levine, Dana Ginsburg, Rachel Jan- der, Amanda Freeman, Peri Brenner, Lauren Krasoff, Annette Galay, Nina Singh; Jennifer Ing; Bottom Row: Jason Libes, Steven Cornforth, Alex Goldstein, Daniel Rebir, Lee Brownstein, David Rosen, Seth Herron, Jonathan Ducat, Gregg Gramatges, Ross Abramsohn.

MEREDITH ROSENBERG
512 Knights Place
"A friend is one who knows you as you are, understands where you’ve been, accepts who you have become, and still gently motivates you to grow." Activities: TOP Overall Citizenship (1, 2, 3, 4), Key Club Vice President (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (1, 2, 3, 4).

JACOB D. ROSNER
109 Greenvale Rd

ASHER ROSS
6 Gwen Court
"Wherever you go, there you are." - Buckaroo
Bonzai Activities: Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Jazz Band (2, 3, 4), Lab Band (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4). Music Club (3, 4), Pit Orchestra (3).

ADAM ROTH
1126 Buttonwood Drive
"Imagine all you could be if you could be all that you imagined." Activities: TOPS (1), President (5, 6), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Key Club (1, 2, 3, 4), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon Club (3, 4).

JOEL ROVNER
122 Society Hill

SEAN ROWAN
632 Croyden Drive

MELISSA MORGAN ROWE
1209 Sequoia Road
"I've learned to take whatever life throws at me and do what I can with it." Activities: Swim Team, UJA

YURIY RUDENKO
515 Garwood Drive
"I'm not afraid of computers. I'm just afraid of them." - Isaac Asimov
Activities: Swim Team, UJA

TODD RUDERMAN
17 Teak Court
"A life is not important, except in the impact it has on other lives." - Jackie Robinson
Activities: Varsity Baseball (2, 3, 4), Soccer (1, 2), Chemistry II Team (3), Teen Summit (1).
NINA LEE SINGH
500 Brian Drive
"Saying goodbye is easy. It's knowing what we have to leave behind that's tough." Activities: Drama (1), Chanters (2), Concert Choir (3), Soccer (1), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

STEPHANIE ROBYN SLAWSKY
118 Eaton Way
"Even if we never talk again please remember that I am forever changed by who you are and what you meant to me." Activities: Endive, DECA

CRAIG SLOTKIN
804 Marlowe Road
Activities: Class VP, Rotary Conference delegate, FOP

NORA SMALDORE
214 Hadleigh Drive
"I am not sure if I've learned about life in these words..." "It goes on." Activities: Certamen (1, 2), Freshman Orientation (3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4)

JEREMY SMITH
16 Partridge Court
"My body is here, but my spirit rides the wind and waves..." The Gary Patterson Collection Activities: Stage Crew (1, 2, 3)

MEGAN SOBEL
414 Country Club Drive
"If we didn't laugh, we'd all go insane...!" Jimmy Buffett Activities: Cheerleading (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), Cam Ladue (3, 4), TOPS (3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

KIMBERLY ANN JOSEPHEINE
SOUTHWICK
23 Philmar Avenue
"because the only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desire of everything at the same time, the ones who never try to have anything you can't imagine..." Activities: Track, AAG, RAK, East Angels

STEFANIE SPAK
3 North Branch Drive
"Nothing in life is for sure. The trick is to hold your head high and bet true to your decisions." Activities: Track, AAG, RAK, East Angels

PAUL SPECHLER
20 Country Walk
Activities: Casual Harmony (3, 4), Spring Musical (1, 2, 3, 4), Fall Show (3, 4), One Acts (2, 3, 4), Wind Ensemble (3, 4), Lab Band (1, 2), East Singers (4), Football (1)

FALLON STAFFORT
10 Bayberry Court
"Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave and impossible to forget!" Activities: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Softball (1, 2), Powder Puff (3, 4), AAG (1, 2)

ERIC STERNBERG
1759 Dewberry Lane

CASEY STRONSKI
1930 Greentree Road
Activities: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1), FOP (2), Spanish Club (2)
Top Row: John Davis, Nolan Swartley, Scott Thompson, Middle Row: Jay Sherwood, Sara Rodriguez, Lindsay Hancock, Dan Lewis, Tim Holmes, Mike Pantini; Bottom Row: Jane Kovalessich, Lauren Marrone, Sean Bierley, Mike Duncombe, Jessica Kolinsky

JOHN SULLIVAN
37 North Green Ave Drive

JORDAN SULLIVAN
154 Weston Drive
“Dude you’re getting a Dull!” Activities: Softball (1, 2, 3, 4), Varsity (3, 4), RKA (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Alternate for Girls’ State Field Hockey, Manager (1), FOP (1)

MICHAEL SZCZUREK
310 Hadleigh Drive
Activities: Baseball (1, 2, 3), Football (1)

JENNIFER TAN
1526 Chalet Drive
“Read the book I’ve never read, the sinners are more interesting than the saints, and in real life normal people are diametrically dull. I’m not saying I want to be wicked, but I do want to be happy.” – Louise May Alcott. Activities: Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4), East Singers (3, 4), Madrigals (3, 4)

DIANA TANG
1628 Prince Drive
“Tell me if the heroes are heroes... tell me if any get more than the lovers... in the dust... in the cold tombs...” – Carl Sandburg

JING TAO
18 Sandringham Place
“Two roads diverged in a wood, and I— I took the one least traveled by, And that has made all the difference.” Activities: Bebex of East, East Singers, Sacca Kitchen, East Angels, Craft Club, Celebrations, Certamen, Powder Puff

ANDREW THOMSON
113 Dalton Terrace

SCOTT THOMSON
1514 Hillsdale Drive
“Well I’m losing a game of chess here where the dealer never even pays.” – Scott Weiland
Activities: Football (1), Basketball (1, 2)

ALISON THERESA TIMKO
123 Old Orchard Road
“Time flies, use it well.” Activities: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)
ROSHNI TOORKEY
38 Cameo Drive
“Come to the edge, he said. They said, we are afraid. Come to the edge, he said. They came. He pushed them... and they flew.” Activities: Madrigals, Dance, Demogorgon, Haunted House, Powder Puff, FOP.

JILL TRAGER
10 Henfield Terrace

TOMMY TRAN

BRIAN TRAVERS
102 Brompton Drive
“Think of all the good times, instead of what we could have.” Activities: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), RAK (1, 2, 3, 4), Italian Club (2, 3, 4), German Club (3, 4), Ice Hockey (1, 3).

JADE TUBELLO
214 Europa Court
Activities: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), TAG (3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4), Chanters (3), Concert Choir (4), Italian-American Club (1).

NICHOLAS S. TUREKIAN
352 Tuvara Lane
Activities: Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), Soccer (2, 3), FOP, RAK.

CORINNE TYRIS
25 Holden Road

SRINATH SARMA VEMURI
98 Renaissance Drive
Activities: ABC Quiz (2, 3, 4), Debate Team (1, 2, 3, 4), CHSE Web Team (2, 3, 4), CHSE Morning Announcements Team (1, 2, 3, 4), Celebrations (2), CHSE Model UN (1), JSA (1, 2, 3, 4).

JULIE CHRISTINE WAGNER
55 Harrison Avenue
“If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured or far away.” - Henry David Thoreau.

Activities: Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4), Jazz Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Tennis (1, 2)

After 2002
Top Row: Jessica Kolinski, Mike Paolini, Lindsay Hancock, Middle Row: Dan Lewis, Scott Thompson, Bottom Row: Jane Kovalevich, Lauren Morrocco.
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KENNETH CARL WALTON
1364 Bunker Hill Drive
Activities: Spring Track (1), Basketball Manager (2), Blood Drive (3, 4), African American Club (1, 2, 3, 4)

MICHICHELLE WUNDER
4 Saxby Terrace
"Wishin' it were wonderful to just sail away and find the magic!" Activities: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4), Field Hockey (1, 2), Blood Drive (2)

JENNIFER RUI WANG
206 Juniper Drive
"Write on water, send ripples through time. To sit and do nothing is life's lonely crime." Activities: Chess (3, 4), Yearbook (2, 3, 4), Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Celebrations (3, 4), Physics League (3), Governor's School, Rat Lab (4), Biology Lab Aide (4), Cum Laude (4)

WILLY WANG
1819 Russet Drive
"The first step towards failure is not trying." Activities: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Band (1, 2, 3)

DINA ROSE WASSON
107 Carolina Way

MICHELLE WEATHERBY
403 Philmar Avenue
"People walk in and out of your life. Family and friends are there forever."

MELISSA WEINSTEIN
1762 Fireside Lane
"We cannot control how our lives begin or end... only how we live them." Activities: RAK (1, 2, 3, 4), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (3, 4)

ELKAN GINGI WEIS
22 Bel Aire Avenue

ROBYN RENEE WEISMANN
116 Morningside Drive
"Truly, great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget." Activities: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (1, 2, 3, 4), A&G, JCC, Powder Puff Football, East Angels
TARA WEISMANN
116 Morningside Drive
"If you really want something, you can figure out how to make it happen." Activities: Varsity Cross Country, Track, DECA, East Angels, AAG, RAK

MICHAEL WEITZMAN
1017 Owl Lane
"I'd rather die like a man than live like a coward." Activities: Tennis (1, 2), DECA (2, 3, 4), Spanish Club, Music Club, Rat Lab

ELIZABETH MARY WELCH
143 Thornhill Road
"For it's your life and you can decorate it as you like... beneath the paint and armor, the truth still shines." - Ben Folds Activities: Belles of East (2, 3, 4), Vocal Dept. (1, 2, 3, 4), Haunted House (2, 3, 4), Lab Theater (1), Fall Show (1, 2, 3, 4), Spring Show (1, 2, 4), One Act (1, 2, 3, 4)

ADAR T. WELLINGTON
80 Lafayette Lane

MATTHEW M. WELLNER
220 Ballfield Terrace

CHRISTA WESLEY
121 Weston Drive
"Dance & Smile... My favorite activity!" Activities: Belles (2, 3, 4), Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4), Curm Laude (3, 4), East Singers (3, 4)

ROBERTO WEST
"If it doesn't make dollars, then it just doesn't make sense." "Keep us head up people." Activities: SGA Rep, African American Club (Publicity Manager), Italian American Club, Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), DECA, Spanish Club, Powder Puff (Coach), Battle of the Bands

NICOLE WHITTIER
1822 Meerkon Court
Activities: ACHS (1, 2, 3, 4), Filipino Club (3, 4), Key Club, Debate, Spanish Club, Italian Club, KCC (1, 2, 3, 4), ICS (1, 2), RAM, FOP, East Angels, Wing Chong Kung Fu

CRAIG WICKWARE
12 Westford Court
"Life is a Joke." Activities: Football (2, 3)

Before
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Top Row: Mike Reed, Marc Davis, Cathy Gorman, Kristin Decina, Ryan Kardos, Dan Chung, Sean Talles, Middle Row: Craig Stokken, David Schreiner, Mike Beach, Jill Tague, Daniel LeVine, J.J. Ernst, Liz Welch, Dan Hoffmann; Bottom Row: Rachelle Vander, Brittany Moshen, Steven Koch, Rachel Katz, Larry Miracula, Gabby Abrams.

NANCY WILENSKY
3 South Birchwood Park Drive

JOEL WILLIAMS
102 Cranford Road

KOBINA AH-HIM WILMOT
8 Greentree Way
"If you don't succeed at first, try, try, try, again."
Activities: Football (3, 4), ABC Quilts (2, 3, 4), Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4), AIDS Awareness (3, 4), African American Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Weight Room (3, 4), Soccer (1), TAG (1, 2), Track (1), Tennis (2, 3), French Club (1, 2), Library Volunteer (2, 3), Stage Crew (1).

SARAH WOOD
129 Henfield Avenue
"Dream, until your dreams come true."
Activities: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Softball (1, 2, 3, 4), DECA (4)

MENELIQUE WOODSON
1908 West Point Drive

OLIVIA WU
205 Bailfield Terrace
"What you feel is what you are and what you are is beautiful."
-the Go Go Dols Activities: AIDS Awareness, Celebrations, Track Manager, Yearbook

RACHEL WU
5 Abinger Lane
"The key to happiness is a short-term memory."
Activities: Yearbook (1, 2, 3, 4), Craft Club (2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), RAK (1, 2, 3, 4), Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4).

PEGGY YANG
13 Saint Moritz Lane
"I have not failed. I've just found 30,000 ways that won't work."
"Take chances, make mistakes, get messy!"
-Ms. Frizzle from The Magic School Bus
Activities: Yearbook, CCDC

TIFFFANY YANG
310 Longstone Drive
TERRY YIN
1618 Ravenswood Way
SABAH ZANDER
3 Saint Moritz Lane
"I'd rather be an optimist and a fool than a pessimist and right."
MICHELLE ZAONTZ
8 Glen Perth Lane
"The journey in between what you once were and who you are now becoming is where the dance of life really takes place."
Activities: Tennis (1, 2, 3), Pop (1, 2, 3, 4), Spring Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Angels (3, 4), ACC (1, 2)
JUSTIN ZEBRICK
36 Fairhaven Drive

KATE ZEGEN
615 Old Orchard Road
"How can I be so thirsty when I drank so much last night?"
HANQING ZHAO
4 Steeplechase Court

BEN ZHOU
1315 Markress Road
"Hard work often pays off in the future, but laziness always pays off now."
Activities: Chess (1, 2, 3, 4), Tennis (2, 3, 4), Science League (3)

COLE ZUCKER
509 Gatewood Road
"The future will seem like a thing of the past."
Activities: Cross-Country, Demogorgon, Lab Band

MICHAELA MASi LEONE
520 Society Hill

Top Row: Mike Reed, Cathy Girman, Ryan Kardos, Sean Dallas, Middle Row: Craig Slotkin, J.J. Ernst, Mike Brach, Liz Welch, Dana Hoffman; Bottom Row: Rachelle Wunder, Brittany Mostow, Steven Koch, Rachel Katz, Larry Maccola
A SECOND TASTE OF VICTORY

By the end of the 2001-2002 Powder Puff football game, the Juniors did not want to hear the Senior chant anymore. “We are the Seniors. Couldn’t be prouder! If you can’t hear us, we’ll shout it at you louder!”

On a beautiful autumn day, the Seniors dominated the Juniors in a 24-8 win. All of the hard work and tough practices, where two girls suffered concussions, paid off. Leading the pack, head coach Brian Locasale and other Senior coaches, Roberto West, Jon Ducati, and Al Bowles, worked with a wonderful team and put together a stifling defense and potent offense. Quarterback Lynn Brown and wide receiver Aadar Wellington led the Senior offense to three touchdowns. Molly McNerney added two extra point kicks, while Pia Litz sacked the Junior quarterback in the end zone for a safety. Megan Sobel and Ashley Schlaifer each had an interception.

This year marked the second straight victory for the class of 2002 in Powder Puff, partially thanks to returning players who offered valuable experience to the team. In fact, the team was so good that some people along the sidelines jokingly remarked that the Seniors would put up a good fight in a game of touch football with the varsity football team. Prepared well by the coaches and spurred on by the fans, the Senior players erupted in cheers when the final whistle blew.

During the second quarter, Juniors pursue quarterback Lynn Brown (’02) as she runs for a first down. Picked by the coaches because she threw accurate spirals in practice, Brown considerably helped lead the offense towards the end zone. “Going into the game, had lots of confidence in her,” said Coach Brian Locasale (’02) after the game, "but in the end, she totally exceeded my expectations.

After the final whistle, the Senior players and coaches screamed in excitement as they ran to the middle of the field with arms raised. All seniors involved in the game knew their hard work had paid off with their victory. Jane Kovalevich (’02) who was a cornerback, said, "Our victory was rewarding, especially because we accomplished our goal of going undefeated in Powder Puff.”

As their teammates make a big play on the field, Christa Wesley (’02) and Linda Chuong (’02), cheer them on. During the many practices, the players formed new friendships and developed team unity. Chuong said, “It was great supporting people I had gotten to know better in the weeks leading up to the game.”
People
Melody, you are a Joy.

Love Mom, Dad, Steven, and Michael

U of Rochester
You both have made us very proud. We hope you will always reach for the sky and never look down. Always go with what your heart tells you. We wish you success and happiness always.

All our love,
Home, Dai and Neal

"Make new friends, but keep the old— one is silver and the other's gold."
To Emily Rose Cowan

"Don't forget to Remember yourself As you are today, Full of hope & The dream that Everything is possible.
The key to the future is keeping today Alive."

—from

Almost Fam.

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Jared

★ Stamp your pass
★ Our laughter & smiles ★ Out of control
★ Over yonder
★ Sign my pass, please!
★ Doing whose job?
★ Ian (our love)
★ Happy hippo time
★ Answer the phone
★ Leaving early
★ Shared lunches

★ Sing alongs

Kristi Fielda

You brighten my days, I thank you!
I love you always
Kristi
1988: The Ninja Killer "B's"

2001: The Killer "B's" Graduate

CONGRATULATIONS
Blake & Brandon
Love,
The Moms, The Dads & The Brothers

I LOVE YOU GUYS
Matthew,

Congratulations on all your accomplishments. You’ve worked hard and earned your successes. We are very proud of you and wish you tremendous happiness always.

Love forever,

Mom, Dad, Adam,
Nani and Papa,
Grandma and Grandpa

Matthew

Congratulations!!

You set a high standard at East that is going to be tough to beat...gee, thanks.

Good luck in college next year. You are a great brother!

Love, Adam
May good fortune be with you
Down every road you roam
And may sunshine and happiness
Surround you when you're far from home

May your guiding light be strong
And may your never love in vain
And in our hearts, you will remain
Forever Young

And now that you have gone away
We hope that we have served you well
For all the wisdom of a lifetime
No one can ever tell!
But whatever road you choose
We are right behind you win or lose
Forever Young

With our love
Mom, Dad & Jessica

Anything Goes

OLIVER!
FEATURED VENDOR SOLOISTS
Brandon and Lauren were born two weeks apart
They were quite a pair right from the start
Through infancy and as toddlers they became really tight
Though they had their moments when Lauren would cry and Brandon would bite!

Our first family trip to Disney World we went
With parents, Ari and Andrew, a great week was spent
Mickey and Minnie they couldn’t wait to see
Disney in Florida was the place to be!

They went to pre-school at the JCC
Their friendship continued from here you’ll see
The elementary years were spent at Johnson school
And there were a lot of great summers at the Woodcrest pool!

The two years at Beck quickly flew by
They have grown into a great girl and guy
Their years in high school at East also went fast
It is hard to believe that they are just about past!

The next step you are college bound
We think you are the two greatest kids around
It has been exciting watching you two grow
Always remember that we love you so!

Love,
The Moms, The Dads and The Brothers
YEAR AFTER YEAR

DAY BY DAY

WE HAVE WASHED YOU GROW

IN EVERY WAY

TIME IS MOVING QUICKLY

STEP UP YO THE PLATE

COLLEGE WAITES DON'T HESITATE

BEST WISHES MOM ,PAPI & PETER A
LAUREN AND AMANDA

A thirteen-year friendship lasting all these years,
The long late night talks, our laughter, our tears.
Memories too precious to be saved in a box,
The simple way we fit like a key in a lock.
All the special fun times we've had together,
Advice given or taken, for worse or for better.
Within our hearts this unforgettable bond will lie,
No matter where life may lead us, this friendship will never die.
So if ever in need, we can turn to each other whenever,
And realize in Johnson's kindergarten, we made a friend forever.
Heather and Lauren

“Cousins by Chance, Friends by Choice!”

We love you both,
The Butler Family

Lauren and Amanda

“The wonderful thing about friends is that they can grow up without growing apart.”

We love you both,
The Butler and Kravitz Families
Dear Ross,

“The way you are is not a result of what has happened to you, it’s the result of what you decide to keep inside you.”

-Author Unknown

May your future be healthy, happy, and bright. May all your dreams and wishes be fulfilled. Stay strong and independent.

We love you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Heath, Cortney, and Oliver
CONGRATULATIONS
DINA

From overalls to cap and gown
The journey has been fun
Remember – always follow your dreams
Your life has just begun!

All Our Love,
Dad, Mom and Deana

PRECIOUS are our
MOMENTS with you

Love, Mom, Dad and Thomas

Brian and Abby

711 ♡ RHCP ♡ More than the stars ♡ Tim Mahoney ♡ Egg McMuffin ♡ shore before vacations ♡ concerts ♡ loosing sneakers ♡ ...ooskies ♡ 1/27 ♡ Rent ♡ “stuff” ♡ Poconos Hospital ♡ the Zoo ♡ Christmas in PJs ♡ prom ♡ presents ♡ sleepover + six flags ♡ Chinese food ♡ Ramens ♡ “borrowing” each others clothes ♡ TV after school ♡ TomatO ♡ “You did it” ♡ “It's for me” ♡ Pumpkin ♡ I love you...
LEE BROWNSTEIN

The best son, brother and uncle. May all your dreams come true!

We Love You,

Mom, Dad,

Nori, Heather, Evan & Danny
Congratulations Jessica!

We wish you success and happiness in all that you do.
We are so proud of you.
Love to you
Always,
Mom & Dad

Jessica,

Congratulations!
Best of luck in college.
You are the best sister.
Love always,
Brett
Louis

We are so proud of you and love you so much.

Best of luck in college,
in your career as "transportation czar"
and in all the wonderful things
you will accomplish in the future.
We believe in you and know you will succeed.

Mom, Dad, & William James
Jess & Rachel

"A part of you has grown in me, And so you see, it's you and me together forever and never apart, maybe in distance, but never in heart."

Lohikan '98, fights, Stuart, padbox, Meredith, wolfman, “We're connected...by the pencil”, grad song, Cancun '98, Mexicans, Margaritas, All Star Café, dancing on booths, birthdays, hot tub with Brad, Summers down the shore, beach parties, lifeguards, boardwalk memories, random rides home, ditching dates, I want to be a lamp, sneaking out with Ett, “My Poppy is your Poppy!”, pizza man, casinos, sharing guys, sharing shirts from Contempo, “I'm a boy!”, heated bed, “I'm gonna brush your hair, I'm gonna give you a foot!”, yellow, trips to NYC, Calamari come back up, L.L. ice teas, Dave & Gabe, ugly pottery, bond fire in the woods, S'mores @ Rob's, Miss America, boys, boys, &...boys, trips to the b-room, crossing 73, limo to Maui, need diaper pins, swimming in our drawers, CK on South Street, chef Jess, MY BOWL!, stupid sophs, Cancun '02, more Mexicans, drinks of all kind, getting sick, Dave again, “We go clubbin!”, BOSS MEN, Disney World, “I love you more!”
~*handini N binda*~

*Best friends* ~2 words that contain an incomprehensible amount of meaning. Endless hours of singin N dancin and helping each other thru rough times. ~Another nite another dream, but always u~ Yankee doodle~ cable cars~ waterguns~ teacups~ makeovers~ Mt. Misery~ Braves~ secret names~ bowl of fruits~ bananas~ the flag~ food court~ "if ur gonna do it, do it rite!!"~ Cinderella N maroon prom dresses~ Jon b N tyrese~ notes in the boyz bathroom~ 4 seasons of loneliness~ Halloween~ bomb scares~ trips 2 ny N philly~ Knarf N Leen~ ravioli arbs~ v.s. lunch talks~ I will survive~ stop smakin me~ freakin out~ "I KNOW!!"~ witeout~ jacket/jacket~ n2 toy story 2~ 1 swt day~ license baBY~ lettin go~ vball~ stop givin me directions~ acs/ics~ handshakes~ fop girls~ aladdin~ he's how old??!!??!!??~ ooo bangin baBY~ go wild~ handwriting~ eat the chicken~ dun wanna lose u~ down to u~ she's all that~ never been kissed~ finishing each others sents~ pulEEZe~ when we gonna karaoke~ lil yello~ lil brown~ 1, 2, 3, 4 sumthin new~ L~ dork~ if I didn't like u~ I wouldn't make fun of u~ hanger~ candy coated raindrops~ SAS~ wht shorts~ got ur back~ interestin bois~ ~ single, sexy N free~ kickball~ oww~ yrret~ need 2 rewind~ shavin our heads ~invitin urself~ big head~ dim sum~ I'm avg~ blooddrops~ lolipops~ if I neva knew u~ pineapple pizza~ waitin 4 gr. ite~ planners~ u think I can't take u?!!~
"The best thing about having a sister was that I always had a friend."

Fallon—
Best of luck in college and beyond.
Our memories together will never be forgotten.
I will miss you!
Love Always,
Tara

"There is no time like the old time, when you and I were young!"

Melissa,

We wish you the best of luck in the future.

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Todd & Louis
Rotary 2001

We will never forget the week we spent at RYLA!

Adam  Craig  Lee

Cathy  Emily  Lauren  Perri  Jenni

Rotary luncheon at Ponzio's ~ The bus ride to Stockton ("I'm gonna frap you!" and Lauren's laugh attacks) ~ George ~ Destiny ~ Fishing ~ Calisthenics at 7 ~ Puderbach ~ Silent football ~ Adam playing the bongos ~ The pizza girls ~ Jenni's song ~ Name tags ~ Cathy dominating in volleyball ~ Lee and Joanne ~ Big Bob from Audobon ~ Craig's essay ~ Group A...or "Group B" ~ Airplane exercise ~ Long walks to and from cafeteria ~ Group Discussions ~ Damida ~ Paulina from Argentina ~ Career night ~ And many more!!!
A long time ago, in the year 5744 in a city across a bridge, a little girl was born. She was cute and her hair stood straight up and her two sisters called her Spike. Spike grew quickly. She learned to walk and talk and entertain the family by putting spaghetti in her hair. When she was happy she giggled and made funny faces. When she was angry she sought out the fleshy parts of bodies and bit down hard. Her sisters wear her teeth marks to this day. And her parents called her Rookletookleberry. When she was five, she began to develop her flirting skills. Eighteen year old Jack, was smitten. She went on to conquer the hearts and minds of her teachers and friends. When the family traveled to Israel she trekked in underground caves in the desert and cooled herself on waterslides at Hamat Gader. And her sisters called her Ugly-Weed-Duckling-Sweat while they sang rap songs to their Pop. And the school years came and went along with Hebrew School, piano lessons and Camp Harlem. But what she longed for most was LBI. Every summer she would go to her favorite place in the whole world: 10 W. Mississippi Avenue. And there she would spend August with her parents and sisters and grandparents. Aunts and Uncles would bring her cousins to play with and they called her Rach-El. There she played penny poker and rummy cue and hid her cache of sugar cereals. And each summer she would do her summer reading on the beach, while the ocean roared in the background and the sea gulls called to her. As she anticipated her time in East, she and her sister planned her political career. And she worked very hard and followed the plan. And all the while she was surrounded by Shawn and Amy and lots of dear friends who studied and shopped and partied together. Her bedroom became her haven where she could be found talking on the phone, while listening to Napster, while typing a paper, while IM’ing, simultaneously. And at night, she fell exhausted into bed after studying human anatomy and deciphering calculus and interpreting Donny Q and organizing SGA, blood drive, yellow ribbon and RAK and student teaching Hebrew School and maybe even practicing a little piano. And her parents looked at her curled up in her bed, with her arm around her cat, Athena, and they were prouder than anyone could ever imagine. Their little girl was almost all grown up. She was intelligent and beautiful, loving and empathic, passionate and charming, clever and independent. And now in the year 5762 Spike aka Rookletookleberry aka Ugly-Weed-Duckling-Sweat aka Rach-El is on the brink of the rest of her life. But until she moves on, we must all call her MADAME PRESIDENT.

WE LOVE YOU SO VERY MUCH- MOM, DAD, ANNA, JULIA, GRANDPARENTS, AUNTS, UNCLES, COUSINS and CATS!!
Dear Ashley,

You made it!
Congratulations!
Wishing you happiness, success, and a wonderful future. I'm so proud of you and all of your achievements!

Always tons of love,
Mom-mom

Carah,
We love you and yes, Carah, Dad & I will be lonely without our last child!

Love you, Mom, Dad, Rob, Val & Genna

SETH

You have made us so proud with your hard work and all of your accomplishments. Even more importantly, you are a wonderful person with a good heart and great sense of humor. We know that you will be successful in all you do.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Laura

May all your hopes, dreams and aspirations come to fruition with all the happiness that comes with them.

Love,
Aunt Shirley and Uncle Ritchie

We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments and we know the best is yet to come.

Aunt Susan and Uncle David
Dear Ashley, you are and always will be our Shinning Star! We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments! Through the years you had obstacles in your way. You chose to climb above them, with such great strength, character and grace.

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR GRADUATION
Class of 2002

Your family loves and admires you more than you’ll ever know.
With all the LOVE and PRIDE our hearts can hold,
forever Mommy, Daddy, Alexis and Chaz - Tequila too

Way to go Ashley. We are so proud of you!!!
Lots of love,
Mikey & Pat
The fun Couple
A POEM FULL OF MEMORIES, WHERE CAN WE START 
"SING IT GIRLS" THAT WENT STRAIGHT TO THE HEART

MISSY AND HER ZZZ, TAYLOR AND HER Tounge 
OLD COUNTRY BUFFET WITH OUR BROTHER YOUNG

JESS AND THE LICENSE PLATES, GETTING THE BOOT 
LINDSEY DRINKS VINTAGE, SHE RAN OUT OF LOOT

ALANA’S BRUISED NOSE, JUST LOOK AT HER LEGS 
IT SMELLS LIKE SNATCH, "MY MOM WAS COOKING EGGS"

LET'S TALK ABOUT EASTERN, MID-YEAR WAS A MESS 
STUCK HOME WITH MONO, WERE SORRY JESS

JUNIOR PROM, WE THOUGHT WE WERE COOL 
MERE'S MOM FELL IN THE POOL

"YOU WANNA WRESTLE?" LINDSEY’S SPECIAL TRICK 
NATE FROM THE NORTH EAST WAS SURELY A HICK

DANA'S SHAGON WAGON, JANE HATES TAIL 
WITH OUT THE BOX, WHERE WILL LINDSEY PUT HER MAIL?

SHADYS AND GAYS, GET ON THE TRAIN 
NKOTB AND CONCERTS IN THE RAIN

TAYLOR'S BIRTHDAY, THE LEVINE FAMILY BUZZ 
I JUST WANTED TO KNOW HOW HER SUMMER WAS

"HOW DO THE LIGHTS WORK?" I HAVE A COLD 
SPITTING OUT MACARONI THAT MISSY COULDN'T HOLD

IN THE DUMPSTER, IS WHERE TAYLOR HAS BEEN 
WITH S+70 AND SUSAN BASS LEVIN

STUCK IN THE MUD, LINDSEY'S CAR TOWED 
6 PACS AND BIG MACS KEEP US KOLLIN' DOWN THE ROAD

JENNY THE JAP, WE GOT NEW SHOES 
"HEY WE DID IT" BUT THAT'S OLD NEWS

LINDSEY'S PROM SONG, ALONG COMES FDR 
YOU LOOK LIKE DAWSON, ROAD TRIPS IN THE CAR

OUT THE WINDOW SHE HAD TO PEE 
"CAN I PUSH YOUR BUTTONS, MR. WB"

THAT'S BULLSH*T, YOU MORMON AND SPE4 
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND, AND A WHOLE LOT MORE

THE FUN WILL GO ON, AS HIGH SCHOOL ENDS 
THE TIMES WE'VE SPENT TOGETHER MEANS THAT WERE FOREVER FRIENDS
Jordan's problems in 8th grade* Perri's evil* Haddonfield* Hunter* Mr. Hunter* rise and shine* long talks* playdrome* 3rd wheel* Adam's session* Perri and Nick, Emily and Tom, Jen and Dave, Jordan and.......
* lunch convo* yogurt* spoons* SSRA* Prom* Prom Night* OC* flying sunglasses* surf mall* enhancements* small nubbin* Fat Extreme* Magazines* getting pulled over* Jr health* Michelangelo* Jordan's horse* little accident* late night convo* bug in ui* Jordan's parents* Softball banquet* ripping off pharma* flying shoes* driving in car w/ Jhane* Nomination* Trash party* Attempt to make dinner* bad wings* lasagna* Six Flags* Clay formations* making breakfast* 4th of July BBQ* Sundaes* Rotary convo* SD* The sun and the moon* "What is in the water??* food fight b/w J&E* car food fight* Jordan's bike accident* babysitting together* Champs* "O*" 9 min car ride* Jordan thinks too much* making pizza* patty nuns* bad pictures(Jen)* French toast* talk time with Ad* Riding in Cars With Boys* Pumpkin carving* let me see* frisky hands* wrestling* PB&J* Jen's Stories* "Ew, that's not attractive!"* Flashings* compare & contrast* future weddings* senior trip* Senior prom* Going south except for Jen* SAT scores* nomination lost in mail* it ads some zest* whipped cream* running* bodily smells* metamucil* "Oh god now I am really Helen Keller*"* pantsing* rubbing in Adam's face* gym accident* Emily's bus accident* Get off of her!!* getting into college!!!
It all started Junior year in Mr. Russo's Alg class... stealing tigger*Photo*water fights* Jordan slamming into the doors* dancing in darkroom* do you have a diaphram I mean filter* Special K(kovnat)* dirty people* many visits to saladworks* JCC camp* Do you have a ...? No but I have ...* Heeeeeeeeyyyyy(pushing eye in)* Envy*Sundaes* Lotus* Tower Records "special section"* Jordan's noises* Serendipity* Coffeeworks* Mooning Coffeeworks* Thoms undies on Marissa's head* Autism walk* Hamilton 24 w/ arm rest up* "I'll never tell"* Thom throwing Dana's candy bar out the window* random dancing* Hydropilin* Mr. Magnum* Adam just let me* frisky hands* Study for alg* bernards* Wawa* Dunkin Donuts* French toast* Thursday night line up* Buffy* Stripping Adam* Erving* lunch* yogurt on Ross* Jillian and "R"* Champs* Applebees (Ian) Rotten .com* The Freshman* senior cut day* IHOP* the private talk* Luca's story* Color Purple - oh god* getting lost on the way to see Thom* going 95 mph on 295* GCIT & guiding our own tour* XXXJohnlookalikeXXX* Helen Keller and Annie Sullivan... WATER!!! SAT's* marks* "Shaquanda"* hazard lights and windshield wiper* wiper fluid Jordan's face* Jordan's many men* College* 1,2,3, NITRO!!! stalkings* stones on cars* trying to steal flag* darn to go crap* big boy* Adam's session* RB* Commerce Bank* "Have you seen my earring??"* Hitting curb b/c shoe fell off

Memories:
Late night convos, Six flags water park, Riversharks game, French class, Haunted house, Dinner, Movies, Mini golfing, Double dating, Beach on July 4th, Cotillion, Nina's sweet 16, Junior prom, Oct. 7th, New Years, Hugging, POP

Ryan,
Since the first day I met you, you have changed my life. You brought love into my world, when I thought it was impossible. We have made a lifetime of memories with everything that we have shared. I know that we will be sharing many more in the future. I will love you forever and always.

<3 Nina

Nina,
Throughout the past three years I have grown to know you and to love you. We have had some amazing times together and will have many more in the future. I am positive that nothing will keep us apart and that we will be together forever. I love you.

<3 Ryan
Dear Mike.

We wish you the best of times.
The best of friends.
Success and happiness
That never ends.
We are very proud of you & all
You have accomplished!
Congratulations!

All our Love.
Mom, Dad, Melissa, & David

Polly & Andrea
BFF

*Trading Troll Clothes * Sweatshirts &
Tights * fake retainers * Curly Sue *
Mr. Hackbarth’s tailbone * Mt. Misery * the
contract * almost half sisters * trumpet *
darm violins * Cruella DeVille * passing
notes * sawdust * cheating * cutting dance *
Margaret & Larry/Madonna * Brian Botanto *
Zimmerman * dirty cookies * lifeguards *
Phish concert * “He’s looking at me!”-
Drummer Boy * M.B. * BBY0…enough
said * bowling * Wawa fights * dark
chocolate…melts in your mouth not in your
hands * A.P. Boys * V-Boy * Motion * foam *
* South Street * Cosi * s’mores * Tripple A
to the rescue * “sirens???…where?!”*
Polly’s PoPo * corrupting minors * the
stalker * The Cave * KOP * mattress *
Butt Buddies 4 ever *
Naseem & Andrea

Nothing I know can tear us apart
You'll always be here inside my heart
And just as sure as the stars shine above
You can always count on my love
I'm a star with no light, a day with no night
If I don't have you

Billy, hating each other, tot-lot, Young's class,
Razi and Assaf (what were we thinking)
BSB concerts, Rutgers guys, receding hairlines
Brahmsy, Behind "in a bottle", it doesn't fit
Getting pulled over, goin to the beach (John)
"but I'm a girl!", birthday's, dark alleys
belly dancing, Nas's repeated date, Epic
custodians, Imaginarium, ex-convicts
Norma's, "trip?", "why would I..?"
He's so slow, Mohammed (still waitin), AJ look-a-likes
"I luv 561!", bad club experiences, weird phone calls
dirty hair, Nas's constant itch, "I need some.."
Pepe, were so dumb, San Diego, ice cream
Shoprite, back-stabbing friends, salad toss, Ray
Leslie, Salma, getting lost, Jake looks good
Waiters, Dre & Abercrombie guy, New Years
Family outings, wanna take a survey?,
Israel '00
Jackie, Jess, Taylor, Lindsey, Brittany, Ashley, Mike, Mike, & Josh

"What a long, strange trip it's been."

Plane ride—"Wakey, Wakey!"—peein' in the red sea—beach party—strawberry drink—lost in Jerusalem (3 dudes)—Ben Yehuda St.—the great wall of China—henna—our b-room (Jack & Jess)—sniffing footballs—Marley, Speeds, Weitzdog, Kleinbud, Munchkin, AshWhole—Taylor & Josh—Jack's seizure—Ken takes a dump & Reed flips—Reed & Weitzman vs Josh Rubin—Barbie Brittany—blow dryer fights—Rabbi—sand dunes—Mooshie & son—Reed carries Jacks from the red sea—clubbin' in Eilat—Ashley & the Israeli—trips to the payphone (Reed & Lauer)—stupid shavers—sneaking out—soda can puffs—sucking cows—palmellos—bus rides—pole dancers—crossing the border—Egypt—togas—disco boat—bad Bedoin food—Arab Market—Salon for the boys—Mt. Masada—body art on the bus—underground bar

We'll never forget the memories...
DAN AND AMANDA

"Always together and never apart, maybe in distance, but not in our heart"

8th grade, make up your mind, ADD, soccer, aerobics, snappie and snapper, Don't hit me, BIG mistake, headgames, stupid movies, crazy drinker, clutz, airhead, analyzing, summers at the beach, PONY BOY, sleepovers, Dan's famous drinks, JANUARY 12
To the cream in our Oreo!
And everyone loves the cream!

A daughter is a very precious gift. Your energy and laughter, your kindness and compassion just sets you apart. We are soooo covery proud of the woman you have become. We love you with all our heart.

Hay all your dreams came true! All our love,

Daddy, Hammy Brielle Ezora, Mackenzie Zac

A sister is a special part of all that's cherished in the heart...
Dear T-loane,
For the past 10 years you have done incredible great stuff for me. People ask me if I'm happy your going away my answer is always NO! Over the years you have taught me to love, and know that my family and I loved you. Now its your me = love.
Heather & Jiun

When Heather fell and steered
Praying - Gallery Mall Friday
Afternoon - Penang - Junior
Prom 2001 - Sealand - Chin
Town - NY Trips - Korea Town -
Sticker Pictures - The Big
"C" - South Street - "It's a Party
In My Mouth" - "Whatever, Fix
Your Boat" - "Wow! They Have
Different Colored Hair!"
Guest Store at Gallery Mall -
Walking to Speed Hike - Breakers
Six Flags - The Beach for 1/2 of
Freshman Dance - The Malls -
Phase One - Delaware Ave -
Short Stumpy Fat Boy -

"Kimchee BeKum!"
"BAP?"
"Whatever, Mmmmm"
"Floats Your Boat?"
"I'm Navigating..."

"Fetucine, Alfredo"
"Oh My God!"
"It's a Party
In My Mouth?"
"This Gun Tastes
Goooo..."

AMC Pix Booth

Road Trip?
To Palisades Park?

Prom 2001
Johnny & I love you with—
everything I got I know we've been through a lot,
but it makes me love you even more.
I feel in love with you freshman year,
and I haven't fallen out yet.
I'll never forget the times we shared and I'll
never forget you. Your 4-point motivating force
within my life. I should you ever feel the need to wonder
why I love you, let me know I love you.
It's just who I am. —Baybe.
“Stomel – come to school!" • Hey Bob, Yo Bob • Carmody cheating • Half-Baked • Abba-Zabba • Mayo • ZZ-TOP • “You know it and I know it, man” • Mission: Pumpkin • Videotaping • Pillow at Rob’s • “Here comes the sun” • Horn • Permit – SATs – Car... • Jimi • Nigel • Reba MIA • The PUB • Pickus-Phones • Vito’s • Cottage Cheese • Dono • Salesman skit • Cotillion and Prom at Abelow’s • 3 year old mutant-monster • Busch 30s • Hockey days • “Originals” • NO CHEESE • Nikki stole my food • eating the guitar • guitars following me • Sixer’s Game • Big Papa Rob • Berman’s Pool Table • Kornberger • The Bouch • “Sorry, Ms. Jackson” • Berman rounds • BNL song • DMB concert ‘01 • Wendy’s • Schlaifer’s bottle • Quarters • hour-long sesh • “That’s a hike...but we have cars!” • Ruff Ryder • freestyling • Snicker’s Ice-Cream bars • Pre-Calc tests • Geisler’s car • stealing food • Sterling Medical Services • Bagels And • Geisler’s song • Stomel’s car was oreo-ed • cranberry juice on Ashley’s car • Ducat’s chair • lotto tix • “Bounce ‘Round The Room” • fat pack • jamming at Nash’s • grillen and chillen • gym bag • screen door • point system • Giuseppe’s • music theory • Kessler’s parties • Spanish porn • Applebee’s • Friendly’s • bowling alley • Finnigan’s • Duke’s fake ID • Rafiki • “Rein Teen Tours, FUN FUN!” • Mike’s • Woodchucks • New Years ’01 • True Crew • Lindsey’s bath • Doc’s class • buy-o-friend • Schlaifer’s sister • blacklisted • Ducat’s party • laptop • tank at Rosne’s • Abelow-Stomel DMB • “Yea...and you’re BUSTED!” • Eagle’s Game • Kessler’s dad • 360 crash • park • King of the Beach • Potato chip throwing • IEI ’01 • Kessler’s South African girl • karate • Stomel/Kessler waitress experiences • Kent

“I’d love to go back to when we played as kids. but things changed, and that’s just the way it is.”

— Tupac
DANIELLE AND LAUREN

"A friend is one who knows you and loves you just the same"

Gaza strip + notes + black house + surprise party + haunted house + rhythm + B bros
crying + Brakes + crazy driver + roger + gumby + SOCCER + KAI + wildwood + Tiago + Dirty
Men + cash register + Excuse me sir + hot chocolate + ISC + Summer
BBQ + cull + thighs + viktor + Sobes + sunglasses + PLAYMAKERS + jABUT + the captain + blind
melon + Aerosmith + Electric Avenue + Danielle vs. Dana + Peanut + Mama
Yolanda + EG + DD = A + Mikado + Liz's Dad + Posers + N-piercings + New years
fights + mustache + chinatown + MAC truck + South Philly + Boys vs.
Girls = carwash + Footfairies + Preseason fights + IAP + Glee + Mia Hamm + Wolfman's
brother + Lightning + BK + broker + FM + Marlton Village + 7 + 30 min = bad night + Craig's
House + Planet Fitness + 305 Cranford Rd. + trampoline + Houck's
Toenails + Dumpster + Backyard cleanup + Jesus paraphernalia + danas
mono + ACL + Being Catholic + messed up at eastern game + permit crash + dirty
food + dirty hot tub + basement soccer + crazy Danamarie + cousins + hair dye + bay of
parrots + sleepovers + #9 + #62 + dibruno + Houck's East soccer + Houck's crazy next
door neighbors + Danielle's fella + many more to come
The DiBruno Sisters

Soccer * Fighting * Are you a boy or girl * Wildwood * Preseason * Food Trips * Safe
Water Ice Adventure * Hootie at Shell * St * Pepperoni Party * Tournaments * Clothes
Wow * Explorer * Ed * slots * holiday dinners * d.house * wallpaper * TC * Viktor
2 DiBrunos + 1 Houck = East Soccer * B Bros * Cricket * Mr. Young * inflated train
ocean * nonexistent vacations * Campbell * Webbers

Danielle - We have had so much fun together and I will miss you so much next year, I love you. <3 Dana
Danielle,

Your devilish smile sums up the years of joy you have given us. You have always kept us wondering much love in the future.

Your Family,
mom, Dad, Danny, Deanna and Danamarie

ADAM & SETH

Drawing Ninja Turtles • Ninja squirrels • The “Princess Game” • Mega-man 6 (or whatever number we did) • FFT • FF3 • Project “Rift” • Classic confrontations • “Death knight! Catapult!” • Hobo day (Bring a Hobo some cake) • Convention – Colonel Sanders says, “I yield to Dukey” • Scavenger Hunt • Um...I think the cops were looking for you guys...No, really • Code names and the mission log • Sitting outside the health club making the weird cheek sound • Ending up back stage in Staples • Ending up in the press boxes in Staples • Trying to buy the kids’ jump suits and drums for $50 • “Um...People don’t usually just come in here...But you guys got balls” • Stomel getting stopped at airport security with Porno • The Dude at the top of the building who told his life story • Larry Grossman and Associates – “What do you think, Squaky” • Winning Strat – “OK, we have our first creative assignment for you guys. You see all these boxes...” • Nobody liked us • “You guys are so high” • Penguin song • FB • Jill really didn’t like us • Getting paid to go on LoTR sites • “ Pretend we’re movie executives and you’re pitching ideas to us” “When do you want to see our ideas?” “Um...Maybe later” • ASA – Mr. Minky terrorizes Boston • “Why are my pants down?” • “Were we just in this room?” “No, that was the hallway” • “LSA coming through! Get out of the way!” • New words (whompaptic) • Weird sound instead of laughing • BNB • UCB • “Evil Rules; Good can Suck it! Suck it, Good! Suck it!”
Dear Jennifer

What a Great Job!
Love, Mommy, Daddy, Kathy &

Youngstars
Settlement Music School
Temple University
Philadelphia Young Artists Orchestra
Philadelphia Sinfonia II London Tour
Philadelphia Youth Orchestra

Madrigals
East Singers
Pit Orchestra
East Orchestra

All Cherry Hill
All South Jersey
NJ All State
All Eastern
Governor's School

ASTA • String 97
F.A.M.E. • Hartwick
Music in the Mountains
Mozart and Friends Opera Festival

The Sounds of Silk
String Quartet

Jade River Dancers
Neighborhood Concerts
Children's Theatre
Sleepovers, package, curly hair fresh, AE, GAMEWORKS!!! Tiff's bed & Dalmatians. Steph's "bed". SK, Tiff and SK's sticker pic. RYAN!!!. Illegal drivers, Sr Cut Days, multicultural day. Franklin Mills, Steph's cooking, stealing food from Steph's kitchen, su "sleeping", precalc study groups! "Get up!!! \"AHH erasers hurt\"! cooking at Su's, "Hani \_ Rem. wow you guys have a lot to do\", slap drama. KEIKO!! Tiff's ultra on-the-sec speedy translation of 6 hr. Summer of Sr year!!!, Su-Hopkins, Steph-Bus, Tiff, surgery, Daniel, Ricky. Photo 2nd pd. walks to super videos, Sr trip, Ricky's piano lessons, dinner at Sucke's = hang out at Tiff's. "Hey babe!" random visitations, Onions!!!. Pass around the food!!. Steph's paper bowl and spicy shrimp crackers, leche eating sessions, stat class, psych class?? steph's web bedding in basement? Cotillion, Jr. Prom, Su's midnight workouts, track??, steph's hair, \"I love you!!! \"SHUT UP!!!\", SMACK!!. Steph's long-awaited hair cut! John at lowes (or was it Sean?), Welton, Johnny, first kiss, Christmas shopping, gossip sessions. Tiff's locker with winter coats, steph's 7 dwarfs, Tiff's must have slippers+bunny, Su's fav Teddy Bear, the WALLS! movies, magical chair locks the basement door, steph's license = no cars, kimchi, Steph's forgetfulness+prob with names. Tiff's adventure at Commerce drive-thru, Angel-oic, sneaking around Cinemart, Matthew, Eric's, buy 1 get 2 free, picky, picky, picky! 3 little monkeys. Tiff's poems, speed dial, Dohigh, SPIDERS. \"You complete me\", \"You had me at hello\", CRUEL INTENTIONS, RYAN-- bad movie rental \... Tiff's fried rice, \"I want one too!!!\". Tiff's obsessions with (men in) SUITS. Calvin Klein Ads, Steph's neverending candy, pictures, pictures, pictures, Pride and Prejudice, Latin?!!??!. Su's pool, checking out 13 year old?!, 6 packs, \"WHAT?! I HAVE A BIG HEAD!!\" SHORT!!! 10 mins later \:"I have big head??\". dog-o-phobia, 1st sleepover at Tiff's. Danielle's the breakfast, NEVER CALL IN THE MORNING-- until 3 at the yang's, crazy eating habits, SNAPPLE bottle collections, guy-o-phobia, \"WHY U GUYS GOTTA SABOTAGE MY BED EVERYTIME U GUYS COME??\".

Su & Stephanie & Tiffany

Comics, Novels, computer wiz VS the computer illiterate, the BEAUTIFUL WALLS, Taiwan, daily notes, Johnny's people, Steph's 16th b-day at China Town, Tiff's running into the display, \"We don't know you. man, he ruined the table\", Tiff's surprise b-day party at Kit's, ne ne ne... mi casa es su casa, PACKAGE, girl in white with LONG BLACK hair, angel, summer snow, beautiful life, \"message\" in the bottles, mayday, country/city mouse, stat project, kiwi strawberry, strawberry T-shirt, E-bay, baby love, JAPAN, first airplane ride together, b-day balloons, 15 years old~ 8th grade, same crush, X. (oooooooooooooh man), bio teacher, you guys sisters?

Stephanie & Tiffany

(THIS ONE's FOR YOU SU!!!!)

"How could've I touched \_ him??\". Angelic Ken, biking, ditching us for shopping (you know who you are!! Ha!), Tiff's sudden rampage at Steph's coins and her room and her, stuff falling down form walls, the stars/solar systems, Tiff's horrible guy luck... the rainy stormy nights, cutting through magazines, VCDs. Kink's DVD, yells over the phone, first drive to Tiff's house, at the playground with Daniel...., the watch
"Starbucks"Coffeeworks"*bless you, bless you, bless you!*movie buddies*Steve Madden sneakers*bio final*FLUK*Tommy*"are you Portuguese?"*junior prom*sex pants*Gap tanks*Cruel Intentions*Joe*birthday dare*tall, flat, bald girl*college/career talks*future Grace*Welton*Haagen-Dazs*Zachary Ty Bryan (Johnny)*"hi person"*Wilson!*gossip*Guiding Light/Get*abusing Oreo*Joe Boxer undies*"Harvard...??""HOPKINS???"*bio

Seth, Ian, Cole and Jon

- Mrs. Robinson • Rock, Paper, Scissors • Jon Jumping Off Window sill • The Hube • Use your megas • Ghetto Wawa • "You wanna dance old man!?" • "It Happened One Night" in the park • Midnight Lawrence • Caveman's Valentine • Interpretive Dancing • Bottle Rocket Man Hates Zorro and Turtle • Friend of Convenience • The Sound of The Sweat Lodge • Retarded Chickening • Allman Brothers • Break-dancing for Futch • I'm Michellin' it • Horrific hierarchy helps headlines • Jon...STOP! • World Famous Cheesecake • Street Fighter breaks • Chicken Fried Geisler • Prom Plan B • Dan Destroys 'Doodie' • Seth's basement • Mage Knight • UCB survival Tips • Baboon Naughty Bits • SNL project • Quitter • "I don't nail, I don't sweep, I don't climb ladders..." • Driveway Confessional • You have a boyfriend...It's time to go home." • The Video • "Can you just sell it to me now, and I'll open them when I turn 18?" • Give us Free!

"Friendship is a very taxing and arduous form of leisure activity."
Josh & Cheryl

(Phone Ring) "Hello" "I just had a thought" "What?" "I MISS YOU!"

~ "Life is one big party when you're still young!" ~

Sublime - April 29, 1992: 'Carress me down!' 40oz to freedom! Shaggy-Angel & Eminem & Amanda & Jaws & Californication & Mrs. Bathke/Creative writing & Pappy & Mrs. Rochin/Fav. composition (Josh’s essay, Super B, Super D) & evil sister ("I knew I didn’t like her!") & Edward & Cheryl Barler @ Vitamin World (no, we don’t sell that here!) & Amsterdam & Afghanistan & Wawa & Shampoo & CVS & Clifford the Big Red Dog & Shark Attack: Summer of Sharks & Ocean City & Atlantic City—it’s always open! & American Pie 2 & Clue & Ferris Wheel & the diners & late nights in the jacuzzi & wrist injury & tape adapter & Go & Amanda telling us we’re going to H*** & Spring Break ’02 & AOL & Cheryl’s blonde moments & Josh: "Not any more!" (Re: NY) & boardwalk & letter from Glenn & Sage & The word that makes people smile & "I Love BuJ's!" (Warehouse) & foam & McDonald’s & Villanova & GMA

6th Sense (our 1st fire): "We did it!! fire alarm goes off! the lake & Josh’s birthday, license & convertible & quickies & the Van & Rose & Tulsa: IT'S FATE! Soap Operas free nights, weekends & long distance & shopping & pizza & peanut butter & sleepovers & writing journals (budget - lyrics) & your mom & pictures & "I see U got leotards & hoodies (thanks dad!) & lifeguard stand & pavilion & roach & clubbing & Hermit crab & mail & haven’t talked or_even seen U in about 15 minutes, thought I’d give U a call... umm, so I’m in the Emergency Room! (It’s not your fault!) & Philly, toll booth, tunnel & bridge & “It’s my 1st time” & happy Unbirthday (b-day cards) & Elton & Univ. of Md & College Park Motel (guess what page is missing: the guy in the room across from us, checking to see if my car was still there,Atlas & the Practical) & Jacuzzi scares & guidance friends & Magic Carpet Ride & "Tell the girl in the white t-shirt talking to the clown... (where? Look down. Huh?) & Rosie Palms & Sublime Messages, "Stop that!" (microwave & cat & pigeon & alka-seltzer) & Cheryl’s stalkers & New Years Eve Cruise 2 & Bahamas & making CDs & A Punk named Josh & Cheryl bringing “Hard coreness” into many lives & cursing & eye doctor & Kavakava & "I can’t talk to U right now, I’m in school & jacuzzi dreams (I’ll tell U when I’m alone) & counting the days till Cheryl comes home & I’ll never get sick of U! & our future: live in Florida during school yr, sail our boat 2x 4 the summer, go 2 the 46 states we haven’t gone 2 together & go out the best way we know how & why don’t U move 2 Afghanistan..." no, I didn’t hate U, I just thought you were SUPER ***** our admirer in Md (but who could blame him, who wouldn’t want 2 B us?) & trying 2 find the dime while Josh is driving (I wonder what this must look like) & what Cheryl’s teacher called Josh! how ironic! & Josh’s evil plots @ the lunch table & dinner @ the Davis’ (we weren’t acting shady!) & donating blood (only if U hold my hand) & carilage piercing & again U have 2 hold my hand) & the good luck turtle in Md & Josh bumping into little kids (there’s something I have 2 tell U!) & watching Rocky IV twenty times & Sunday’s & "WE DIDN’T EVEN LIVE EACH OTHER AT FIRST: WHO WOULD’VE THOUGHT WE’D BE BEST BUDDIES?"

Josh, I hope U had an amazing 5th year— it’s the only time U’ll be an upperclassman while I’m an underclassman! I wish we had become friends sooner than my last semester @ East; it’s a shame we hated each other @ 1st & once we started 2 get along I stopped going 2 school. The 1st time we really talked I realized that we shared so much in common (Our weird families, how we were both born in Tulsa & your sis & I share a middle name.) We both have the same sense of humor (Sharks, your “not anymore” comment). I don’t know how it happened, but one day U made me laugh & I haven’t stopped laughing since, it’s impossible 4 me to be unhappy when I’m w/ U! U’ll never forget the 1st time we hung out & not just b/c we have pics! We had so much fun @ the shore— U still owe me a Ferris wheel ride! From that day forward we’ve been inseparable. It’s amazing how U can spend so much time w/ 1 person, while having so much fun, & never get sick of them. Even when we have nothing to do, we’re still having the time of our life & making memories. When we started becoming close, I thought it was a dream—I didn’t understand how a person as amazing as U could put up w/ me! I sometimes still don’t get it, but I love every second of it! Our personalities R so compatible—for 2 of the same. I’ve had so many people come & go throughout the yrs, I’m certain that U’ll always remain a huge part of my life & I swear that I’ll always be here for U! I didn’t know how things would B when I left 4 Elon 400 miles away. While I miss U like crazy everyday, it feels like U R so close by U call me when U get out of school & I call U when I’m walking across campus. I realized that it doesn’t matter where we are or how far apart we R, b/c what we have is for always & few find that. I’ve spent my entire life waiting 4 a person like U 2 come into my world & when I wasn’t looking or expecting it—there U were! We R so lucky; most people spend their life trying to find the connection we’ve created. When I’m w/ you or talking to U, the rest of the world disappears—nothing else matters. U have a way of making everything bad fade away. I can’t wait 2 live the rest of my life knowing U are going 2 be a key part of it— U make me enjoy & look forward 2 living. I can’t express in words how much I cherish our friendship! I love U so much & R so much more than I ever thought I would find. When I was empty inside, U filled me w/ laughter & happiness. No 1 has ever made me feel as cared 4 as U do! have & that means everything 2 me! U R such an amazing best friend & I’m so honored & lucky 2 B yours as well! Last year U wrote in my yr bk “Hopefully U’ll remember me when U are 30 yrs old, reading this & remembering. But if not, it’s all good!” I told U that day that I would never & could never forget U & that there was much more 2 come. Look @ us 1 yr later. We’ve really been through so much 2gether (family disputes, my going away 2 NC, road trips, lots of “1st’s”) & the best is yet 2 come— we have a lifetime of fun & memories 2 look forward 2! Thank U 4 being everything U R; U deserve nothing but the best & happiness! I LOVE YOU JOSH! U have a huge place in my heart, I known we’ll always be best friends! Love Always & Forever, CHERYL
"Whatever tomorrow brings,
I'll be there with open arms and open eyes."

- 1-17-99 - Armageddon - Enemy of the State - Shoelaces - orange juice - bang heads against wall - tickle tortures - school dances & proms - stealing sweatshirts & clothes - snowman - the dog - nonexistent package - recital vs. Q102 - cuddling - dungeon - car ride home from shore - cold vs. hot - pull out couch - sleeping bag - yellow blanket - under the pier - caresses - Vertical Horizon 9 times - getting lost on the way home from Christina - text messages in cell - fixing each other up - Buddha cups - Backstreet Boys concert - Incubus - Aerosmith - tried to get into Dave & Busters - South Street - CK - napping together - lying - Texas Tumbleweed - Lone Star - Dino's vs. Wawa - Hamburger Subs - Can't be wrong - We match - chunky monkey - ghetto booty - pooky - bubula - foo - chicken fried rice - chemistry class - Peer helpers - tall, pale, & bad knees - Baruch Atah Adonai Chamaogi - Next stop Chunkyville...population: you!

Drew's imitation of Mer 49 8th (not) hole in leg - Niagara Falls - Maid of the Mist - parting of the red sea - mini golf - pathetic little creature - lil' bit - SDC - D-F'er - psycho - under Mer's waterfall (garage) - Jeepy vs. Converti - 500 movie stations - Drewi making dinner - The Other Sister - singing in the car - FOOD! - Knicks vs. Sixers - Meet the parents - row in front - warming ring - Who won the Spirit Week Dance? - crying - Sh... Someone is Coming - yellow pants - Michael Angelo's - ants - ice - stairs - We mature! - moving - Jessie - ripping boxers - burping contests - Dutch oven - Slim Jim - through the back door - Pink - the calendar - collection in pink box - morning phone calls - stalling - head massages - Drew's accent - too big for the Explorer - waking up to Mer every morning - cheating @ Great Adventure - big Winnie the Pooh - jiggle thunder thighs - read minds - horrible boring stories - anger management problems - cutest couple - say you will call... you don't, say you won't... you will - ripping the eyes off my dog - Phillies game - no money @ Continental - Laurel Falls - Friendly's w/ Ian and Linds - Blubber - "You buy them." - The Shining - Any Given Sunday - No throw ups - interesting taste in movie rentals - No Chuckie! - Big Daddy - Red Roof Inn - Laurel Inn vs. Mer's house - AOL 4 a.m. convo - on beach all night - Teen Summit - Meeting between periods - Bowling all night - behind the Ritz - yearly poem - constant fights - short but sweet cards - I love you so much - faking sickness - blue & white shirt - Cool water - cockiness - special tickle spots - shaking fists - hot & cold bed - two toilets - interrupting - chin hairs - play with tummy - fit inside you - massages - Mer's long notes - 10 Thing I love about you poem - mess up Drew's hair - smell hair - "Tickle me" - neck kisses - battle wounds - The Newlywed Game - tears after yawning - my pillow - cracking knuckles - sharing lockers - honk when I get out of the car - always running back - every room in the house - headcase - bear hugs - ditto - can't type and talk - punch in the leg... drop to the ground - throw remote at the knee - touch 'n smile - "Merri loves that... doesn't she?" - itchy heads - talking through the mics on AOL - Yeah, so... - See ya... Bye!! - with much more to come...
Heather and Pia
Best Friends Forever

Brought Together By The
David Boys!

Mrs. Peterson, our only friend. The Fearsome Four. Some old names. Jordan, Ron, Jon on the river. Six Flags. Ninja Stars. "What night was that?" Thanksgiving mistakes. Fake trip with the TV. Sleepovers. "People make fun of me because I have big feet." M&M ice cream.


Younger boys. Loathing. History boys. We love Jordan Ron again. Sean. All South Jersey. Best house. CNY.

"You're my humble bee...."
"You're my butterfly...."
"And together we will soar through the sky."

Pia and Laur

"You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one." Pia, thank you for joining me. Together we can do anything. I love you.

"Angel came down from heaven yesterday, and she stayed long enough to rescue me."

You are my angel. Reckless. Thank you...I love you!
Together Forever and Never Apart
Maybe in Distance but Never in Heart

BRYAN & JENN
Rich & Rachel

Lake Nights * Taxi Cab Rides * Meeting at the 50 yd. Line at East * Sleepovers * Crazy Experience at the movies * The usual everyday dinner at Rachel's * Junior Prom * Great Adventure * Taking out the ear * Rich's sisters' pool * The Jacuzzi * Valentine's Day * October 2nd 1999 * Snow Blizzard Supermarket w/ Shuki * Junior Year 3rd Period Lunch * Getting Caught * Firsts * Rich's Basement * Ani Ohevet Otcha * Misunderstandings * Tanning in Rachel's backyard * Teaching Rich math * Napster room * Just Being Together.............

-Richie and Rachie -
Rachel, I will love you always
A world awaits you,
May all your dreams come true,
You have made us so proud.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Brian

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us." Ralph Waldo Emerson
*Freshman Dance* Jadey Buffy Dude* dances* Sophmore Cotillion* Mr. M (Waiter at Ponzios) * Ponzios* Ally hyper at Dances* 8th grade dance * Roshni’s Surprise Party ** *Jill’s Mine, No she’s mine** * Heather’s Crazy pool parties * Chris and Jeremy * Breakers * Bowling * Hip-launcher* I love you Man!! * Andrew Keller * Victor * Mitochondria* Shah! Glue * 6 flags * Flag salutes, Ms. Haney, BSB, Big V, locker decoration. FOP. LL, homeroom, summer school, Angelo the mouse! Erin, Cart boy john, Blue Clues! Puppy/Master, Kermit the Frog, FNG, Jade’s basement, Powder Puff, tattoo, Blink182, Britney Spears Jade’s Puppies, cutting up old shirts, Jade’s pre-game “party”, Jill’s Junior powder puff shirt, Jeep Boy, Moon Girl, The O. Shrek, Sgt. Brian, “mall”, "Atlantic City? Noo!!!", Los Angeles – Jared, Chicken truck, October 20, Blink183, Ken “video”, Pizzeria Uno, Paul letter, Steve!, bathroom door, UPS and Fed Ex dudes, Camden “adventures”, bowling, cous cous, CB, “Yup Yup Yup…”, Jillybean, the perfect woman, bunched up notebook, dirty locker, hatch, story shirts, Michelle Branch CD, fluffernutter, Bernie, notes, Contempo Casual, Kindergarten kiss, Prom, Im, McChick, just like daddy’s, poke – poke bop-poke bop nudge – poke bop nudge lean- swaaaay!! Notebook, goldfish, hal-lay-lyu-yal!, vocal work shop, STI, Do you feel pretty? Disney, Nerrrd?, bathroom!, EAT THE COOKIE!, Kitty and contact spice, Cheezypoof (he is such a Derck!), Ally’s bad luck fleece, the library club, gaynor and the pumpkin,
Jade Sabella Desiree*

Runaway, Bernie sears, Christina Agularia, cribs, boat, Titanic, Grease, Jade thrown through the wall, sleepovers, Sabella falling off the bunkbed, Jade falling off the boat, taxi-cab, It takes two, Geminis vs. Libra, I can be a Gemini too!, Jade falling into puddle, Smooth Criminal, random videos, Taste like a balloon, Destree’s odd faces, gingerbread house, Christmas parties, hurricane, Ming Gardens, mermaids, random words, George Bush, hair is not important, its so obvious, dangerous devil sticks, sweeping the basement, Norty’s mall, 50 years to make a pizza, hoggin’ up the bathroom, Halloween, if I only had a brain, motorcycles, I wanna hear ya’ll sing, dance recitals, we make an oreo

D-Wingers

D-wing “Are you staying after?” Buffy Tonight!, Gilmore Girls, Mo passing out, “Matilda”, TAG, hacking, Football with the water bottle, Kirsten and Jade dress alike, volleyball practice and games, candanise and Italianese, Chipmunk song, Dracula, Matt the milk carton, #11 sizzle sizzle, ice skating on Saturdays, FOP party, Guess who? Bowling, Neary’s Surprise Party, That’s enough son, purple shirt, Britney Spears, CC’s parties, Halloween, dances, bowling, New York, Matt loves Pooh, New Years Eve, Eve and CC’s party, roasting marshmallows, tag in the dark, glow sticks, Diana sleeping on the bus, hotel rooms, Moulin rouge, FNL, pop-songs, guitar, BBMak, I want it that way, girls dressing room, son, sand foam, guitar, snowball fights
From Italy, where you were born, to NJ, VA, Iceland, and back to NJ, you have brought joy and happiness to all of our travels and lives. We are so proud of you! Congratulations Jade Delora.
With all our love,
Mommie, Dad, Jaimie & Desiree

ASHLEY  JESSIE  CARAH

"Crazy friends provide crazy times, and what crazy times we've had"

Memories:
♥ meeting freshman year ♥ jessie’s weekend visits ♥
♥ talking about fatty and homie g ♥ the banana boat ♥
♥ DMB 2000 ♥ sleeping in art history ♥ painting 
in the halls ♥ florida trip ♥ fun in parking lots ♥
♥ driving around ♥ wawa runs ♥ midyear ♥
♥ "Hi I'm in high school, and looking for a 
good time" ♥ waiting for phone calls ♥
♥ shopping excursions ♥ Super G dude ♥
car beds ♥ late night rendezvous ♥ groovin to 
Led Zeppelin and Wyclef ♥ Joyride ♥ "there's nothing
Wrong with being a bad driver" ♥ being the other 
girl ♥ late night phone calls ♥ aol convos ♥ Aerosmith ♥

♥ Through it all we've had each other, 
and we'll always be there for one another
no matter how far apart we are ♥
Once upon a time, there were 3 little girls- Carah, Ash, and Mer.
It all began in 7th grade playing Truth or Dare
In 8th grade, we thought we were the top of the school
Chilling with the older boys made us feel really cool.

Freshman year "cheese" became our favorite snack
Mer would never leave the house without her orange compact
Typical freshman is what we became,
From then on our lives would never be the same.

Clubbing with Fork and his funny lines
We've all done stupid things more than once.
The shrimp incident in the summer
Sumo and Greenbean hosed Ash down and it was a bummer.

Sophomore year, we became smarter
The slump made school so much harder
The collgium was fun with Twix and the rest
Mer's pre party was definitely the best.

With the guys in our grade, walking around at night in Woodcrest
With rolled jeans, we always wanted to look our very best
The rain almost stopped us from going to Counting Crows & Live
But as soon we got there, we were ready to jump and jive.

Waiting for our licenses seemed like forever,
But we made through by sticking together
BNL was fun... Carah got herself into trouble
At DMB Ash was seeing double.

Carah throws her men around like they're toys
Mer had an incident with hair gel which made a lot of noise
Making it through prom was an interesting event
Billy Elliot and small hands provided us with some entertainment.

In the summer we wanted adventure so we took some road trips
When we got lost, Carah was always sure to flip
Weeks at the JCC camps we missed Mer a lot
But we wrote her and kept her updated on all our hot spots.

We've had lots little fights, but true friendship always lasts,
Although next year will keep us states apart, we'll forever share our past.
People say these are the best years, the ones to always remember,
But the years wouldn't have been memorable if we hadn't met our
"best friends forever".

memories:
Stalking, obessions, cosmo, fork, dl girl and dl boy,
spacial problems, bipolar disorder, trips to penn,
error death accidents, teaching mer to // park, making cd's,
big o's, welcome to pinups, midyear, secret lives, dirt hole,
blonde boy, sessions at the corner, concerts,
being freaks, rides to camp and many more.
May your future ride be filled with good health, happiness and much success!

We Love you,
Oliver, Scooby Doo, Hercules, and our Families
Partying, Z’s house, DRIVING, dances, jcc, gossip, silly string, WAWA, ocean city girls, starbucks, short hills, senior guys, trick daddy, golfing, aol, Coming to America, halloween, college, movies, vito’s

Michelle - We’ve always been there for each other, this will never change... we’ve been best friends since 7th grade and it’ll last a lifetime

Lee - I have known you for 6 years now and we have so many good memories. You are my best friend and I couldn’t ask for anyone better. We will always be best friends forever
Larry + Daryl

• YeaYa! • YAES! • Sprint PCS Voice Mailbox of ...NO! • HaHaHuhHayhuh
  (Abby's Laugh) • Morpheus Dave • Chunk • Sergeant Mer •
  Nerds on a Rope • Poconos • G-d Damn Brian • Deuce •
  Scott's House • 311 • Smarties • Mr. Brahms • Larry's laugh • Inconceivable •
  Get off the blanket • hey, your mouth is glowing • Flyers game •
  Llama Face • Chocolate cake behind you • Lost in Mullica Hill • Bushy • Ice skating
  at High Ridge • Walk to Friendly's • Bob Dylan •
  Moon at the Beach • French V • I've only done it twice • Parrot Bay •
  When I come back it better be finished • Dinosaurier • DisneyWorld journal •
  I had 180 minutes, now I only have 8 • Haunted hayride of death? •
  old orchard swim club • They're coming to take me away, haha •
  Our Greatest Hits • black sweatpants • paych party vs team dinner •
  teddy grahams • rummey 500 • whipped cream • tom petty • the sound room •
  can you sleep over? • south street • he loves me! • swimming in larry's pool •
  can we play tennis? • larry's basement • snood • goat traders • applebee's •
  driving range • dinner at the shore, just dinner • jaegermeister shirt •
  I'll beat you up • get back on the skateboard! • baseball fields •
  one year anniversary • lost ring • long lost massage • welcome to the momo •
  your mom • the boot • onion college • powny • cherry nose • p.h.a.f. •
  Daryl's "10 things..." poem • whatever man • no way! • notes •
  my larry box • yer hot • cuz yar • mario kart • itsa me, larry! •
  picnic with the ducks • hairy shoulders • gooselyn • riiight •
  he swings every which way (shweshshw) • moving locker mirror •
  Pleasant Valley golf • Snod • Larry's hand gesture •
"If you can do a half-arsed job of anything, you're a one-eyed man in a kingdom of the blind."

Kurt Vonnegut

Dear Ian,

We know what you can do when you truly set your mind to it. The possibilities are endless.

All our love and best wishes,
Mom, Dad, Heather and Andrew
Jodi~Becca~Nora~Dina

Pina’s "surprise" party~Blue M&Ms~Big Teddy Bear~Mr. Winters for Josh Gym~Fancy underwear~the cute things they do~"I have a question"~the sacred plaid shirt~mail trip with Matt (you spin me right round baby right round)~BALANCED golf outing~2 people in a 2 door coupe~Feb 28 who said you have to be in school?~Lola~Ketchup on pizza?~"why you have a really manly voice"~always carry a calculator~twins don’t have to be related~always be prepared for rain~BACON, not just a breakfast food~your date can’t be more than 5 inches taller than you (in HEELS)~you can sleep and dance at the same time~Perfect Australian boy~you’re going to Victoria’s secret AGAIN~SMOOTH AP~JOM GREEN~Jewish mom~Jodi can’t spell~neither can Nora~how long is too long for one guy?~the UGLY couples~the guy who entered Miss America~tax~What more could you want in a room?~any car is a good car~Spanish and crazy teachers~Carol~THE haircut~lunch~eat or your reps will get smaller~hoagies are great for breakfast~Florida~English fairy~Keith~drafting with Dodik~sink boy~the 4 legged cow~8th period Math and all the scary people and their drawings~fresh dance (rain)~Eating Nora’s roof~all Nora’s online conversations~15 minute drive~"the loves and the sugars"~I’m telling your mom you smoke!~Try not to hurt any boys in Drafting~now that she’s gone, just move right in~paper underwear~How many US pres. can you name after the US history AP test?~Oh you go to East too!~

Nora & Becca

The infamous~"Are you twins?"~Take Nora and it’s creator~Twin M~WHAT are you watching?~Good Will Hunting~Lord of the Flies video~guess Dwayne as a little fur~Look at the Pepsi truck~Kyle’s brightly colored shirt~late night trips to Wawa~a pint of ice cream is one serving~Nora’s contacts falling out~Jettas~Looking for Siano’s house~Surrounded open and bright on~when Paul screamed~do you want MAR~The AP waiter~drench the bridge~Girls can’t drive~The jockey green stuff~Josh is better than Chris~Flyers vs. Devils~we use the same kinds of sponsors~Norma~Love is too hot~the Pearl~Jan~FLASCO~monkeyshp~the golf outings~1999’s project~the blue dress~Pearl Harbor DISQ~Kohls US1 history~Starbucks~South Philly WHAT shop?~Did we go too far~Eddie~the low fat muffin guy~Mr. Krone~AP tests~RHCP~The police scame~Who said twins had to be related~Tattos~We’re crazy~Nora is so spoiled~
THE USUAL SUSPECTS

class of 2000* "I just have one word for you* never have I ever* natty all the way everyday* t-faced missions* if I think I have a bathing suit on I will* go get the cookies*totem poles... what happened last night*lil mouse* A's condo*daddy's suites in A.C.* are they dead?* brawl at the shore - "wait... are you mad at me??"* Stripper Steve* club WaWa* rollin w/ my homies* ski trips* SHARP* violent Kate* IHOP* school at Zegen's on Friday's* thanks Sal* Shelley and the helium tank*T-Nov chase w/ Laur +Hef* frosh after school science project* Seizure victim - let's follow him* Annunz's yits* every year a door breaks* Kate's Jewish?? Josh Thord* Annunz backyard* WWF weekend* ring worm epidemic* "how can I pass if I can't read my hand??" - Halpern's class* car dance* party w/ Marty at Yit at Pitt's* Phish shows 'pain' on glass* bag-a-bones* Todds @ 4am* eating flesh* Jen loses make up night before Cotillion* What are you doing?? all the late night shadsters* P-P Giggles* Glassman in pond* Schmerling's trunk in S.H.* sorority* hell night* new years at Dallas's + Todd's* Kaleidoscope* Zegen's parties* top dog* guys from Q102 and people in streets* magic coasters never ending and ending too early nights* "is Katie Duran here??" - cop* Jen + Annunz crying in bathroom* bumps to shore* sneaking out* Helen's hit* runs* praying at the cross* back of Cones* Sharp* Biplop* Laur, you're not goin to Cali... you're goin to County!!* Car songs

Decorating cars* C&C

Randall Russ- we will always love and remember you R.I.P.
Beck & Jack

"In my best friend, I find a second self"

1st grade—krippit doll—mad sad
glad—tweedledumb and tweedledee
~counting hearts~babyyy—twins
~meet me half way—who will be first
~get out of my car—mounts—marella’s
tears—summers apart—mt. misery
roommates—I’ve got red on my
shoes—splurge—dance—cheerleading
~dance dropouts—spelling—she’s fat
~I’m fat—late night talks—sleepovers
~oops I hit your car—oops I broke your nose
~cracker and pretzel—laughing—hebrew—
kangacab—pennsylvania boys—driving—
popsicle concoctions—champu—dismissed
~eyeliner—working out—proms—throwing

falling—flower—that night—why don’t
they get the hint—living down the
street—bagel or baked lays—jap—20
dollars—jack?—beck?—tight shirts—
sweathirts—leave—I’m a senior—get
well cards—both sick—where’s my
boyfriend—missing beck bus—I taught
you—stolen in the mall—salad works—
flavored waters—partners in johnson
fights—nice highlights—small wonder
~raisins. grapes. watermelons—willy
wonka—sleeping at marcys—marlboro
road trip—tap duet—cheerleading camp
~no sense of direction—hand clap—
jack’s fall—no offense—sorority sisters
I love you...and many more to come!
BECKY & DAN

Twins by chance...

Friends by choice!
East Doubled Its Pleasure
and Doubled Its Fun

Great Things Come in Twos!

We Love You!

Love always,
Mom and Dad
xoxo
"In good times, in bad times, 
I'll be on your side forever more... 
that's what friends are for."

BECKY

MARCY

JENNI

Allyson and Tara
BFFAEAEAEAEAE

"We may fight and we may cry, but my love for you will never die, I'll care for you until the end, because you are my bestest friend"

Friday night dinner and movie
Tara's shore house
Soup and salad
Surprise birthdays
Chaverim trips

Getting our license
Our hot red cars
Double dates
Dance when we were 5
Freshman dance
Saturdays at the mall
Potato skins
College guyz
Guy issues

What an amazing 17 years!! I love you and will miss you so much next year!!

Cotillion
Pee in a cup

273
You’ve grown up from such a fun & loving little girl to a wonderful loving & caring young woman. We have enjoyed every minute we have spent with you. Always reach for the stars and follow your dreams. Give the world the best you have and the best will come back to you. We will always be here for you.

Lots of Love,
Mom, John, Sam,
Danielle & Kahlua

“From the past to the present, beginning to end, Always with you, that is a friend.”

37 o 8th grade o trying to copy Lamorgia’s handwriting o the Oh song o grape jolly rancher lollipops o Mercedes Benz o long notes o late night calls o crazy class projects o laughing at nothing o lost in math o motorcycle dreams o “Don’t touch the hair!” o daily gum o “Did you do it?”...”Nope!”

holidays
volleyball
vacations
camp
school
dance

"Cousins by chance, friends by choice"
"I don't need a certain number of friends, just a number of friends I can be certain of."

Marcy  Jacklyn  Mer  Becky

Fuddrucker's - Montagnaro's - 429-3900 - Dan - Jack's "too cool" - cheeseless pizza - Ten Things I Hate About You - attempted senior nights - Coyote Ugly - "get out of my bed" - Champu fun - Who's next? - Coca cola shirts - Laurel Inn - procrastinating - Brenda, Andrea, Donna, Kelly - Stormel love - college sweatshirts - straight vs. curly - girl's night - polyannas - erica's call - FAB FOUR - senior boys - our cd - Drew - Lactard - nationalities - Jugdish - Winnie Cooper - Jack's rack - AOL - Spirit week dance - mer's couch - animal crackers - diet peach snappie - Nark - Wawa brawl - Becky's driving - the close call (Mer's 360) - Benihana's - Moulin Rouge - late night wendy's runs - CVS - swimmers - Jack...who's calling?? DUH! - designated driver - stretchy skin - cell phone games - JU vs. TTP - jeopardy - willy wonka - becky's tooth - dancers - we're number 4...not 6...not 10! - ...and much much more!!
from the FIRST GRADE BUS STOP to... Toothpicks. Last minute sleepovers. Races down Nora's driveway. My Little Ponies, safety bars. Hot lava. Obstacle races. Scary Dads, Bunnies, Forts-pillow and umbrella. Hide and go seek. Nintendo. The Olympics, Egg tosses. The Three Witches of Ramsgate. Aliens. The Shore. Florida. the iced tea dinner. Maryland trip. First times at Nora's. Shopping at Nora's. 'Molly give it back!'. late night movies, teaching Nora to Dance. rollerskate, and play sports. upstairs is off limits, the attic, water-balloon wars. "W-a-rs". the fantasy. inventive birthday gifts. bagel bites, wheatables, 3am meals (ie tomato soup)... and high school graduation!
Congratulations!

Your family is very proud of you.
No matter what you do, we will always be behind you,
supporting you all the way.
We wish you the best in achieving your hopes and dreams.

Love, Mom, Devon, Mom-mom & Pop-pop
Megan & Katy

Shout out to: Roger-"anyone can have dreads". J.R.-"we should tour w/ Guns 'n Roses", Dec, Bret from bigwig, NFG, Andrew-our Red Head guy, NOFX's drummer "mwhah", pound.-wherever you guys are, Mercy River, James Vernace, Sasha LaFashia, dirty Lennie + the one from the Troc, Everclear-had a blast dancin' w/ ya, 3DD-"tell everyone we said, 'what's up y'all!'", and to everyone else we've met along the way...

Memories: "I don't snore!"-why is there chocolate everywhere?~short lived modeling/model's assistant career~KT booting out the car window while meg drives~crowsurfing~I'm 25 and from Canada~LTJ is opening for Bon Jovi? Yikes!~that was way inclement~the HoJo-taking NFG to every diner in CH~Mushulu~JackD~Prozac-it can help~"I'm not crazy, you're the one that's crazy!"~ST-gimme some Tums for my chest pains~Wild Ocean-parasailing~Andrews Ave.~Mallrats in limo~snoochie boochie-a little boy is stuck in escalator!~SLC PUNK-awful~FEZ '98, '99, '00, '01...~Offspring's fire hose-saw our first murder on 2nd st~Lorenzo's~Aries rock~D.J.~Buckcherry's love~El Duce says Cobain was murdered~they stole our beach ball, cry so we can get to the floor~long lost friend in AZ~Mrs. Beehive~Plotnick's math class~ Cup o noodle Bakley~ the crew~ TubeTop>Tubes ~ BxB>BxMFnDCAB-50/50~ PK ~proud to be young bloods~

We're With the band
SAMANTHA and BRIANNE

It all began in second grade... American Girls to Bond Girls. Hitting a parked car on a bike, breaking Sam's things, horse erasers, recess, Silent Bus Rides, elementary school haircuts, Mt. Misery- Sam in quicksand, running away to Sam's, watching movies every sleepover, Now & Then, makeovers, ideal man, "Don't sleep Sam", Bri kicking and stealing all the covers, Bri's mouth piece, dog hair in my eyes so change the sheets, sleeping bag races down the stairs, pancake batter, elementary school softball, Grand slam Sam, Bri the foot and Sam the witch. Bri's orange and green plaid pants, Coca cola, milk for Bri's stomach, painting Sam's room, Scarlet Letter video, Bri pets her hair, middle school mall expeditions- avoid eye contact. Bri travels by map, Halloween Hayride, Gladiator, Sam's sprained ankle, left to die, and Bri's medical solution. Delayed license but I have a car, dyeing Bri's hair, meet me halfway, Bri's stressing, Go-Carts accidents, GH. Bri out of the loop, Blake and Bri will get married, stalked in ocean city, "how ya doin", jellyfish, boogie boarding, Bri's white skin and Sam so tan, Bri digs 5 ft holes, boardwalk, John and John, British guy, Cancun Rob, Tim and chocolate chip cookies, bowling, that park. Valentine's day eww tomato face. Violent Ben the Fem, King of Prussia shopping spree, "we're all together", Never paying, matching clothes, Prince William in Structure. The slug tongue and tomato face, male PMS, he won't leave, Ben and makeup, staking out, Sam and Mr. Scam aka Brett, breaking up before senior prom 😊, carnival, 6'6", 7 hr. bus ride to VA. Shaggy aka Leroy Chucklesworth, Drew Abercrombie, and Eddy the pool manager. 19,21,25- not so bad! How old is she? VA accent, dictionary definitions, torpedoes, Golf Carts, playing tennis, water gun fights, bathroom, dog and the goat, Bri attracts young girls and old men, bubbles in the hot tub, Sam's bathing suit and Bri's splashing, room numbers, Pompay, stalking Shaggy online, calling VA. Sam's roadtrip. It all began in second grade...
Crazy Workers • Pin Dodgeball • Magic Cards
Shoabic • Tony • Copperhead Lawsuits • ADDio
Brutal Wrestling • Surno Wrestling • Blast From the
Past • Backyard Gridiron • Top 10 Lists
• dreamcharger • Dangerous sleepovers • Lucy In the
Sky With Diamonds • Grubb • Zach Levin (1060)
Adam's Chicks • Pee Wee Dolls • Hot tub revelations
(Brian) • Tiny Tim • Eating Glue • Erotic Survivor
• Dictionary • Jaw Tang Clan • Ein Gedi • Home Runs
Through Fence • Lifeguard Rescue • DZ Flatulence
• AKN • BBJ • Calleighfornia • Cooking Teachers
Pedestrian Pullovers • NODUI • MOTO Photo • "That's
gonna be my girlfriend next year" • 5th Grade Louies
Harrassment • Ping Pong Clashes • GQ • "Then I will
eat them" • Cowboys Eagles Game • DMB
Curvacious Exposure • Sweetly Yours Loitering
Precious Basketballs • "You can't turn it off - it's a TV"
 • Bar Mitzvah Beverages • Fish Tank • Back Street
Boys Concert • Giuseppi • Prick My Finger
Cinemark Expulsion • Rabbit • "I want that!"

"The only true currency in this bankrupt world is what you share with
someone else when you're uncool."
To Jason our son & brother,

We are so proud of everything you have accomplished. We know you will have great success in college. Best wishes and good luck with everything you do.

All our love always,
Mom, Dad, Stephanie & Brian

Jason & Dan

True friends walk in...

when the rest of the world walks out.
YO
YO
YO

JOSH!
WE LOVE YOU
SHAYNA
and
SARAH
Josh and David

Entrepreneurship - Ms. D • C.I.T.'s of '01 • S.O.C. • RAH '99 • 295
Drama - "I am going to be late." • Medford? • "Get out of
here" • "True Dat" • Harlem • Israel 2000 • "My dad is going to kill
me" • Bon Jovi in Israel • Thanksgiving Football • Freshman
Spanish – Mrs. W. and Mrs. S. • Maccabi Games- '99 • Diane's •
"Back that thing up" • License and driving • Mitsubishi Galant LS
and Jeep Grand Cherokee • Lifting at the J • Deciduous Forrest
• "What time is it?, game time, whool!" • Bure to Bure •
Homeless Man • H. R. and C. L. • Midnight b-ball in the rain •
Cajun Man • Drop out of stage crew • J. C. C. Board Members •
Senior Prom • Roller Hockey at Coliseum • Pool Parties •
Sixers and Eagles games • "Na, Na" • "Me against you, your
going down" • Hockey - nailed me in the leg • "Yo Man" •
"Wassup?!" • "Aflac!"

"It has been a great ride, lets keep on riding, let the good
times roll!"
Kristen Lucia and Rachel Anne
"The Italian Princess" and "The Blonde Bombshell"

*Memories*

"Baby Take a Bow", St. Barts nursery school, 'sharing' Kevin Kelly, reuniting at Beck, being freaks, Zach and Moffa, Sean, PJ, and Jeff, skateboarding, Love Park, Philly, tickets, being "arrested", Vern, crashes on proskaters, Firestone, dcshoecousa, freshman dance- Ed and Dave, our fights, random guys at 2am after Beastie Boys concert, "Hottie Lane" - the leaf incident, walking to Super G at 4am, speedline and taxis, going "bowling" - trips to Philly, St. Patrick's Day and the Penn State guy, Love Park at -20 degrees, January BoySetsFire in Tshirts-freezing!, backstage at H20 (Adam), AOL tuffness, sixhonine crew, peakish, Ashland church days, shows, Blueskiesfade-Cheeeze and Dave, July 4th, 2000 at Love Park, ski trip '00- videotaping, 221 girls, Elvis and Mike, Sugar Ray concert, Fez's '99, '00, hoffskach, Jessie and Jeff, Warped Tours-chillin with all the bands, Ocean City, Chris Pierce, Geekich, "nice wheels" "nice line", getting separated, meeting men at Wawa-Giordano and Gambino (more fighting), the BMW, stalker "Tom", Jeep trip with Derek to the Art Museum, Kristens parties, sledding with Chris and Wayne, Andre, Jarrett, and Fader, Jimmy Buffett concert with Rach's parents, Jakers and Jeff the nastykid, asthma girl, Coonie, Scholastica, Campbells Soup vs. Tastykake "our dads own them", Hooters with Ray, Jay, and Eric, breaking the edge, "straight edge 4 life", Rach getting sunburnt and being lobster girl, Shane and the Emceemen, Kristen skateboarding on BET, Rachels undying love for guys in BMWs "what does he drive?"
Steve and Kris
Brother and Sister

To my stubborn little Kristen...
What can I say...you have been
cuter than me ever since you were
born! But you have given me many
more reasons than that to look up
to and be proud of you. I beg you
to always remember just who you
share that fiery temperament and
quick wit with, and I think I speak
for all of us when I say that I love
you endlessly and will have your
back no matter what. After all,
who really did put slippers in the
dishwasher?

Amore e felicità, la mia
bella sorella...
Love,
Stephen

Dear Jennifer,
We love you so much! You are our sweet,
beautiful, little girl forever! Dad loves
your laughter and Mom loves your
sweetness. We are so proud of your
academic success during your 4 years of
high school. We also enjoy watching your
graceful dances. As an easy going girl,
you made friends everywhere, who kept
your busy schedule. It’s hard to see you
leave home. We are going to miss you
badly, we know you are creating a bright
future for yourself. We believe you will
build another successful and meaningful
4 years in college!

God Bless You!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Jen/Liv/Mei/Pegs: Yearbook, Mr. Carr... and (dare I say) bald head, Pegs' failed birthday party, Mei: you're so cute! Liv: EVERYONE STOP CALLING ME CUTE! AAAAGGHHH! Pegs: But you are! <Liv waddling away> <Jen pointing and laughing>, excuse me I don't waddle, Olivia's stuffed animals, Pegs' hip dance Jen/Mei: QPS, WE, OUR lunch, 'court', "college" searches, Cornell vs. Harvard, Wildurette/Babarette, Halloween hallway scare, Celebrations, Yearbook, bio aides, Psych, overhand tennis, 9 months, Junior Prom, valentine walk, doormen, physics trip, Do you want your camel?, Your bag is dripping, math class, Magic Hunter, trip around the world, WS, Great Wall, hey sweetie, pig/rat, Kiwi/Coconut/Jojo

Jen/Mei/Pegs: I see dead people, ham ham sandwich, riverside/bridge side, roller coaster, mocha crunch bar, the arms, freezing chamber, first Saturday school, homeless guy, humpty dumpty, grade A large egg, writing cramps, "girls at 2nd table", pen crisis, 1+2=1.5, Frappacinos, Gallery shopping spree, Chinatown, 1234=abcd Pegs/Mei: French class, France (plane seat mixup, bomb scare, heart attack victim on Eiffel Tower, le paradis du fruit, open shirt, Giverny, singing on the bus, NAF NAF, Nutella on crepes, sleepover, Versailles restaurant, freaky Italians, Antoine (daft!), Marion & Charlotte, French ghetto high school, open air bathrooms, Champs-Élysées, Ferris Wheel & laps, shopping, wine cave blackmail pictures, Chinese school Mei/Liv: 7th and 8th grade terrible incident, first "hi" in 4th grade, Pink Penguin, 2:50 bus, riding bikes to school, walking home from school, Jo club, Gordon's hair, failing QPS, Pathuns, we're such pigs (chocolate!), Pig Pen, "I'm confused..." "Well, that's not surprising," matt m, the stump on your face, stubby ponytail, dragonlace books, cream puffs, stuffed animals and blankets (snowy, milky), bus rides, Junior Prom (dress), yearbook deadline night, pit orchestra Pegs/Liv: movie-going, "That's such corny," foot-popping, sweet tarts, Peggy floating away with her balloons, the Goo goo dolls, Black Balloon, never being in class together, notes, Taiwan RULES!, Matt M. obsessions, the really rude ppl behind us during The Wedding Planner, bringing own food/drinks to movies, AIM, explaining The Sixth Sense Jen/Liv: 8th grade, Rui Wang, Mrs. Feeley, B.B., the JO Club, Jim and Pig Pen, Pig Pen eating my face, Gordon's hair, driving me home, Olivia and Jen's car's chair, someone can't sing, ARGH are you deaf? (What?), calling Jen 5 times in 3min., messed up 1 cup vegetable shortening sugar cookies for Spanish, messed up almond cinnamon drink that looked quite disturbing, "I don't get it." "Jen, I'm never talking to you again"

"As long as we have memories, yesterday remains. As long as we have hope, tomorrow awaits. As long as we have friendship, today is beautiful."

"I always thought I'd look back on us crying and laugh, but I never thought I'd look back on us laughing and cry."
Lauren and Jane

"Best friends never tell each other that they are best friends they just know."

Stale rice cakes ✴️ the files ✴️ $5.55 ✴️ Chiampa ✴️ violin ✴️ glasses in the fishtank ✴️ holy pants ✴️ Mt. Misery ✴️ Gallo ✴️ Duso ✴️ Walton ✴️ retirement TP ✴️ Great Adventure ✴️ FOE ✴️ painting pumpkins ✴️ adopting wild animals ✴️ RAK ✴️ baking brownies ✴️ chorus ✴️ Roach ✴️ nail clippings ✴️ "It's Potty Time" ✴️ Halloewens ✴️ Reading Rainbow ✴️ mattress flip ✴️ washing hair in sink ✴️ sleepover pranks ✴️ softball ✴️ Willie ✴️ 6th grade dance ✴️ Scrabble ✴️ splish-splash ✴️ hour tv shows performed by us ✴️ Greeno's bath ✴️ pretzels & cheese ✴️ dimensional analysis ✴️ broken foot ✴️ 8th grade dance ✴️ Olive Garden ✴️ Dave the Wailer ✴️ notes to waiter ✴️ frosty lipstick ✴️ Mrs. K ✴️ trash can throwing ✴️ purple socks ✴️ paper-maché castle ✴️ bulldozers ✴️ Racing Rosie ✴️ bridges ✴️ attack of the porcelain dolls ✴️ movie stars ✴️ IS ✴️ treadmills at Hermans ✴️

lost in the mall ✴️ flabby arms ✴️ Dunn ✴️ door decorators ✴️ the "Alligator" ✴️ the wo"man" ✴️ sphere-boy ✴️ bananas ✴️ boyfriends from Kentucky ✴️ baby stuffed animals ✴️ Clammy & EP ✴️ pencaps ✴️ heater vents ✴️ getting carded at the movies ✴️ Pooh & Garfield ✴️ tealmoblie ✴️ boxer man ✴️ locksmiths ✴️ hiding from Linda at her surprise party ✴️ DARE play ✴️ chicken detector ✴️ chem ✴️ Friendly's ✴️ Pedro/Pablo ✴️ lost voices and fake coughs ✴️ enrichment ✴️ "Gone with the Wind" 5,000 times ✴️ smell homerooms ✴️ rats ✴️ boyfriends ✴️ roly packs ✴️ red lights ✴️ mean ACME lady ✴️ the good picture ✴️ lumpy wrist ✴️ she's a rhinestone type of girl ✴️ penguin walk ✴️ stalkers ✴️ miniature golf
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Lauren & Bryan

"A best friend is that certain someone who knows everything about you, and loves you anyway"

"Love something we definately possess, in a truly unique way.

Lauren, you are an amazing person...I couldn't think of a better way...and I am very fortunate that you are part of my life. You are a integral piece in my life and I hope that never changes.

Love,

Bryan"

It all started with Halloween candy...Mr. Winfield's class...mental math...will you marry me?...punches of love...and hear...study sessions...photo sesh..."tuck me in laur"...the platonic duo...cheering Lauren up...you owe me a hug...Chinese dinners after school...frosh walks around the track..."I" tanning experience..."can you tell me what I did last night?"...one/two..."chicken salad makes me happy"..."starkweather therapy"...you fight like you're married"..."crossing" the picket line...cosling on socks..."I think you just hit my leg"...tennis...powder-puff Nazi...foreign movie...babysitting...popcorn & salad dressing..."you gave her a half eaten sandwich?"..."can I have a message?"...puppy face...riding in trunks...our business...future plans..."would you still be my friend if I danced like this?"

Bryan - After six years spent as your Best Friend there is one thing that has always remained the same - you never cease to amaze me. Thank you for being such an incredible person and for always making me smile. Best Friends forever.

Love,

You & Laur
A day in the life of The Psychotic Friends

* Lauren & Lee *

On Friday morning at 7:45, Lee's marshmallow car pulls in front of Lauren's house, where she waits for five minutes, and upon seeing Lauren, she yells at her extensively for not wearing a coat. "Is that a joke?" She asks, and then compliments her outfit. "You are so hot!"

In the car, they fight over the radio station, and when Lee rolls her eyes at the Janet Jackson selection (how dare Lauren interrupt Ani DiFranco!), Lauren reminds her, "Duh! It's J. Lo!"

In the parking lot, Lauren refuses to get out of the car. After Lee drags her out of the door, they walk into school reciting their mantra: "we are the coolest girls in school." They say goodbye to go to homeroom; parting is such sweet sorrow.

After enough separation, the pair goes out for a noon lunch and manicure. Then they talk about the meaning of life (hands under the UV dryer) and go back to school.

At 2:30, Lauren and Lee meet at student entrance where they run to Lee's car in order to be the first at Bagels and... When the "best customers" have ordered "the usual" and Lauren has emptied all of the salt containers, they tell all of their secrets only to find out that "fortune cookies never lie." Trying to "get comfortable," they sit on the curb at Holly Rovine for three and a half hours, looking through the random goodies (and glitter) bought at CVS.

Having walked into her house, Lee remembers that she forgot to tell Lauren something and calls her, but then her cell phone rings. Lauren is on the other line (who else would it be?)! It is time to discuss the evening activities, but that conversation ends quickly. What could be better than Elena Wu's, Dégâ Vu, and Country Club? But then again, they wouldn't know.

On this night, however, the two girls get lucky! One of their very favorite groups, THE BETA BAND, is playing at the TLA. They go to the Chinese restaurant on South Street for a "snack," and then go dance with Muhammad like it's their job.

Driving home in their "cherry red, one-fifty" with the windows down, Lauren and Lee "get Real." They have a sleepover at Lee's house where they talk into a fan until 3 a.m. After their good deed helping Raf with beauty tips, they jump back and forth from discussions on, once again, the meaning of life and various positions (to eat wheat thing)... their exhausting day draws to a close as they doze off to sleep, with a hug and an "I love you, sweetie."

"Best friends on every day, in every way."

"Each friend represents a world in us, a world not born until they arrive, and it is only by this meeting that a new world is born." -Anias Nin
Lee and the Ian

Ian Loves Radiohead
The Coolest Shirt Ever!
Awkward Ian
Street Fighter Groupie
South Street
The Chew
Oh, the Irony
Nutcrackers
Sooo...
Little Friend
Ice Cream
"I went shopping"

The Adventures of Lee and Pia

Brought together when they realized both their moms are nuts...

Radiohead, Le Sewer, Shampoo Bottle, Halloween '97, Brad Pitt, bicycle seats, drives to the shore
Poles, Pearl Jam, "Our night just got better," shopping carts, "my nails are too long," free weights
The Cure, Lee and Pia's strip teases, IT was Jessie, The Continental, The Bean Hottie
Modest Mouse, Weird Bands, Changing in Imagine, Chillin' w/the cup, Band Groupies
South Street, TLA, Concert GIRLS! - THE NEVER ENDING JOURNEY HOME
Here With You it's Perfect, it's All I Ever Wanted
“Friends may come and go, but a friend like you lasts a lifetime”

**Kravitz & Kresloff**

M's lies, JC affair, mini-skirts & runways, bikinis & sprinklers, oatmeal masks, 5AM showers, eggs at midnight, double header, “where's my matza?”, forever twins, brian's house, our favorite trait, dead & alive, daylight savings, shady events, famous sleepovers, swollen days, Amanda's toungue, “why do I love you so much?”, N-S-E-W philly,

*We've watched eachother grow throughout the years,*
*and been there through the laughter and the tears*

*We'll always understand...*
*We'll always be there...*

**Best Friends Forever and Always**

---

Hold everything close, because in a moment it's gone.
Memories are all that will remain.

We love you Marc,  
Mom, Dad, Stacey, & Lindsey
Preschool*Summer swimming since age 4*Gymnastics*Morning practices*Fox Hollow*Being sisters*Are you going to the pool today?*Picnics*We'll take the coaches seats*Let's get soaking wet*How are we going to tell them apart?*Being emotional after loosing states* Local dumpsters*There might be extras*

Adrienne & Rachel

*Age! SLOW DOWN!*YOU always drive!*I'm buffin*Wawa hook up.*BMW's*I met this guy he drives a.
*Down the shore* Lets go clubbing* 2.25nomore*Rach, Adrienne, and Ral, the night we laughed forever*Hey Babe!!!*Fantasy Gifts*God, this is so shady*We're just waiting for some friends*excuse me, whose car is this? Almost getting caught*Main Street*Cherry’s*

Lauren

The great pride we share with you, and all those who love you.
The outstanding abilities, we watched you grow into a successfully competitive, fun loving and caring young woman.

How very proud we are of you.

Love, Mom, Dad, Mom Mom Yolanda, Ralph and Peanut.
Book notes, R.A. + A.O. rainbow box, "The Game", Piros, MaryAnne! Fred! Catwalk, High strung, Dig deep- hold your breath, Midnight roof, 2 in the morning gee", ESP, The mall, Age...who do you like? Mischief night, Yeah-she's barking at us, "Trip" for two, Water ice, 8 & 23, 11:11, We'll just use an Arizona, 4/20, Adrienne be quiet! Mattress moving. Don't move the white towel, Honey suckles, Walk in the Woods, Taxi, How bizarre, Let me clear my throat, Shampoo, Rollin...into Philly", Flashy cars down South Street, Shore memories... summer '97, No eye contact, Our love to Jay & Andrea' - 1st loves forever, It makes your toes curl, Lets go clubbing. The summer laughing night w/Rach, Snow tracks...sneaking out, Bubble Bubble Bubble Girls...it smells like smoke down here, Underground/ White fish, 8 1/2, Red Stars, Ring Ring... ooh yeaa sounds like Ral, Shout out to the One who did nothing and Everything, ooh you make me laugh. .no more, Who needs a license, Boy toys- mind games - it's all good, What's the story morning glory? Hello Sunshine, Advilce, Don't stress, Dream, Om, Pigler & Pooh, Mirror faces, Alcoholic then/now/later, R.H.C.P. concert, Kailua, I can never be a nun, Boorka, Flake & Faker, Shimmery Sham. Hey Girlie, What are you doing? Blizzard '96- igloos & sledding. On a scale from 1 to 10, It's just one of those days (Monica), Shady chickies, Columbus 8th grade, You need an automatic lighter, To the child in Heaven: R.R. 2001, If you look to your left you'll see...yes- it's Raleigh & Adrienne, "Illegal, Karo's house, Riding bikes, There's a bug in my eye, Angels.

2:30 in the morning, my gas tank will be empty soon, neon sign on the horizon, rubbing elbows with the moon, i am thirty-two flavors and then some, i'm not between you and your ambition, i am a poster girl with no poster, both my parents taught me about good will and i have done well by their names.
Molly & Adrienne

Meet me at the park- D.L. sleepover, does the door lock?- Rainy days at the beach- Lifeguard party- The boy is mine- We have at least 10 minutes...lets go trough the gate- leave the string in the door- "oh well can't go back now"- Best friend rings 😊 and 😊- Can I borrow your boots?- "Well you can't borrow this pencil either"- Don't use this phone- Spilling milk- Clepto- Murmur- Molly!- I dare you...- Shake, throw, and run- Pixie sticks- You sound like an adult- this is how you dance- hippie night- Black crayon in the carpet- Is that mine?- What's wrong with me?- Let me see your stubs- That paper bag's gonna cost you...hmm, do you take credit cards?- New Years Eve 2000...S a D- Puppy- Toothpicks- Water balloons- Christmas parade- Shore house driveway- Bagel Bites- Help its stuck!- Molly, you know you like Paul- ...Clap your hands- Wrong hotel- License and registration, please, pretty woman- The longest light ever- Yeah, that's the sun- Wanna get coffee?- Meet me at the corner- first impressions, run she fell off a chair "oh no, is that Casey"- Molly you're in charge, as always- "you know how I said I didn't, well I did"- "I think he has a pinched nerve"-

That poor bear- back porch- Goldfish tragedies- Second homes

And 'I f I could
change her I wouldn't
change a thing
Adrienne & Chelsea

Age...what if mom finds out? * Only to the untrained eye * What the heck? * It's the devil * Are you going to eat that? * What's that on your head? * Dumb and Dumber * No, I'll go...you stay here * Pepsi One * Brittany Spears * What happened last night? * Tiptoeing through the yard... * NY car trip * Bub Bub * You're a pig * Let's play a game, I'm gonna go upstairs * Makeup * What? It's Good? * What cha wanna listen to? * I'll take care of it * Say his name!!! * D? * I believe that all children... * Thanks! * Dinner. I got it on tape * Different angles * NL * Grr * Oooh, you make me laugh * Don't look. I'll make you something, you have to eat it * That's my sister! * Voorhees Medical Center * Video games * Around the block * Mmm midnight snack * Monkey breath * Heeeyyyyy you!!! * Steve's * 2, 3...ah...3 * I can't get the Straw * Chelsea! Sssssssshhhhh! *
Brittany and Adam

* Junior Prom * Israel * SGA * Hebrew School * AOL * "IDIOT" * flamingo puppet * early morning Biology extra help * lunch * corrupting Britt * Britty pitty * College Tour * sleeping w/ our mouths open * Judge Ito’s dad getting too “friendly” w/ his daughter * A. Ro and B. Mo * crying mothers * calling our moms 24/7 * sneaking out * Pictures * traveling companions * community frites * 50/50 * roommates * Brittany’s B-DAY * outsmarted * “Britt I have something to tell you” * Brittany’s pool * Britt’s laugh * locker buddies * Adam finally gets his license * Britt finally gets a car * Adam and his big mouth * movies * coco moco lipstick * hair dryer picture * Brittany’s surprise trips * Q 102 concert * Janet Jackson NOT! * Adam and Taylor switching clothes * Senior Year * many, many more memories to come... *
Brittany - You mean the world to me. You are the greatest Big Sister and I love the relationship we have. They don't come better than you. To live with my best friend is the best thing I could ever ask for. I can't believe you're graduating and leaving me next year. We have so many memories that we share and they will just continue. I will miss you soooo much next year. I will always be here for you whenever you need me. Good Luck in college.

I LOVE YOU!
Love Always, Chelsea
From the day you were born, you have filled our lives with pride and love. May your successes, accomplishments, and memories of your high school years be an inspiration to you forever. Enjoy all that life has to offer for "Life is short but sweet for certain." Congratulations! We have no doubt that your future will be bright.

We love you,
Mom and Dad

Dear SHAUN,
Congratulations, on graduating from high school. I am going to miss having you home to fight with. I hope you do great at college and that I am able to come and visit you. I will miss you.

I love you,
COREY
Sarah Andrew & Bridg'd

We started out as just siblings ...
But now we've grown to be
best friends!

Nas, Jess & Dada

Three very different people, but still very
close. Through it all we can only depend
on each other. Never lose the love.
Mama Pary~ Rest in Peace, God Bless You
"California Love!"

Brittany and Carah

"I don't know how it started, I hope it never ends, but somewhere
along the line, we became the best of friends."

Mrs. Parish's 7th grade science class ★ Brittany's pony tail ★ Brittany's boyfriend's of
7th grade ★ Carah flapping ★ gum obsession ★ Carah's drama ★ finally getting our
license ★ 6 months later Brittany getting her car ★ driving to the shore ★ getting the
cold shoulder from Chelsea ★ Ocean City ★ Junior Prom ★ Prom pictures ★ after camp
phone sessions ★ surviving 8th period chem ★ study groups ★ midnight homework help ★
Super G boy ★ walks on the beach ★ having fake friends ★ English video ★ Hot
Tools ★ relaxing in Brittany's pool ★ getting fried ★ looking at colleges ★ Diane's ★
Tuesday night Real World ★ younger boys ★ Brittany's surprise trips ★ never calling to
say goodbye ★ Carah being part of the family ★ Senior Year ★
Michael,

It seems like only yesterday we were freshmen and this whole "dream" of the two of us began. These past four years with you have been like "heaven-on-earth." Michael, you have truly shown me what it feels like to be in love, thank you! You're my best friend and at the same time, so much more. I will always cherish the times we've spent together and the memories we've already made. I LOVE YOU ALWAYS & FOREVER!

~Your Baby Girl~

Joyce,

Well, it has been a wild and crazy four years and now, it's our time to go our own ways. We have had so many great times together, as well as some bad. But as I say good-bye to you, I can truly say it was all worth it and if I could go back, I wouldn't change a thing. I hope you know that I will always be right there to pick you up if you fall and wherever the roads of life may take me, you will always be in my heart. I love you and you will forever be my baby girl.

Michael
Relationships—of all kinds—are like sand held in your hand. Held loosely, with an open hand, the sand remains where it is. The minute you close your hand and squeeze tightly to hold on, the sand trickles through your fingers. You may hold on to some of it, but most will be spilled. A relationship is like that. Held loosely, with respect and freedom for the other person, it is likely to remain intact. But hold too tightly, too possessively, and the relationship slips away and is lost.

~Kaleel Jamison
Stef and Jess

(TWINSIES!)

Watch out guys... here come the Blondes!!

Hotel parties, club wawa, "Annie are you ok" Dance. Having no sense of direction whatsoever... Tara how does it feel, to not be blonde? (poopy hair). "ya idiot", "Tara, what's your opinion on this?", Looks like we're the hottest ones here (again). Prom night (of hell), late night parties, pointless driving, breakers... if all else fails, Free donuts (only because we're hot), serving dinner to bands in our bikinis at Warped Tour '01, Diners at 2 AM. Punk-o-rama tour, "That's just the way it goes these days", hanging out with every band there is (Green Day, Sum 41, Wheatus, SR-71, Incubus, Fenix*TX, Blink-182, Good Charlotte, BBMak, Mest, Hoobastank, Alien Ant Farm, Less than Jake, NOFX, US Bombs, American Hi-Fi, Drop Kick Murphys, POD, and the list goes on.)

STEFANIE & TARA = BFFFFFFF
IT ALL STARTED IN 7TH GRADE HOMEROOM...

TARA THE TEASE AND SEXY STEF!

LATE NIGHT PARTIES
SWEET SIXTEENS
CHIPWICH...just hits the spot!!
GETTING OUR HOT NEW CARS

WE KNOW WHATS THAT SMELL

"I'LL LOVE YOU FOREVER, I'LL LIKE YOU FOR ALWAYS. AS LONG AS I'M LIVING, MY BEST FRIEND YOU WILL BE."

TARA'S SHORE HOUSE "THE AFTER PARTY"
Few words could say how proud we are

Of our middle shining star

Taylor Regis

Love,
Mommy and
Daddy
Christa — Life is half spent before we know what it is.
LOUS,

IT SEEMS LIKE ONLY YESTERDAY YOU STARTED KINDERGARDEN AND NOW YOU'RE GOING TO COLLEGE.

WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU.

LOVE,
MOM & DAD
(and Gal of the Vold)

People who think they know everything are a great annoyance to those of us who do.
The page contains text that appears to be a list of phrases and activities, possibly from a yearbook or a similar publication. Some of the phrases include:

- UArts
- Greenebean
- Buffy
- Carah’s obsession with old men
- Blah, Blah, Blah
- Tanning
- and gym outings
- Dates to Smith Bros
- “Oh, Shaun…”
- Super G
- Carah’s secret life
- Promises
- Shaun’s (and, later, Carah’s) addiction
- “I’m NOT your boyfriend!”
- “You’re not gonna pay for her?!?”
- Afrons
- “Will you make me another CD?”
- Carah never driving
- Bash-sessions
- Work - SMS
- Vito’s
- Carah’s dramatic life
- Shaun’s intox
- “Hi!”
- D/L girl
- “You frikooned him?!?”
- college
- Justin’s
- Matt
- Driving around
- Being rake friends
- English/World Civ
- BNL
- Petty fights
- Being psycho/bi-polar
- Pathological liars
- Summers away from eachother

Additionally, there are bullet points indicating various events and activities:

- Blocking Mer online (8th grade)
- FORK
- Homie G-Funk
- Rein Teen Tours HAI
- UArts, or the lack of going
- Afternoons in Philly
- Shaun and Mer’s “secret” life
- Making CDs
- “What’s Ethel’s granddaughter’s name?”
- Turkey-Trot
- Spirit Week Stuff
- Commercial Art (9 & 10)
- English/World Civ
- Sushi (and other Japanese food)
- LAUREN STUDIN
- New York outings
- Israel ’00
- Shaun and Ash’s love/hate relationship
- “I had a star, but it was really a heart”
- “Sometimes, my brain plays tricks on me and makes me think that I’m smart”
- Frosh Dance
- “Elia: sing-a-long
- concerts
- Shore after prom
- and more…”

The page also includes photos of people, possibly from a group or social gathering.
ASH & RACH

Meeting in QPS 1st Period  •  Corrupting Rachel  •  LACROSSE
  •  “Suck it up!”  •  Lox and Twix  •  Weekend calls from Cali  •  
Crucial calls to Rach when certain people were around  •  Rationing
  (and hiding) food on the Lax bus  •  Intimate parties at our houses  •  
JV触手  •  Junior boys (success year)  •  Rach’s 1st giggle at DNL  •  
Feeling PERKY at Allman Bros  •  “Do you have any ... for two
  cute girls?”  •  Cheese and Soda  •  Walking around Woodcrest  •  
“Yah, Mrs. Rosenberg, we're going to Robby's house,” 5 minutes
  later...20 cars at Rob's house but nobody is home...  •  Turkey Trot
  every year...and getting kicked out  •  Spirit Week Dance (Laverne
  & Shirley, Clarissa)  •  5th lunch  •  TRACK (finally, a couch likes us)
  •  History project (even though Rach wasn't in the class)  •  Junior
  year Health class  •  Six Flags  •  Oops somebody cheated (“Rach, I
  feel so bad!”)  •  Pre-calc tests  •  “Sometimes my mind plays tricks on
  me and makes me think I’m smart.”  •  New Hope (buying blue glasses
  and the scary dude at the car window. Good driving Ash!)  •  Stalking
  (not good if their best friend sees you)  •  4th of July at the rockin
  LBI club  •  Ray-Ray’s 19th b-day (Thano’s with that special Shmucking)
  •  Ash’s midyear stories  •  LBI fun  •  That infamous night with Ash, Rach,
  & Rob  •  Lemondales and not eating for a week  •  Rusted Root  •  After
  From (Rach’s date passed out, and Ash “passed out”)  •  Ashley to the
  rescue! (“Ashley, please come to Shaun’s. Stomel is trying to make me...)
  •  Borders (“What happened to you guys?”)  •  Sometimes friends make
  friends do things they don’t want to (knock on his door...and ... call Flink!)
  •  Trapping Rach in the bathroom at the Mansion  •  Parking lot at the
  Mansion  •  Sleepover after Rach’s momentous night (bananas...)  •  Our special
  concoction  •  WaWa Fruit Punch  •  Malibu isn’t so good after all  •  Sharing
  clothes...and boys  •  Wherever we go, we’ll be sure to keep each other posted

FAL-FAL and RAY-RAY = BFF !!!

• Quote! • Rocking to the bunk • Peeing in our pants • Craigie Fresh • Terd • Lane-Lova • Tarantula • Wheeeel • Robin Redbreast • M. Kellogg • Survivor Dance • Detachable Peenie • I’m not aware • Marc and Evan • Budapest Ice-cream • Our source of strength • Egg salad • Luna & Program bars • Ah, the fresh smell of Poland • Kermit the Frogs • Bumble Bee Tuna • Leah’s Unibrow • Excuse me, do you have a
  piece? A what? No, she doesn’t. • You are trash! • Roach Motel • Ricki. I gotta call Mike. Fallon: Yah, 50,000 tourists, 20 NFTY buses, Uh Oh, Ricki’s dead • Veegeeg • Serendipity • Same thesis English essays • Phone conversations about what we really want • Taking the train to
  Lindenwald (oops!) • Our AMAZING jeans (Yah, we got them on Chestnut) • Steps 5,6,7,8 • Chummmus and Grapes • Adopt a Grandparent •
  Learnin to flirt. No way! (Tap) • Flink Flink • A Night at the Roxberry (Hey, we got a new joke) • Mrs. Kornberger’s class • Sisterhood Leib
  Weekend • Hebrew Meditation • Getting kicked out of the Reb’s class • Big Deb’s Drama Class • NW and Berk • Scrunchie, socks, and glasses
  • Persa-Gel • Abby’s for New Years • Big Red • Ceej in your Vee • Israeli Tennis Instructors • Father of the Bride • Tabe’s and Scott’s
  away messages (Who’s more pathetic?) • Annie’s perfect • Our 4 person lunch table • Shmeck • Matt Stamm • You’re putting a damper on my
  summer • Shut up, no, shut up • FRAK • Mean Metzger • Thom • Marcin • Jake • Michaelangelo’s dinner • (Smile), Am I clean? • Dark
  Marc • Camp Harlam • Finally, we’re friends at home, too! •
Rachel & Shaun

The popular days • "A civil war with themselves" • SK artist. RH writer • "Yea, nope..." • "Lao Tzu, Ha Choo, Taoism!" • "Umm, Mr. Segrest on the phone, we have a question on the lab..." • Sleeping in during QPS tests • Our sympathy gift from Amy's closet ("So, are your numbers in here?") • "Robbie, 9 o'clock." • "Charlie and I made eye contact!" • "No studying vocab cards in the hall - someone may see you!" • Lucy! • Shaun = Kenneth. Trying to cross Kresson Road. Shaun: "Shotgun Julia's ear!" Rachel: "Hey, she's MY sister!" Julia: "Shaun gets shotgun!" • LBI weekends • "Nope, not at camp but hopefully at the shore..." • Hi-ho, hi-ho, it's off to the poles we go • "Brianne, what did YOU get?" • "I can't open the TSR doors!" • Hong Kong • "Mimi-Me, you complete me!" • Cooking with the Hershebergs • Speaking Espanol • 3-way phone convos with Amy • Where are you? Jump on it • Studying for Chem ("Do you think we should call Mr. Segrest?!") • And then failing Chem • The KKKKKK (and the list goes on) • Los amigos del fouko • C-tease! • The quest • The RAK interview • Flashing the Popo (ok, it's time to confess, IT DIDN'T HAPPEN!) • "Shaun, can you burn me another CD?" • The last to get cell phones and to drive • "Shaun, pay for me. Our English teachers think we're going out • Rachel: "Hey, Shaun, what's up?" Shaun: "Well, um, your boyfriend just stole my mailbox!" • "Woah, Shaun, be reeks!" • Un poco fukoo update • Limo rides • RENT • Blue glasses • RF • Levels • Supermarket sweep • "I don't know where it went!" • Pineapple Fried Rice • "Shaun, Casey doesn't like me!" • 4 years later... "Rachel, Jon doesn't like me!" • Biting • "At least my prom date didn't pass out!" • "There are three holes!?!" • Eating free with the family • "It felt like springtime on this February morning..." • Boys and Girls’ Susie • "Sai, jay su atwamei kwa, ta-yay su fah dah dah hay." • "I got you babe." • "You wanna dance?" • Our pending Variety Show act • Donny Q and Suzie P • "You guys want some cookies?" • "Rachel, make your girl buy me a watermelon!" • "Shaun, the Kama Sutra says best friends can't fooloo so much for that!" • "Rach, but we're not Hindu!" • "Oh, thank God!" • "Yep, we'll get married when we're 70 and we're bored with our spouses." • "You ain't gotta say too much. From the look in your eyes, I can tell you wanna...READ A BOOK!" • Fighting about this page • ...y otra más...
S IS FOR STEPHANIE
OUR SHINING STAR
WE DREAM FOR YOU A
BEAUTIFUL FUTURE
FILLED WITH HEALTH
HAPPINESS, SUCCESS
OUR HEARTS ARE
FULL WITH PRIDE
AND LOVE
Mommy, Daddy and
LAUREN

Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's end.

Melissa:
Wishing you many wonderful new beginnings.
Love, Mom, Dad, Alex and Me.
Walnut Club: "These are the guys we are playing laser tag with?" Being hypnotized: "I'm running away from camp!" Frenchie and Patty Simcox: "Where's Dana?" "I locked her in the basement" Craig the soccer freak: "Dana, I was tripped" Eating root beer plants: Didio (what were we thinking?) You can't feed my dog chocolate: Shaving parties at camp: "I can't believe my best friend is a mime!" 7th grade cheerleading: Dana, you can't sing... so don't: People "playing" in the pool: "Lauren, you can't dance... so don't" Buying my parents' gifts... with their money: You went to preschool with me: "No I didn't" Boys selling syrup in Canada: "Can I have your number?" "No" Mr. Personality: "What do you mean it's sold out?" Kissing Lizards: Alex, will you drive me home? Spilling lemonade: "You told your dad!" Sophomore Cotillion sleepover... almost: "Guess what! Jeff played Barbies with us!" Clubbing with Yuri: "Do you want to sleepover?" "No, I like my bed" Our "car accident" after bowling: "I look like a boy!" White water "rafting... out side the raft: Do you know my Dad?" Bathroom breaks every 5 seconds: I had an uncle named Sam, he was shot... wait his name wasn't Sam. Fun Filled trip to Amish Country: "Amish feed chickens, Amish milk cows, Amish churn butter, and Amish use plows, One More Time!" Massage Chair: "Why did we come to the Baseball Hall of Fame?" "So we can leave early and go shopping" 15 years of friendship and not one class together: "In the end I want to be standing at the beginning with you"
Adam and Dana

♥ Ahston and Tarryn ♥ Adam killing the ladybug ♥ Trips to the Ritz and Applebee's♥ Young Stars ♥ Good ole' days at Johnson ♥ Dana Karl for President, Badda Bing Badda Boom ♥ Talk 200% ♥ The Bakerman ♥ Art with Sacca ♥ Big A, Little A and "D" ♥ JCC ♥ Two Jordan's, one rocks one doesn't ♥ The non-autism walk ♥ I'll Never Tell ♥ Freshman Dance ♥ Dana being frightened from the rain falling from the roof ♥ Mary the bus driver ♥ Throwing Dana's shoe out the bus window ♥ Thorn throwing Dana's hallavah out the window ♥ Halloween ♥ Drawing our art sketches in under an hour ♥ Dana learning how to drive ♥ SGA ♥ Spirit week dances ♥ Kanga Kab to M'Kor ♥

"When I'm in your arms, nothing seems to matter. 
If the world would shatter, I don't care..."
Owen & Liz 1-27-2000
A Memory Lasts 4eVer, NeVer DoEs it DiE...... SiStErS StAy toGeThEr, AnD NeVer SaY GoOdByE

Jenni and Katie

Elena * Sara* Rachel
Rover- Main Street- Malcolm X- Frosh Lunch- Eggings- The Mood- Mmm Mmm Good-Fran's Pool- SP for Life- BMW- Boris- Mr. Wood- Frosh Dance- Prussia- Braids-Crackers- Mr. Colton- SM- I can't lie I get.... - Valorie- Trippin in the hallways- Running from the poe's- Expo- Magnolia- Cheeseburger- Timbo- Bullying Rachel- Prada- Hump Forrest- Pens in Rachel's face- School starts at ten thirty- SM adventure- Sodas from the Bistro- Morning stops- Bysis- Lowes- rehtom rekcaf
Dana and Amanda

"There are the people who know you in this way... that other people can't because they've seen you change... they've let you change."

"You can't play with us because I don't know you"
Brigantine
Losing Amanda's dog
Ghosts in the graveyard
Blind makeovers
Girl talk
"I peed on a Lexus"
Beware of the bubble
Working in Haifa
Short Hills Mall
Flirting with the bell boys
The good twin and the evil twin
The bath tub
Basketball
Dana wanting to go down the laundry chute
Swim parties
Opposites attract
Gymnastics
Bar games in the basement
Fish kisses
"Dana you never shut up"
Curling Amanda's hair
"I want cake"
Monsters on the wall
New Years
Scary Halloween phone calls
"Where are the flying horses?"
Playing on the exercise machines
To Our Daughter & Granddaughter

DANA

When we imagine
the life you will live,
We think of the pleasure
your presence will give;
see the joy your smile will light
and the wonders you'll weave
when your dreams take flight

We feel the hope
that will grow with your grace
and the difference you'll make
to each heart you embrace

We imagine your life
as we know it thus far,
for Dear Dana, you've given us
'This" and 'more'

Thank you for being our other 'shining star'.
We will love you always,

Mom, Dad, Kristin
Mema, Pop-Pop, Grandma & Butsey
XOXO
Congratulations!!!!!!!!!!
TO MY SON:

High School is over, the day will soon come for you to go away...
We will pack the car and drive you to school through my tears "keep him safe God" I will pray.
I will walk past your room and close the door, it's something I will not want to see...
Once where there was noise & clothes and clutter it will be quiet and empty as can be.

I will tell myself I am in a phase, my emotions will be all out of whack...
But deep down I know, as each of you grow this emptiness will keep coming back.

Our family will be whole again on and off through the upcoming years...
It will be different though, it won't be the same and for that I will shed some more tears.

I have raised you Matthew, for exactly this I want you to fly and spread your wings...
It's just so hard to let you go and let you see what else life has to bring.

I know now that I must look ahead and put your childhood memories behind...
and look forward to the times to come and the HAPPINESS you will find.

ALL MY LOVE,

MOM

Matthew - we are PROUD of you. You have turned in to such a wonderful young man. Your high school years are over and you will be off to college. We will MISS you, but you have the best years ahead of you!!!!

LOVE,
MOM, DAD, JASON AND BRAD
Matthew~
I guess I can say that it has been a crazy road growing up with you. You have not only been like a brother to me but you have also been my best friend. Whenever I needed someone to talk to or someone to make me laugh, you have been that person. We've been friends for as long as I can remember and I'm sure you're going to be my best friend for the rest of my life. I cherish our friendship with all my heart. You are truly my best friend! I love you!!!~Dana xoxo

Dana~
It's hard to put into words what your friendship really means to me. For as long as I can remember I have always been Dana's twin brother no matter where we went together. You and me have always been, in my eyes, the closest of friends, and I just want you to know that no matter where we go in life I will still see us as having that relationship. No matter what college you go to or where you end up afterwards you will always and forever remain my best friend and twin sister. Love~ Matthew
~Dana & Kristin~

Best Friends Forever

Dan Miller, Dana's first Sleepover, on my Crocs. Where's the remote? Jacque and Kristin are dead. Memorial Day Parties.


Boys = TJ and Brian. Montagnaro's. Dork. Love you. <3

---

Jordan

You are so special.
Funny. Considerate. Smart. Sincere...
all the ingredients for a beautiful life.
We couldn't be more proud.

love, Mom & Dad & Jarrett

Have fun in South Carolina!
Mindy & Ajit
Bro & Sis:
Aka – Best Friends
Partyin’ India Tennis
Acting Stupid Spain Total Trust
Endless Fights

Dear Ajit,
Thanks for always being there for me. You know me like no one else does. I know I can always turn to you and tell you anything. You truly are and will always be my true best friend.

Love Always,
Mindy

Dear Mindy,

"My room is clean!"
Mom’s “talks"
Endless “Talks”
Sharing Secrets

"Get outta my room!"

Potato

DECA Partners
Mom’s tennis skills
Randall Carter
“Stop bothering, me!”
“Namina!”
Dushum Dushum

Covering for each other
Dad’s Vocal Abilities;
Leader Day
Looking out for each other

"Little bit, sir."
"Dad, you can’t dance!"
Wayne
Mindex
Dad’s Corny Jokes
Constant Support

Love Always,
Ajit

Love Always,
Mindy

Chillin’
Bhangra
Allie, Christa, Diana, Melissa, Patbun

(we couldn't pay for the page with any less people)

Diana's hidden pocket~sweeping~voting machine~DT rule~American Pie~Mootians~Hippo Mommy~Vavoom!~Mr. Insipid~Plebian~"HA!"~Allie fainted~Heebie jeebies~Heaven's Me!~Cruella De Ville~Twins~Smelly Girl~Ms. Bossy Pants~Iron Chef~Spanish~Loud Speaking~Squirrels~Greek god on a stick~Cheese grater~Whipped cheese~Folding placemats~Columns~"Go Billy!"~Herman Melville~October Sky~Sra. Peterson~La boda de Raúl~The bread of the dead~Vehículos Mágicos~Hair Girl~Bebecharla~City of Angels~¡Yo puedo caminar y bailar también!~Big brown eyes~Christa made me a sign!~Hairy boy~Corduroy~El Norte~Do you like rumors?~Girls Night Out~Flashcards~"What do you want to learn about rockets?" "Everythang"~Beanism~Orange Tang~Deleting College Essays~"I have a glass eye!"~Gobbling Cat~Canoli~Vocab~
Gals Of the World

LINDSAY & SARAH

"We weren't sisters by birth, but we knew from the start Fate brought us together to be sisters by heart."

softball • Gym • Shopmore Cotillion • Sixflags • NSYNC + BSB • DM Concerts • Track and Turf • Baja • Junior Prom • Vermont • Hannibal • Mall • Sleep over towels • Midnight snacks • Lindsay's driving outbursts • Mooher Boy • Vandeross • The Wasp • Donson, AKA Snowman • 360 in the snow • Lous • The Shore • Let's go out to breakfast • Waterfall at Friendly's • at O-Town • Gilligans Island Mondays • Bobby, Bob, Robby, Robert • Girls movie night •
"Um... Sarah, I don't have my phone!" • "BUNNIES!" • "OMG did I break that?" • Dead end • Dog Park • Football Games • B+5 necklaces • "Billy, there's a car!... I need air!" • "Oh Billy" • "I'll never tell." • Field Hockey

Kevin and Sarah
April 21, 2001
"I will wait for no one but you"
"This is for the past, present and future, I love you always and forever."
Memories: the best of Field Hockey Camp 2001
Michelle, Jenn, Jenni, Kristin, Sarah

One time, At Hockey Camp:
Sarah, you're doing 60 right?... Are you behind us? - Michelle's boyfriend - KMart runs - "She didn't make you lay down?... NO!" - "Let me have a look" - FSK - Jenni, are you ok...? "I see green and orange" - Gracia Flacca - Breakfast in bed - 1-800-collAct - Kristin... AKA, twinkle toes! - first, second, third - "Why you all up in my grill..." - shower wars... "I don't wanna shower alone... Jenni, you're taking the curtain with you" - "My threee bwruther..." - Are you in or are you out?... Just the tip! - "I miss Dave... which one?! - Jenni's homemade shower cap - "Do it in Kelly's voice!" - Sarah's "BB" show - "She is not a forward... she's a NOTHING" - "I've seen this in movies... she's gonna die... OMG...", "Was it really that bad?" - "Guys, lets mix teams" - "Michelle's cheer" - Remember the Titans - "Ommne sone BAWL!?! - "What? Spaghetti?" - "Are me wabbits still alive?... My mom's gonna cook em for stew!" - 1-2-3-4-4-4 - "I love you... ughhhhh... he's psychotic!" - "Shut the door... look it!" - Locked out? - "We're the 1st to die" - "I think they are wolves" - "Pat!" - AA - Tricia Marie Kuefah - AKA "Booby"!" - "Why you all up in my knickers when you weren't even invited to the bedroom?!?" - Cafeteria guys... tap-tap - "Got Becky" - Jenn's on the phone AGAIN?! - No us ca... ok we can! - Jenn's impressions - The hot spot... the bed... We love Beachy! - Lubestation - Michelle's knee - Bathroom dates - "There's turf in my coopers!" - Nap time! - "What's that smell?" - "No guys, its leafly!" - "guys, chill back with that... can we?" - "We're not really like that" - tripping over trish - "What's your probblem, jark?!" - feces pieces - turtle head - "She didn't make you jump up and down?!" - power puff girls - "Showers postponed!"

Field Hockey Camp: It's all about eating, sleeping, bathroom trips, and a little bit of hockey.
Marissa

From nursery school through high school, you have left us in awe of all you have accomplished. (In other words, you've blown us away!) Your contagious giggle and smile have brightened up our lives and those of everyone you meet. Never forget how proud we are and how much we love you.

* Mom * Dad * Adam * & the Zoo *

Marissa & Lauren

* Botchi/Georgie * Wilber the Water Pup * Sleep away camp outcasts * The NC War * LG’s Closet * canoe troubles * Umbros * Asian Market * photo shoot * the bra exchange * Mangos * Rittenhouse Gang and Dr. B * Canadian threesome * Pea-fart * Spaghetti & Meatballs: "I made them for you" * Vertically Challenged Club * guy record: 8-5 * Rent * Terry’s homemade cooking? * Breckenridge Boarding Babes * Banana Boy * police trouble at Jackie’s * impressive boat maneuvers * brace-face twins * ESP coincidences * flashing the priests * flooding the boat * Goulden Island escapades * splitting clothes * Benihana B-Days * the trampoline * long distance tickle * staircase “P” incidents * Lauren Fang / Marissa Goldlust *

"Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget."
Magenta * the couches * Pointing and laughing in the basement
* SMAG * Rittenhouse crew * pie * doggie style * finger
game * little red fang-mobile * chubby white girl * little boy *
night at marcin's * "spying" on sammy * wandering Steph * "don't
puke on the couch" * coffee works * Lotus * the corn *
swimming aarons * stained sweatshirt * stat chicks * the sexy
sixer's game * Adam's Lessons * the V discovery * let the
corruption begin... DMB * the hot tub jet * scandalous stories
* we cum laude * gigi's party * asian market * "no one invited
you anyway" * hairy butts * CK escapades * spin the cell phone
* the bad night * cookie cake * end of lee's dry-spell * dressing
meg * shampoo * Thom's pool * the autism not walk * antisocial
* Marissa: "Who's that?" * Yellow brothas and sistas * the
Roth-Chan child * the red barn caught sticky-handed * we're
not geeks, we're cool dorks * Mangos * AOL Lovin' * the never-
ending flower * 2 Lost, I abstained. I questionable * they're
Steph's * on the phone=bad * mom's discovery of the pics *
protected finger * drive-bys * peeping tom's at the park * Megan
and Adam's dirty dancing * the hand contest * Maris, the
chauffeur * shaved * Special Olympics participants * going
commando * Magnums * the shower * Club Wawa*

"A friend is one who knows all about you and likes you anyway."
Amanda & Steph
10 years and still going strong...

* Cleaning Ladies * being dorks * We love Chub, Spud, and Blue * Simpsons rule * Sleepover parties * Long weekends at Amanda’s * the yellow bucket * “the world is a toilet” * Our nasty contests * Ally and Ling * Jungle fever...its contagious * “We swear! We kept our bathing suits on!” * Brigantine-Chris and Collin with hairy man * Crackers down the stairs * “Who?” * Crazy Moroccan men * Luggage Cart Cruisers * the Polynesian * Ripley and Capricorn * Guys videotaping us at Tower of Terror * “MY GROIN!” * sleeping with “Schnepp”-in bat form * “You remind me of Batman” * Water in my chukaba * “I got a budwa * “Cover me!” * purple * Humphrey and Ducky * pool noodles * ~crush~ * Messing with Justin * Hair Dye * “You better thank me for this!” 2-minutes compared to 20-minutes * “It was good..no?” * Goudy Stout...it’s a problem * I love magenta!
Cathy, Nick, Liz, Ryan, Todd, Chelle, Andy, and Genie
OO: Night • TPB • FBDO • Board games • managers • hairy shoulders • wah! (dying giraffe) • snack bar • tapey • cherry bowl 1996 • cherry bowl parties • like your face • "Oh my god! Its your dad!" • chopwhopwhopper • theeeese boxers? • Friday movies • wake me up for the free relay • whip cream • spa • ryan and nick’s secret affair • RUSH • greasy-greasy • goose • cantaloupe • star wars • pasta parties • pancake breakfasts • 4th of July at west • the grove • the checkerstand • the well • vo(l)eyba(II)

Home: Crowded? • How’s the homework situation? • See any of your little friends? • "Remember when — “Oh yea! I remember that!” • Disney • ponies and barbies • Lego’s • cabbage patch kids • road trips • Outer Banks • telepathy • sabotaging each other’s rooms • Thanksgiving games • New Year’s shrimp • “This is a great table” • Tuesday night dinners • Taddy Cat • Alex Cat • B.J. • the puppies and Vail • moon river • dress-up • sleeping on the floor • tents • Scubb7 (Eclub5) • snail • sardines • ghost stories • win lose or draw • spot • Challenge of the Ancient Empires • Treasure Mountain • cheese and ketchup sandwiches • Denver the Last Dinosaur • picnic in the tree house • the field • bike rides • the hill • tot lot • cow tail barn • escalator • Saved by the Bell • squeaky clean • big bad wolf • play office • squirrel game • Tom Petty • the witch and the principal • free base • Peter No Tail

I.R.I.: "It’s a me, Mario!" • Whalons • the hob • the pharm • forts • the arcade • sandtraps • jumping off lifeguard stand • mini-golf • the hammock • al • nick • seashell hunts • ocean tag • sandbars • Labyrinth • rolling down the dunes • selling seashells ($15) • parachute men • Sunglass Menagerie • Bay Village • the Ketch • the Boulevard • "Greg, flash them!" "NO!!" • Bageleddies • Islander • kitchen window

Anne: General Hospital • Quantum Leap • barbies and pool • Anne’s bedroom, answering machine, and beach house • the kayak • stories • reading Anne’s t-shirts • bike rides to the pool • Sharp library • Roly-Poly and his sidekick Ravioli • ice cream scavenger hunts • Williamsburg and Disneyworld • Tom’s life • Blue Honda • Granny • Tom = Eric • Winklewoman
Bob & Marcy....Shakakan Sa-ca-ja-weeaa Landing Strip Food Chain
Prize Winning Poocas SGA AOL...good times, good times KEY?
CVS..they're for him, I swear! Glottis "Two bodies with one spirit....or is it two spirits in one body Cat Food Fast and the Furious Six Flags Runaway Train with Lee B(Pat B/Gramps "For My People" Socks Italics...no need to tilt your head Stuttering Fisher Spirit Week Dances Madonna Mariah Carey vs. Journey Water!! Grade level pics Lazy Eyes "I can't see!!"
TB-Water Ice Factory McKee Pass the Orange The Jillian Hello "R"
Crazy Drive-Bys 444 Legally Blonde Lord of the Flies Kov² and the gang J.Denk A.Roth Capt. Denk & Capt. Roth WaWa Bernard's- "Have you seen my earring" DD DQ Mc... Jag/Land Rover Man Pea Soup Wednesday Applebee's (Ian) "That's just crazy!" Adam saving the day Hamilton24 Q102 "I'll never tell" Shaun² Adam and his BAM girls Mr. James and Miss Richie "Cinderellie, cinderellie" Super Video Los Amigos Wacky Hair Soccer kick Fifth Period Lunch Jon look alike Lawn Men Madison & Ashton Forever
Megan and Lauren

Cheerleading (MJUJ Mount & bangin’ mount with Michelle), trips to the JCC to work out, bench-pressing, abs workouts, Frosh English class, Scarlet Ibis, Les-Beau Sweetheart, straightening hair sessions at 6 AM, down the shore trips, driving & almost crashing the Sobel power boat, ROUND SSA and PXQ, Water-Ice Factory trips with Kanoff, ALL, BOKAJ, Jibberish-talking partners, swimming in undies at the J. Mr. Martin’s gym class, morning stroll with pivot; Spirit Week dances, getting Lauren involved in Jewish activities (NOTI!). Senior Prom 2000!! (Lauren’s colorful date & Lauren and Marissa = friends for a night), MICHIGAN, D.A.F. and South quad, Megan getting mad at Lauren for no reason, Aaron, convertible top down in 40 degree weather, trick-or-treating with Aaliyah, Redmond’s ultimate yitter, Megan’s party with the KCARC head, Ben sucking Lauren’s fingers, OBANEV, Megan’s first experience at a party (Lauren’s toilet), Schmuckyface, Shitzpah-leave Lauren!, taxi drivers who don’t know English, Franklin Mills shopping, OHPMYN, baking night with Lori, Ivy, Rich and Sam, Lauren having to always make Megan’s art projects, Coat of Arms, Cheerleading Posters, Ricky Martin concerts (jiggling behind that we couldn’t take our eyes off of), BSB concerts, Nelly aka our monthly friend, nating a certain one of Megan’s friends and Megan hating one of Lauren’s friends, South Street-can’t parallel park- and going to our fave stores, Coconut m-lotion, Cheerleading complain sessions, sleepover parties with lots of DPI, solving Lauren’s problems, being twins after Michigan, Plevinsky Beauty Shop...and many many more to come!
Lyndsay, Scott, Liz, & Arion

"Don't want to be an actor pretending on the stage, Don't want to be a writer with my thoughts out on the page, Don't want to be a painter where everyone comes to look, Don't want to be anything when my life's an open book, a dream it's true but ill see it though, I just want to be wasting my time with you".

Little Lonely Boy, Do you have a quarter? The Pros, All I got was a cheeseburger. What is this honey? Liz Welch the science girl, chillin-log, Arion's porch. Phish, I do everything I can to get the title but when they use it on me I reject, Saboors, Beni-Hana's, Champs, NYC, THE BEACH HOUSE, The Elevator, Girlie Squabbles, Chronic Daisy, Pandora's Box, Wawa, COUNTRY CLUB, Yanni, strange-waitress girl who looks like labyrinth, college-tours, Modell Massacre, Narf, outsting, point-system, Anti-Gone, Big Canons, Hersey-kisses, and Roses. Neil Young "Keep on Rocking", Love is Real Not Fade Away", Ben Folds and the ilmo, Disney World, Wynn's nutz, Festival of Gold, Cowafasaurbone, Junior Prom, Sunrise on the beach, Barker Doll, Adam Rubin Saga, Kressloff's, Lost in Schmung, Turkey Sandwich incident, Air Force, Kevin Inackker Experience, the "Underlying Thing". Selling Lyndsay in the park. Singing at Independence Hall, Arion and his big comfy couch. No credit-Arion, Battle of the Bands, PANTS, Easy-Mac, COFFEE, Bestiality man, Stinky Feet, Paul Song, Sarah David Song, Owen, Mad Penguin, Newman's House, Jared's House, JJPsycho Sandwich, JM's children. Falling off the wheelee chair, Bodyguard and Gay, Disdain for Hiess, DMB, Guster, One-Acts, Drummie Circle, Sarah Goldenthal, Ex's, Protests, White Russians, P.Funks, films, Brett's Room. KEVIN SPACEY. Calling Arion's cell outside his house. Ghetto Fair, White-Trash Fair. Swimming in the ocean w/clothes on, Liz running in the water. FEZ, Raj and Raj's mom, Hadukon, finger game, FORGETTING MEMORIES, Nukinfutz, Free Starbucks, backstage at the Biscuits. 76rs Games, I thought snorks were blue...oh smurfs, Springdale Farms, gravity pulls fire down, stuffed dolls at CVS Amherst. Ocean City, Motel, PEANUT BUTTER. "When I eat it makes me happy". Blood Brothers, Rutgers w/Debbie, fireworks in the streets of Philly, Liz in the backseat, cross-country, Pre-pubescent Arion in Speedos. Friendly's, Muskrat incident, Gutbetchahl's driving methods. Swedish Meatball, Paul C's voice message "burn baby burn", Drug Show 01', Godspell obsessions
Holly & Lyndsay

"A true friend is someone who walks in when the rest of the world walks out"

Cheeshead ~ Movies 10~ Showtime Pizzeria~ Dre and Tom~ In and Out~ Hopping theaters~ Halloween~ Downs Farms~ love for Mark~ Galindo for a day~ call pauw~ Merge and 7star~ Andrew Wilson~ Ashland church~ Filament~ PBS bunny~ Can I have one of dem chocolatey looking cookies~ Woodcrest swim club~ Doug's in the stripbar again he's dancing wit no pants on get him out of der!!~ Ben and Doug~ crank calls~ stuffed animal fight~ walking to Vitos~ 8th grade dance~ stalker in OC~ showdown at Echelon Mall~ CVS makeup~ backyard party~ Bones~ football games~ dog chasing Sockel~ trip to NYC~ let's talk ghetto~ Sweet 16's~ the shirt from Urban Outfitters... bad Holly~ Yanni~ Newman's house~ Townbank~ Cape May~ Conshohocken~ "this could be a the reverse sunset"~ Half Baked~ swimming at Joey's~ the walking bay~ the woods in Woodcrest~ does this stuff work?~ Kessler's backyard~ Rich's sisters pool~ the stolen car runaway~ Japanese food and Drexel~ pancakes~ Holly's breakfast at 3am w/Clawdia~ Holly can't sleep~ trips to shore~ Yanni/Jon~ Micah's shore house~ brats on the side of the road~ trip to the lost hayride
MEGAN SOBEL

We are so proud of you!
Keep on giggling!
Lots of Love,

Mom & Dad

Rah, Rah, Ree !!!
Congrats!
Love,

Becky
First day of school pics * sledding @ Woodcrest C.C. * making snow forts * Superbowl parties (Art of Fame) * playing dreidel/fascinated by Xmas tree * M&M * No Doubt, Ricky Martin, BSB, DMB (w/ PK) concerts * PK and the crew * BxQ & PxQ * Sobes breaking her ankle and reenactments * Frosh lax * people thinking we're talking in 3rd person * Sobes got the brains, Reds got the skills * wars against Sobes * mosh pit * jumping to EC * nite in shady church parking lot w/ Lori and Kanoffs * WIF runs * going to our first East hockey game * pinball/ ping pong * American Beauty-*I'm going to throw up now* * B-day dinner at Friday's * fights * Sobes the OHPYN * Friday CD in the 'stang * 'easy' lunch table * crew hooks * sledding and stitches * tanning in backyard * being the 'first' to know about each other * Monday nite bowling * "but mom, Megan's allowed!" * ultimate badminton/ pickle ball to the max * East B-Ball games * Sobes first, last, and ONLY party * Red's party—but mom I was only there for 5 mins! * the 'spot' on Sobes couch * solving Laur's probs * corrupting Brittany * phone call w/ Yaffa * walks to Bret Harte * bus rides to Beck * fighting over shotty in the 'stang *

**OPPOSITES ATTRACT**...

Redmond/Sobel, Rock music/Hippie music, sneakin' out/no sneaking out, one-nite honey/long-term sweetie, corrupter/corrupted, builder/destroyer, absent/"here!". R track/AP track, school spirit?/school SPIRIT!, church/synagogue, falls down knurd/falls down stairs, insomniac/morning person, Axl Rose/Ben Stiller, dated captain of soccer/dated captain of mock trial,"we honor all students"/Honor roll student, smooth talker to the PoPo/PoPo who?, 48/13, pain is pleasure/ouch!, medicated happy/naturally happy, front seat/leather couch, Hall of Shame/Hall of Fame
Brittany and Lauren


- We Love the Magic Potion
- GOD FORBID
- Talking About Fantasies
- Britt Running Away From the Bee
- Boy Suggestions
- Britt's Hair Stuck in the Backpack
- Pretending to Cut Lauren's Hair
- Pink Eye-Britt, the Disease Girl
- Lunch Table Freshman Year
- M&M Food Fight
- Flower Power
- Brittany's Initials BJM
- BSB
- Boys vs. *NSYNC
- *NSYNC Concerts
- Lauren's Famous Cough (Watch Out)
- Britt with 2 T's
- LB Squared
- Crystal Sisters
- Halloween-Britney Spears & Christina Aguilera
- Have a Sexy Birthday
- 8th Period Biology
- Younger Boys
- Dr. Love
- Recording Songs on Lauren's Computer
- "Do You Know the Meaning of Old?"
- Sixers Games
- Freshman Year Classes
- 16! 16! 16! Britt's Short Boyfriend
- Lauren's Obsession With Skinny Boy
- And Many, Many More to Come...
Ken Corso,
You're a wonderful person, son and brother. No matter what your future brings, we know you'll make us proud.
Love, Mom, Dad, Gus and Dan

Dear Lauren
You are our shining star!
We have never been so proud of you.
Congratulations on all you have accomplished.
We Love You So Much,
Mom, Dad and Brett

Seth & Cole: Bucket-Head & Doodie-Man
Dearest Jennifer...

Your beauty and kindness shine through from inside to out... we are so very proud of you and all that you have achieved...

Mazel Tov on your graduation from Cherry Hill East...

We love you and wish you good health, good fortune & much happiness!

All our love,

Grandma Belle
+
Grandpa Murray

P.S. You've come a long way baby!

LINDA, LAKSHMI, AND NANDINI

Algebra class w/ Mrs Nic~Bra sizes~Patti!~TaeBo~Copperfield's~Bowling~Calc class~Nandini's Sweet Sixteen~Tyrese~Stat class~Linda's surprise party~Parents~Ms. Brahms~Russell Crowe~Lunch tables~Going to the library with Andy~Vin Diesel!~"What if we wait all that time for it, and then it's like, oh that's it?"~

I'd like to be the sort of friend that you have been to me,
I'd like to be the help that you've been always glad to be,
I'd like to mean as much to you each minute of the day,
As you have meant to me along the way
Jennifer Kayla Adler

"A dream is a wish your heart makes..."

"You have worked and dreamed so hard and for so long..."

"We know in our hearts that all of your wishes will come true... all of them."

"Remember... there are moments you wait for and dream of all your life..."

"Welcome, our sweet Jennifer, to one of those moments."

"We all love you so very much and we are so proud."

"All our love,"

"Dad, Mom, Jon and Marissa"
Jenny Lauren Marcy • Rachel

• The Funnest Day on the Beach • Maloney's • "Where's My Sleeve, Stewy?" • Biterness • Stallion, Jake, Raaj • "You Are My Chicken • Business/Boom • Old Leather Shoe • Darrell/Does Eat • Sure Are a Needle in a Huge Stack of Hay • SPINNING • Jenny's Driving the Tree • The Indian • Secrets in the Ocean • Reeb. Fb. Ms. Coach, Gucci. Married, Sara, Tony • A Whole New World • G-3 & G-4 • Ryan Loves Jenny • Two Hands • The Twins • Babs. Ryder, Cheekers & Bernie • Robot Problems • Warwick-Hourly Rules • Lifeguard Boat • the Nastar • Jason's House • "He is mine • Kings Categories • Lockdown in Kevin's Basement • The Warroom • Beach Walks • Memoirs • Jenny's House • Fran's Comedy Show (Michael, "I Thought You Meant Tupperware", etc.) • The Ape "Take Me Home" • Stevie's Friend-Ed • The Surf • Double Love • Jenny's Backward • For the Fell • CRUDIO, SEXTY, COOL • "Mom, Remember Those Things" When When When Jordan • Simulating • Jeremy's Story • Glimp "First, I'll Give It To Him..." • VCBP Gear • One Minute Man • Loud Rachel • Cam • Paul's Crew • Oohh Jennifer • Ryan Jennifer • Cleaning the Bathroom • Your Problem • Lauren's Cruelty • Lauren's Emotions • Volleyball Boy • Wednesday's @ Marcy's • The Language • Gibberish • Paco the Taco • the Introvert • Dome Pieces • Philly (All American C.S.I) • Kevin's Brothers • "Let's Check on Kevin, Walt...Who Am I Talking To?" • "You're Like The Cutest Girl Here," • I'm Dreaming of a Boy • The South Street Search • Jenny's Rugburn • Envirol Studies • The Freaks • Gunzol C.Bomba • Lauren Got Bruised
* Lauren and Rachel *

"Yesterday marked the beginning and tomorrow marks the end, and somewhere in the middle, we became the best of friends."

Bending Your Pinky * Band-Aid Sisters * Pinky & the Bimbo * 
Sponge Bob * Stinky * Get A Life * Calendar * Tennis * Sneaking Out * Original Freaks * Half Brains * NSYNC Concerts * Pokey * 
Blockhead * Hand In The Toilet * Sharing Gym Lockers * Jackie's Hole 
in the Butt * Gay Pirates * Lifeguards 1-10 * The 98 Degrees Guy * 
Rachel's Shows * Computer Dances * Recording Songs * The Wicker Chair 
* Lauren Locked In The Bathroom * The Cartoon Character * On The Screen 
at the Sixers * "It's Been Like Forever" in The Paper * Flyer * Calamari (Rice Pudding) * Daddy...Daddy...ehh! * Stones * "You Looked Really Cute Today" 
* Winnie the Pooh * Lohikan '98 * Locked Out * Riding in a Tow Truck * 
Constipation * "It's OK if Rachel Doesn't Come Back, Cause I Get Her Bed" * 
Leopard Pajamas * "Let's Wait 'Til Halftime" * Eating Lauren's Lipstick * OH BABY * Crying in the Bathroom * Walking Alone * Moms Know All * Mr. Young 
Young Youngs * Science Folder * Will You Marry Me? * Hand Notes * 
Tasteatations * Adidas Outfit * Clueless Expressions * Lauren Failing at the 
JCC Pool * Summer Goals * Goal of a Lifetime * Devil Woman * Angie & Devon 
* Teaching Each Other * The Evil Club * Alfredo * Loranzos * Melech * Israel * 
* Playing Barbies * Lauren's 1st Experience at the Bennett's * Mothers Helpers 
'99 * Beautiful Fake Nails * Making Rachel Do Everything *

* And So Many More to Come...*

* Best Friends Forever *
Michael

Kindy**pudgeball** doofus meet**little people**dallas only eats cherrios
Ketchup brus**pee wee soccer**Mrs Peirce's class**taking turns w/chicks in elementary
Daily beat downs**wars in the basement**forts**playground rumbles**dallared**sharp hockey**fx nose
Dallas parties**coach dexter** green dunkin donuts**smoke curve goes yonder**just a ride around the block
Clover**open pantry walks**spring break 99**sky trips**fresh dance**carnation after party**no deuce
East soccer 98**vehicular**WV Univ**golf**the basement**rasner shore house**Clapton's(Reed's 1st)
CSN at Holmdel**Barbados**soccer in giant stadium**Disneyworld**Germany**Ragga in Germany
Alstadtfest**liter to head**broken pool sticks**new years**rasner's 16 b day
Sam

We really can’t believe how fast these four years have gone by. We are so very proud of you. As Sarah McLachlan would say... “Your love is better than ice cream”.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, & Scott

Bennett Sisters

“Having a sister is like having a best friend you can’t get rid of. You know whatever you do, they’ll always be there”

We Love you!
To our dear Christopher:

We can't believe how much time has past,
We wish it all would forever last.
But now we have to let you grow,
Into the young man that we all know,
You brought us joy, triumph and hope,
Your struggle for success was like a long rope,
We wish that you may always be,
Humble, kind and live with prosperity.

With love,
Mom, Dad, Alex & Christina

♥ Jillian ♥ Meredith ♥ Michelle ♥

♥ S/I ♥ dirty shovels ♥ aol people ♥ child molester vans ♥ hair cuts at rich's ♥ stalking (under the seat) ♥ usage ♥ dunkin donuts ♥ our friend evan ♥ Mic E D's ♥ making cd's ♥ michelle's closet ♥ tv parties ♥ sundaes ♥ rabs ♥ the roommates ♥ the two w's ♥ billy elliot ♥ adam's ♥ cheese stores ♥ apples ♥ cool guys at michelle's apartment ♥ vito's ♥ burning jilly's butt ♥ fork ♥ pepsi ♥ sumo ♥ special car rides ♥ swimming coaches ♥ israel ♥ ian w. deserves it ♥ panties in the sink ♥ socks on...♥ finger-lickin good ♥ vamos a la playa ♥ regulators ♥ where the b? ♥ rich ♥ brenda/brendan ♥ snowmen ♥ landing strip ♥ surgi ♥ tofurkey ♥ grilled cheese x 3 + aujou ♥ squishing jilly's head ♥
Dear Matt,
Here's to all the sunshine you have brought into our lives. May you travel through life with enough love in your heart and joy in your soul. Follow your dreams and remember you are loved beyond words.
Always,
Mom, Dad and Jared
CONGRATULATIONS

DAN

YOU'RE THE BEST!
KEEP LAUGHING & BEING YOURSELF.
WE ARE PROUD OF YOU.
MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE!

LOVE,
MOM
DAD
&
ALEX
Annette & Natalie

Annette,

I know that even though we've had our tough times, we've stuck together throughout them all. When you're in college, you'll know I'll be missing you. You are my sister and my best friend. Love ya lots,

Nat

Florida 99 (Flaarida) – you're such a blonde—mommy mommy mommy—seriously—yellow lights—where are my glasses?—do you speak catanese?—how do you say that in Armenian?—I don't get it—Mannie panenje—teex moe and sunny—sleep talker—what should I wear?—London 99—cream soda—Mr. Piib 19 BH—shoo shoo—Peeeeness—toecheese—Miss Chickybum—Miss Congeniality— I have a question...Here's the thing—Why am I the object of your ridicule?—Angel and Richard Simmons—That is so see through—I'd hate to be a clothes rack—zachremar!—Cali 00—OMG this letter doesn't have a return address...should I call the police?—salsa dancing—palm trees—Are you overwhelmed?—Give me a dollar and I'll pay you back—Mona Lisa—Shaka Zulu—OMG do you know who you look like?—Looking for an ice cream parlor on a hill at 2:00 am—NKOTB—Ooooo yeal!—accents—New Jersey Mints—You drive like a maniac—Shmants—cushny—Mushnik—convertible—Maria Maria—You're so abnormal—Argilay—Jon's belly dancing snaps—Tomers—Why do I always end up in the pool with my clothes on?—Eyal's song—Dance in the mirror—I was like what she was like huh and I was like uh uh—listen...I'm listening!—stinky breath—yo mama—Israel 01.

Rachel,

It has been a long and wonderful journey from an airport on the other side of the world until today. In between, there have been homework, headaches and more hours driving you to dance than anyone can imagine but, more than anything, there has been the pleasure of watching you become who you are today.

Congratulations, Little One, on your graduation from high school and on preparing to start off on another journey.

We love you!

Mom, Dad and, of course, your bro', Isaac
Kristin, Amanda, & Lauren
The Three of us forever...
MIKE & KRISTIN

2nd grade—math class—"On top of spaghetti—holding hands was a big deal—4th grade relationships—postponed bike ride date cause of big dad—Sean’s parties—1st hook—delayed friendship 7th & 8th grade—9th grade tried again—homecoming—Mike's cotillion after party—secrets never told—the Reed's my second family—Spudley—shadyness—Christina's sweet 16 (great time)—sleepovers—New Year's—"Why is my seat back so far?"—Amanda bet—make-up night—saving my boyfriend—Friendly's—Germany conversation—gas station stalker—little sister—Kristin's defense attorney—Dana's premonition "you guys will get married"—If you have a best friend and her name is Kristin then you must be Mike!

"Our boyfriend's and girlfriend's will come and go but our friendship will forever remain"

Mike: I love you, I couldn’t imagine a better best friend. You have taught me so many ideals and morals that in my lifetime I will never forget.
Kristin: Thank you for always being there. Friendship means the world to me and as we part I hope our friendship grows stronger.

RYAN AND KRISTIN

8th grade** Mike Lefkowitz and Ashley Gunther** the hole in Kristin's driveway** Gabby's house** the Wellner fight** Andrew Thompson's trampoline** Kristin's outrage (there go the bikes)** pizza night** Ryan's wake-up call (Kristin did what?!)** Stockton Fire track** rainshow on Buxton** junior year same schedule** everyday fight** Leigh Anna** Nehring** Ryan's basement** pool** head games** favorite jeans** Ryan talking ish** Ry what are you looking at?** Reilly drivebys** shirt-off** the walk around Wexford** Chelsea** Silver** field hockey games** PROM** Mrs. Reilly, Megan, Kristin vs. Ryan** the piece you call a car** blow pops** Ry your closet has more clothes in it than mine** fights, fights, and more fights** unfinished birthday card** camping trips (I wanted to go!)** shower** riding lessons** passing out** crying** Who Cares More?**

THROUGH IT ALL SOMEHOW WE REMAINED FRIENDS

To Ryan:
You know me inside and out. You can read my mind, finish my sentences, and find out anything I say about you in seconds. You’re always there for me whether I need someone to yell at, a shoulder to cry on, or just someone to make me laugh. You are truly a best friend. I know at times I don’t give you the credit you deserve but you know... It’s all part of the head games. Honestly Ry, I love you with all my heart and I don’t know what I’d do without you. Although to the world we aren’t together, in my eyes we never broke up. Good luck in the future and forever keep in touch.

~Kristin~

To Kristin:
What a crazy couple of years this has been. We have quite a history, going back many years, that all started with the infamous driveway. A lot has happened since then, and I cannot imagine all the experiences we have had together and all the ways I have to know you. We are fortunate to have remained close, in the closest of friends, and I know I am not alone when I say I am thankful for the memories we have and hopeful for the ones that will come. Good luck.
Ryan

347
Je te Connais Comme Ma Poche!

Aquarius February 10, 1984 Running like a 5yr old Rachel’s 3 Wishes
Sarah’s wonderful driving skills... Our “little” problem I know!
Rachel’s etiquette Crazy Ideas Harry Potter!!! Space shoes
I’m not talking to you if you speak French. Nous sommes Rachel!
Boys don’t like me cause I look like a 12yr old Sarah! Who am I?

Driving over at 9 to pick out Rachel’s outfit Halloween

You do not know how to hold an umbrella!
My mother didn’t raise a stupid genie!
Would you like a little wine to go with that cheese?

Rachel’s Fashion Chart (or the note cards)
July 4th Le Palm ... - Rachel, it’s a steak house!
Pop - Stars I don’t look at people when I walk...
J - Lo Paris - and all our “Friends” Thanks. Peace, Bye!
I knew you were going to say that! Your eyes are doing it!

- Every time you’re near baby
I get kinda crazy in my head for you
And I don’t know what to do... I think I’m in love with you
- Can’t make you love me
I’m just a girl with a crush on you
- I’ve seen enough, now this must come to an end
Get another boyfriend
- I know I should tell you how I feel!
I hope you feel the way that I do
I get a rush
When I’m with you
Ooh, I’ve got a crush on you
And you say exactly how you feel about her
And I wonder, could you ever think of me that way

Our stalkers Rock Star
Let’s go to college in Canada!
Look, I’m a princess!

I think I’m dying...
Where’s my ...

The Tenors
Brigid stories
Rachel’s Boys
Pink vs. Purple

Rachel can’t sit still...
The Sebastien Color
Puppy sounds

Our Boy Talks
Pop Quiz!
L’aspirateur
Rachel’s clothes

- I’m a genie in a bottle baby
You Gotta rub me the right way honey
I’m a genie in a bottle baby
Come, come, come and let me out
- Hey Boy don’t you know, I’ve got something going on.
I know you know...
All I want is you
- Today I saw a boy
And I wondered if he noticed me
He took my breath away
I can’t get him off my mind
Should I tell him how I feel!
Or would that scare him away
- All you people look at me like I’m a little girl.
Well I’m just tryin’ to find out why cause dancing’s what I love
But I feel like talking, feel like dancing when I see this guy
- I love Rock ‘N Roll
So put another dime in the jukebox, Baby
"There are places I remember
All my life, though some have changed,
Some forever, not for better,
Some have gone and some remain.
All these places had their moments...
But of all these friends and lovers,
There is no one compared with you."
- The Beatles

"Don’t go for second best, baby."
- Jessica Simpson

"There is no one compared with you."
- The Beatles

"Okay, back to me now.
"Pop Stars"

"All you people...look at me... like I’m a little girl."

"The Ebola Friend...It’s Okay (w accent)"

"The Beatles...It’s Okay (w accent)"

Music Dept.
Lola

"Older" Men

"Pop Stars"

Okay, back to me now.
"Pop Stars"

All you people...look at me... like I’m a little girl.

"There are places I remember
All my life, though some have changed,
Some forever, not for better,
Some have gone and some remain.
All these places had their moments...
But of all these friends and lovers,
There is no one compared with you."
- The Beatles

"Okay, back to me now.
"Pop Stars"

All you people...look at me... like I’m a little girl.

"The Ebola Friend...It’s Okay (w accent)"

"The Beatles...It’s Okay (w accent)"

Music Dept.
Lola

"Older" Men

"Pop Stars"

Okay, back to me now.
"Pop Stars"

All you people...look at me... like I’m a little girl.
Marisa Nicole

When we count our blessings, we count you twice...

Love Always,
Mom, Dad and Christina
Marisa and Holly

If it frightens you to look ahead and hurts you to look back, look beside you and I'll be there.

*It all started the first day of 8th grade in the LGR...moo cows* Dougie rides a bicycle*
Wollawump* popcorn races* goldfish theater* doing makeovers* Contempo* AMC Marion* Fear
and Loathing* I have to go to the bathroom...come with me* Norm the gnome* art class* gum in
Marisa's hair* mummy butt* pizzera* cheesehead* the singing toilet heads* walks to McDonalds*
Mrs. Jackson and little tank tops* Marisa hates bowling* 8th grade dance and the hotdog truck* Das
jet nicht sehe gut!* chasing Shawn and Justin* Freshman dance and Shawn's pimp-mobile* meersh.*
Lyndsay's house* 9th grade Halloween* pillow fights* sitting on Marisa's pillow* basketball
cheerleading* Mr. East* 40% off* oreo man* the stupid loser* Holly's sweet 16* sophomore cotillion
and the missing link* Ocean City* Six Flags and Clementon Park* Let's be lifeguards* toast* pigging
out* can I have one of dem chocolatey lookin cookies* philosophical talks* stupid fat girlfriends*
Gnomes and Stand by Me* Parker's woods* little brat night* am I pretty like Holly now?* New
Year's sleepovers* watching cartoons* Center City shopping* Orin's party* taking walks* going to
the park* late night swims at Holly's pool* W* Guess what? I like someone's telephone
quizzes*pooping* Target* getting stuck in White House dresses* And many more memories to
come...

Promise you won't forget me, because if I thought you would, I wouldn't leave.
Marisa,
You are truly my sister. Near or far you'll always be my best friend &
close to my heart! Throughout my life you have always been there, I
couldn't make it through life without you. You're my other half... You
walk in when the rest of the world is walking out... you're irreplaceable.
~*NOTHING EVER* will change that~ BFF since I was born and for
eternity!... good luck in all u do. I know you are gonna be rich n famous
1 day, and I'll be your makeup artist. Luv ya much... come to college in
NYC...

xoxo  Amy <3

*Marisa and Amy- Cousins at birth,
sisters at heart, best friends forever.*

To Matt – my best friend and older brother,
I don't know what it will be like to not have you at home.
You were always there to help me with everything!!!!!!
Who will cover your back on the ice?? I'm just a phone call
away. Good luck in college.*I love you, Matt.
Love,
Moose
Casey,

As you go out into the world on your own, you'll leave some things behind. Just don't leave behind your smile, laughter, and loyalty to what you believe. These three qualities that you possess have won the hearts of many—especially mine! Follow your dreams, work hard, and never forget how much you are loved. Good luck in your future!!!!

Love always and forever,

Mom
Ice hockey games • Field hockey games • trips to the shore, Colorado, camelback, & Canada • freshman dance • sophomore cotillion • junior prom • phone cards • emails • all-night phone calls • crying on the corner • fights • break-up, get back together, break up, get back together • Doris drive • 25 min. showers • sunburn • the “lost” ring • schedule changes • pookster • CuRiOuS GeOrGe • Hello Kitty • Sunday dinners • Peddlers village • hockey camps • Vito’s • Hour & ½ notice • Nick’s • Lorenzo’s • real eyelashes • Library • Can I get a grizz? • Outback • Flyers games • Benihanas • Stapled $50, Rich • Crossbar, BiNk, Goal!!!, JJ • Shady River • waterfront • bubba mac’s • Ocean city • Cape May • Chauncey • fishing • straight or curly? • chapultepec park • chipmunk • Christmas • Does it have mayo in it? • Is that all u got? • the chair • It’s a joke, smoke. • silver dollars • Bates motel, haunted maze, hayride • evil ferbies & clowns • getting carried out of the maze • linvilla • 52 • 32 • RIP # 44 • Aries & Gemini • HoT!!! • BMW • the circus • DMB concerts

To Matt: Not only are you my best friend, but you are my 1st true love. Over the years we’ve had our ups & downs, I will always treasure the memories we have shared. And remember I’ll love you always.

To Casey: You have always been there for me, no matter what. You are my best friend and my love. I will always love you and you will always have my heart, forever.
LL COOL J* Long Beach Island* NYC At Katie’s Sis*
Pickle thieves* The Apartment* The Monkeys* Soph
Cottillion* Cherokee Sr. Prom* South Street* The Big
"C"* New World* Jun’s Hotel Party* Zack* Delaware
Ave* Road Trips To Atlantic City* Acura Integra Type R*
Honda Prelude* The Infamous "Dim Sum"* Buffalo
Wings and Mozzarella Sticks* Joanne’s Cubicle* The
Food Court* The CAVE* Our 12 Part time Jobs* BBQs at
Young’s House* "QS"* Our Helen Melon* Oh My god!
Joanne ran away!-Debbie* "Do you looooove Him~!"* 
AMC Photo Booths* "I’m sorry, we can not process your 
cheek"-Foot Locker* "Hello, Welcome to Commerce"- 
Jun* Pentang* Green Limo* "Eww He Smells!"*
Korean Link* Jdoll212 Baby Bubblez* B.U.G.R.K.*
"We Can Always Make This A 4 Day Week"* J
Day!* Dunkin Donuts Parking Lot* Olga’s Diner*

OUR HELEN"

"MILD..."

"IF YOU WERE REALLY FINE"
Hubba and String bean—"I had a crush on you." "Hadn't"—The Bet—Counting Crows and Live-Battle Wounds—Torturing Nikki—Wrestling—Grilled cheese—Partying in Delaware—One month dinner—Nights at Kaninsky's with pimp daddy—Teaming up against Rob with mommy—Glass bottles—Breaking through—Oh Sh*t—Garbage—truck runways—Second chance—Levin to Levin “I wanted to kiss you but then you hit me.” Made from the best stuff on earth—Taking tests—Hitting Sarah's car—Drives to camp—Spearshur—Marcy's house—The Strong vs The Stubborn—Dinner at the Levin's—Setting the alarm—The basement—The Pub light—Joaking Lindsey—Poking En-Vita's—Shorts—Gross out—Wide eyed—Pokey and Shnookums—Lotion it up—Jugs and sexy body—Prickle tickles—Weird stuff—Mouth full of hair—Rob's lectures—Tempest tantrums—(Erica + Rob)pool—Broken cell phone—Rug burn—Pinball gambling.

Erica—"You may think you won the bet, but I'm the real winner because I got you. I've been thankful ever since. No one could make me as happy as you do. I've come to know that a kiss from you is the most fulfilling experience I ever want to know and I hope my fortune is lucky enough for that experience to never stop occurring. Your beauty goes far deeper than the eye can see. Despite the fact that I'm much stronger and a better wrestler, I love you still for your extraordinary humor, unparalleled beauty, and affectionate nature. I love you."—Hubba

Robbie—"If it's possible that there's someone made for only the purpose to complete me, I know you're that person. You've accepted my eccentricities and found a way to enjoy them. Even with your little quirks, to me you are perfection. Your intelligence constantly intrigues me and your amazing heart lights up the lives of all your friends and family. As my best friend, you completed with honesty, trust, and sincerity, and as my boyfriend, you're full of love. I'm proud of all you've accomplished in your four years at East. Although you have years of new experiences and new people coming up, I still love you now and would be lucky if you allow me to love you then. I love you."—String Bean
Nicholas (Nicky),
Despite all our differences,
we've almost seen eye to eye.
We've both had our rights,
not to mention our wrongs.
You've been my best friend,
Stuck by my side through it all.
I know you'll be there till the end.
No matter where you are,
And for that I love you.
Best of luck in college and always!
Love your lil sis,
Amy (Amy-Wamy)

Rachelle and Lakshmi

A friend understands even when your thoughts aren't
fitting into words.

Wahoos, Karen, Bruce, Wahoo cliques, pie-ing the coaches, escaping from
Wahoos!, Santa Claus J.C., swimming gossip, "Where does all that money go?", he's related to Jeff??, English classes, Rocchino 4 essay weekend, "SHMI, what
did u do with the puffy paint?!", senior day with Shep + G, projects, vocab,
procrastination, "I have obsessive compulsive disorder in talking", Pride and
Prejudice, Darcy, Bridget Jones's Diary, arguing, "Oh yes, oh great", E-Club 5,
stalkers, 4th period lunch with Robbie, Todd's observations, all-nighters
Election Day at Vito's — "vegetable soup" — frogs — "R"aisins — groan injuries — Ed and Fake Ed — Ed Jr. and Pedro — Dan's invisible dog — Don't you want "a jacket like that" — going to Canada in a big truck — trucks that look like dogs — getting trampled by horses — our joyride through Chanticler — the abandoned baby at the mall — Decker — three devils in a box — blanket boy — our angel — smellies in the closet — Cranberry Drive, Lane, Street, Run, etc — the windpipe — the Bacon dance — the seizure — "keep digging" — Bacon wuz here — Equipment failure — they let all the convicts out on New Years Eve — cheering for Spacehog — Bacon's trance and his four toes — Coach Fritz — hungry gophers — hockey games — stalkers — foreign accents during our history presentations — Patch Adams and his secret night club — the subway — "I fed N'Sync" — "It's fun to score goals but its not funny when you lose" — windos — "I'm kidding not" — fishermen — Fiebel — The Big Parade — "ginger ale" — bagels — cowboy hats — blue sponges — wildlife preservation raincoat — gray shirt guy — taxi cabs — painting in unventilated areas — "worn out from overuse" — fake Ed's yellow pants — "certainly, for sure" — "I'm pretty happy" — Todd has no teeth — wawa coffee with strange side effects — "I am Jack's ruptured bile duct" — soul patch — trash bag man — sewage water in history — buffer machine — many events we don't remember

Linda and Jane

3:14 and funky socks*Computer Guy's "buggin" computer*They let them*out on New Years* Spammi & Kermit*the Matt Damon twins* Adam's yacht @ 3:00*people falling out of lofts*our road trip to MD*jokey*George of the Jungle*Powderpuff*busgirls*stalkers*Ed, Fake Ed and his 1 book*Cookie Dinosaur* driving to school*red lights and stop signs* balloons*CHEETOH?*French*superchoutte* candy 8" period*broken feet*Muscles and his hair*Lapster, Swister, & Poguester* Pedro/Pablo*fake coughs and lost voices*Ghetto* scrabble*funky clothes @ the mall*pretending no one knows Linda*Bacon wuz here*Hi guy getting run over by the trash can*lucky newts* "Keep digging***crazy bus driver*temporary insanity (8" period)*equipment failure*Shut Down!
Y is for your youthfulness, spirit and zest.

O is for an outstanding kid, the absolute best!

N is for your never-ending smile, laughter and joy.

I is for your being an interesting, loveable boy!

Good luck!
With lots of love,
Mom, Dad and Dan
~Kristen and Cheryl~

Pauls House ~ trips in BMW ~ drive byes ~
Quarters ~ Atco parties ~ Wendys ~ Demarco's
House ~ getting followed on South St ~
Spin it like a helicopter ~ hockey games ~
Dannys basement ~ Halloween 01' ~ Does Eric
Live here? ~ Club wawa ~ cracker ~ 4th period ~
Haunted house ~
~ rockin out ~
Cleptos ~ excuse me your sitting at my table! ~
Squeaking shoe ~ Eastern high school ~ "its him" ~
Biker on evesham ~ cops ~ screaming at peeps ~
Woods ~ Senior prom 02 ~ spring break ~
Talking like snobs ~ bathroom breaks ~ "take the
Keys out of the car" ~ point of woods ~ A.J's House ~
Lunch table lists ~ running into a wheelchair ~ Flow ~
Sherwoods house ~ Wilsons house ~ Katys dog ~
Football games ~ free pie ~ sleepovers ~ the shower ~
Secret stash ~ drawing on joe ~ 7th gym ~ Traitz house
Drews house ~ Shane ~ I hate guys ~ flashing cars ~
Mobile ~ driving around ~ bootilicious ~ I taste just like
Candy ~ hula hoop ~ oh wood ~ friends 4 ever.....
Memories to share for a lifetime!

Cheryl ~
these 4 years have been crazy! I love you soo much
FFL ~

~~~~~~~~Kristen Renie

~*Cheryl and Sam*~

License plate ~ Pnuts House ~ Hartungs car ~ Lupows
House ~ Loews Frat ~ Main Street ~ Double Date ~
Papihs Party ~ "Tooth on my chip" ~ Gabbays House ~
"Tony" ~ Santigos Graduation/Maggies House ~ Rollin
~ DellaQuillas Parties ~ Country Walk ~ Stars ~ Atco ~
Demarco's House ~ Karos Basement ~ Hotub ~ Drews
House ~ Hockey ~ Running from Gunthers to Fauchers
At 8AM ~ Jay and Lukes apartment ~ Garden hose ~ Palmas
House ~ Concerts ~ 4th of July 01' ~ Whitmens House ~
Bowling Alley ~ Barnes Mustang ~ Joyrides ~ Party
when in Puerto Rico ~ Ron, JJ, and Jake in the backseat ~
Wood/Davis ~ Did he look? ~ Vennessas Party ~ Motels
~ Skate Zone ~ Sneaking Dieva in the house ~ Foley's
House ~ Junior Prom after party ~ Bopit ~ New York ~
Ettingers House ~ Curb Parties ~ Drive Byes ~ Pong ~
Maple Shade/West side Parties ~ Flying Box ~
Super bowl ~ Sals House ~ Rowan College ~ Dievas
House ~ "Woody, Wood, Wood" ~ Halloween 01' ~
Late night at Pnuts ~ Senior Prom 02 ~ Soph boys ~
Spin it like a helicopter ~ Welde swerving ~
More and more too come!

I love you
BFF ~ always Cheryl Lynn

you'll always be my girlie ~

BFF always Cheryl Lynn
*~*SAM and GREG*~*

Irish Fest * Pete's house * Coffee * The diner * Band practice * Joe * My driveway * Andrew * Williamstown * Stories * Breakfast * My house * Cheryl's house * Lates to school * Concerts * Driving around * WaWa * CVS * Your bird * Washing your car * Starbucks * My guys-your girls * You ate ice cream? * CCC * lack of sleep * Yes...I fell down a flight of stairs * Getting kicked out * Lack of money * Haunted Houses * Getting thrown in your pool! * Carmel Creams * Driving your car(the trashcans) * Being M.I.A. * Venting * Scrounging for change * My mom * Your yearbook * "She hurts my neck!" * Stealing your car * "Can I have your keys?" * "Cause baby I'm a thug" * The vacuum in your pool * Car ride home from Philly * Attractive * One of the guys * Walking into my house * "There's a hole in the building" * Spraying air in my face * You trying to sing * I'm Bored * Road Trip 2002 * watching movies * Your essay * The "crew" * The monkey face * Random comments * Chili Peppers OBSESSION * Freaking out * "Do you want fries with that?" * I'm confused * "I have to use the bathroom....NOW" * "In a nut shell * October 30, 2001 * Cha * My trig project( the snowman) * "And how old are we?" * FIRE * My toys..."I get to play" * New Found Glory/Less than Jake * The CVS bathroom * I still don't know my LEFT from my RIGHT * Smile and noot...I mean nod *
As you graduate high school
we wonder where the years
have gone. You have brought
us joy and sunshine since the
day you were born and we
are proud of all your
accomplishments. Our wish
for you is a future filled with
happiness and success.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Sisters Always

Best Friends Forever

Congratulations on your
graduation!

Love,
Stephanie

Polly and Ally

"A True Friendship Can Weather Any Storm"

Meeting at the Kramers* Swim club* Swim team* Ballet
girl-what a wacko* "Let's play dress up"* Barbies
anyone* Flinstones* Going down the shore* Seaweed and
gobstopplers* The "incident"* C.I.T year* "You
guuuus"* History walks* I'm funny girl* I'll beat you
up* Online chats* Cotillion issues* 7th Heaven* "Sorry
miss jackson... whooo"* swallowing the glowstick*
Everyone needs a bosom for a pillow* Frez issues* Love
letters* Forking* Run in the corner* New years eve
party* Loosing Polly* Titanic window* Cell phones*
"Let me out!!"* Officer I've been... * Do you like scary
movies??* Inferiority complex* Birthday book* Dr.
Peikin* Dave concert* "Wait what's your name??* How
did you remember??* Elections... re-elections* BBYO*
N'siah's together* Gavel* Power nan-di-nine* Leah-our
support* Decent you idiots!* I value your opinion* Pep
talks* Count on me* Garth brooks* Barbie girl* "But I
like Josh"* 2am movie night* Summer lovin'* Camp car
rides* The "immaturity"* Ewwww it smells!!* Beowulf
study sessions* College troubles* "Life is not tried it is
merely survived when you are standing outside the fire*
Mike & Alex

October 30th, 1999, Back that @$ up, The Ash's, the corner, DL, shotgun, saved convos, beating your @$, tennis outfit, Tuesdays, Thursdays and alternating Fridays, basement, rosy cheeks, polka dots, Tarzan, New Year's 2000, sleepovers, Lambertis, stomach aches, kissing, 5 months, How much do you love me-This Much, "I liked you first", "I love you more, point!, Bvlgari, Longwood Gardens, ride around the coladas, Mike vs. Erica, garage trips, kidnapping, late night talks, Visiting Day, October 13th, 2000, summer field suits, chile's dinner kiss to vomit, playing hooky together, July 4, 2001, the Shore, 1st haircut, "Where's the dust", awake?, breakfast, roller blading, working together, bug out Alex, that was a red light again, willowdale park, scouted, "All I see is her skinny feet", babysitting, grilled cheese, butt buddies,

To my best friend-
the last 2 years have
been the most incredible years. You've made me the happiest girl. I'm going to miss you so much.
Good Luck next year.
I know you'll be successful in what ever you choose to do. I'll always be there for you.
I love you always and forever.
Alex

To my other half-
you came in to my life as just a person, I knew now you as some one I love more then anything in the world. These last 2 year have been the best two years of my life I will miss the time that we got to spend with one another in school. I will always love you forever.
Mike
Mexican lover, the blue pigeon, gonzo, Italian Stallian, Sicilian Stud, Big Bird, Irishman, BlueJay, Jaybird, "turn off the lights, I have a good game", "Woops, not the right game", random trips to the grocery store, junior prom in the cool room, rooftop hiding spot, pool table, "when are you gonna get a TV down here?", the closet, incest, video games in Dre's basement, school parties, six flags after prom, smuggling through leather, everything happened in Jess's basement, Jess & Jay, spin the Coke bottle, Jay's yits, 4-footers, D's house, card games, sleepovers, "caught ya", wandering around sharp, grubbing at Jays, car trips, Houck's Trampoline, adopted Jess, lost loves, random hooks, lots of apple juice, somebody stop Paul, Paul and Jack, yellow pages, Paul's house, "where's the case?", ski trips, backyard door, golf course, Horace Mann, playground fun, the Lauer family, wood chuck, Natty, bush, "Where's the captain?" 118, 120, 124, 126, 1918, old green bottle, Get away driver Dre, "33", Stuagss, number thirty two, 7-11, bag of WTF, don't forget the Buffalo, ding dong ditch, Mr. Mundy, "Ckshh... STOP!!!", Cops! Let Dre talk to them (park), Richards crow bar shot, the bird in the pizza, "scuff" marks on Jay's wall, the Indian cooler, 3lb weight vs. Eclipse
Jess & Holly

"Best Friends are impossible to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget."

shore of! ~Country Club Diner~ "we're in the bubble" ~ Old men~ random nights that never ended~ Cajon's house~ "You did! I did too! Well I saw you!" ~ Paul: The Infamous Jacket~ stupid bum~ lifeguards~ walking to Wawa (in the sand)~ beach parties~ Nights on the boardwalk~ weird guys from where? ~ Texas~ uh~ ok~ spin the coke bottle~ Mercenaries~ Monkeyman on the boards~ Umbrella hats~ lets play chicken~ DJ's~ Cajon~ Bonfire in Parker's Woods~ Holly's someone~ Jess's sleepovers~ "I saw you!" ~ Shady Bz~ "The cool room" ~ Woody~ "I never hooked up with him" ~ Rob's pool~ Swimming in our bottoms ~ Our little brats ~ Yanni and Charlie ~ Yanni's deer ~ Charlie ...where are we? ~ the evil penguin ~ Club Manti~ diaper pins~ Reference, a magical store ~ "Scott...we want s'mores..." ~ the nature supermarket with low fat everything and no graham crackers~ Rob's bonfire~ Holly's sleep dancing, "hey someone pushed me!" ~ Holly's lost in Camden~ party at Lauer's~ late nights with Eitt~ Natedog to the rescue~ "I love Brett" (for the night)~ Bubba Mac Band ~ "lets dance" ~ the evil curly-haired man ~ can't get served~ I hate Josh~ Party at Ori's~ Xavier~ Rice Krispy treats~ Jay's cake~ U of D~ Brian's cats~ movies~ Lord of the Flies~ Cheese sandwich factory~ Smittys~ Holly & her gym~ Andy ~ "you're a brat" ~ "it all started with lunch!"
Joy is what you bring to all
Everything a daughter could be
Sensible, usually
Silly, at times
Inspirational to family & friends
Caring & cool
Always loving!

You are my bright and shining star.
I am so proud of you- in every way.
You are my heart and I love you- MORE!!!
XXXOOO
-Mom

Miss & Pia
Weirdo's Forever
(cool hand)

FRANCE:
REMEMBER WHEN?
MOVIES
IS MY BUREA' OK?
CHICKEN FINGERS
W/HONEY MUSTARD
WHITE OREOS
4 TISSUES
STUFFED ANIMALS
LITTLE VOICE
USED HANDS

OLDER PEOPLE RULE!
LAMB BONES W/JELLY
BOBBY MAGEE
LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
POC ROAST
PUT ON YOUR RAINCOAT
CARROT
SEAN (MAN WHO)
WERE JUST KIDS
TRYING TO HAVE FUN
MOVING THE MOUTH
Rachel,

Your good nature and sweet smiles brighten all of our days. Your extraordinary creativity and talents continually enrich our lives. We love you and are very proud of you. We will always be here for you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Rosa
WAK and SHIM

philb & pierre. sailin'. ugly feet.
mouse ball. hopping/hopping. doggie
magnets. how do i feel today. cow.
blow in guinea pig faces. big nose,
small eyes, thin lips, muscular, hairy.
violet love behind palm tree. frith's
a hottie. round down to 0. when in
knead, i'll handle your dough. herr's
sour cream and onion. rosaline and
helena. serving soup sb and mariah.
ebay. fluffy hair. puppy dog.
rachem. links. edgar allen poe.
pudem. minary. prom. twisting hair.
ive got da powah!. vikas. i brought
you this flower because it's
pretty...and i think you're pretty. car
puddle. yeahyougobaby. oh my lordy.
desperate. weird cousins. jacob.
twice a day or not at all. a rather
tiny girl she is. halloween. double
date. shopping in boston. back at 1.
petri. phone calls from harvard.
definition of a man. our sweet-16s.
"to rachel on her 17th birthday..."
lambchop. are you talking to...me?
quesadillas at applebees. hannibal.
piggyback rides. bliss cat. wenchel.
flexible fred chicken. vera's dresses.
uu-ing. even your grandfather was a
carpenter. thai food. separate
blinkings. torso dimples. vikas/you
fred/me sleepover. are you
comfortable? no. general/ratio. 30
degrees. analogies. flat/bubble. do
you like my hair? ew. ah...conan.
coonie. rachie pooh. road names.
real slick. yoofies. no worries, man...
ICE-SKATING, CRAFT CLUB, FOOD SALES, POST-PROM, PRECALC, CHECKBOOK, FIRST MEETING, NEXT-DOOR NEIGHBORS, BREAKFAST/CUT DAY, OMELET AND TOAST WITH SYRUP, MARIAH MARIAH MARIAH, MARIAH SUCKS, SUMMER 'O1, FISH SCAR, COTILLION, GLITTER, ANTZ, MR. HOWE, SAT, SHARP, MATRIX, MD PLAYER, HALLOWEEN, COUSINS, DANIEL, SALON, V", BALL TRYOUTS, ACS, Poochie, PUZZLE, BUS STOP, RECESS/SANDBOX, LAST-MINUTE PICTURES, TATTOOED EYELIDS, SNORT, AND MORE TO COME...
Cherry Hill East
Ice Hockey Club, Inc.
2001-2002

Varsity Team Picture
Front Row – L to R: Zachary Fesnak, Vincent Grasso, Mike Zusman, Nicholas Giambanis, Kyle Hlavka, Coach Paul Desrochers, Matthew Sedacca, Kevin Desrochers, Steve Glick, Jesse Rom
Top Row – L to R: Andrew Rovinsky, Danny Rose, Philip Park, Gregory Muller, Jim Brown Jr. Jared Sedacca, Brian Buck, Michael Danyo, Jeffrey Yaffa, Jonathan Fichter, Louis Stomel

Junior Varsity Team Picture
Front Row – L to R: Zachary Fesnak, Timothy Woods, Scott Frank, Seth Pearl, Anthony Pezzella, Coach Attilio Ciccotelli, Danny Rose, Ben Singer, Andrew Dickinson, Stephen Chorney
Top Row – L to R: Philip Park, Stephen Traitz, Mike Rosengard, Ryan Berwer, Stephen Liu, Alex Sedkov, Jordan Wallace, Philip Rosen, Jacob Loew, Mark Gelber, Gregory Muller
Cherry Hill East
Ice Hockey Club, Inc.
2001-2002
Congratulations to Our Graduating Seniors!!!

NICHOLAS GIAMBANIS  STEVE GLICK  VINCENT GRASSO

KYLE HLAVKA  MATTHEW SEDACCA  MIKE ZUSMAN
We started at the beginning of the rainbow... in Munchkinland.

Festival of Gold
You spooked all of us!!
We will always take you with US! YOU WERE OUR BEST!!

Concert Choir
Tomorrow, Tomorrow...
It’s only a day away!!

You ARE Delovely!

International Thespian Society

Our love to you always, Mom and Dad
XO

Walk on..., walk on..., with hope in your heart and you’ll never walk alone!!!! We promise!!

The Belles of East
DAY BY DAY we watched you grow!

We could HEAR YOU in Tommy!!

East Singers
Follow your beliefs and you will Inherit The Wind!!

Congratulations, Jake!

We’re So Proud Of You, As Always, You’re Off To A Bright, Exciting Future!!!

We Love You Jake!
Mom, Dad, Scott & Nanny
May your future hold much health and happiness
In college, we wish you much success
Cherish your memories from high school years:
Hockey, guitars, camping, traveling, movies... Accept challenges with eagerness
Embrace your family and friends
Love always and forever.

Believe in your potential
Remember your ethnic and religious upbringing
Always smile, joke, and laugh
Congratulations on your Graduation from East
Hope all your dreams come true!

Love,
Mom & Dad

Mike:
You're the best brother in the world.
Good luck.
Love,
Basia and Joe
Lizzy,
We've been through a lot together. Although a lot of the time we fight over borrowed clothes, having to share a bathroom, privacy, and a lot of other stuff, most of my memories of you are GREAT!! You are always there for me when I have to complain about something and can't find anyone to listen to me, when I need advice (mostly guy related), but most importantly, you are always there when I need a friend! I know I complain about you and you complain about me, but you are the best sister I could have asked for. I am going to miss you SO much when you go off to college.

I know we fight to be the center of attention but you will always be center stage in my life.
I love you Lizzy!
Love, always,
Your little sister Margie
AKA: little welch
FREDERICK ABAG • SHANE ABAG • ROBERT ABELOW
ZACHARY ARD • GABRIELLE ATRAMS • ROSS ARMSTRONG
MATTHEW ACCIANI • PAUL ADELIZZI • JENNIFER ADLER • WENDY
ADLER • JOHN AGNER • SHARIK AHMAD • GRACE AHN • YASMEEN AL
ZUBAYED • LAUREN ANNUNZIATO • RICHARD APPEL • JONATHAN
APPLEBAUM • CLINT ARCANO • DAVID ASH • EDWARD BALSAM • ELIZABETH
BARATTOLO • MAXINE BARISH • MATTHEW BARNUM • MATTHEW BARON • ADAM
BARKS • JEFFREY BATES • VICTORIA BAZ • NAOMI BAUMGARTEN • LAUREN BECKER
OMAR BEIGAS • RACHEL BENNETT • REBECCA BERESIN • JORDAN BERG • STEPHANIE BERGER
MATTHEW BERT • JOHN BERTS • MARK BIJANULLI • CHERYL BILLY • JARED BLACKSTONE
SARAH BLEAVER • ANDREW BLOOM • MICHAEL BODICK • STEVEN BORNFREDLUND • DINA BOTTELL
ALFRED BOWLES • EDWARD BOYCE • JAMES BOYCE • KATIE BOYLE • MICHAEL BRACCH • RICK BRANTON
ERIN BRENNA • EMILY BRENNER • PERRI BRENNER • SEAN BRIELEY • STEVEN BRONSTEIN • CECEIRA
BROOKS • TRUTH BROOKS • LYNN
BROWN • LEE BROWNSTEIN • PAUL BURKARDT • BRIAN BUSSEY • DANIEL
BUTLER • HEATHER BUTLER • LAUREN BUTLER • ANDREW CAMMARATA
THOMAS CARACCOLO • DESIREE CASIMIR • JONATHAN CFTF •
NANDIN CHAKRABARTI • STEPHANIE CHAN • TSUN-WAI CHAN • CHING-JUNG
CHANG • STEPHANIE CHANG • ALLYSON CHEESMAN • MICHAEL CISSARI
JASON CLEARY • ROY CHO • CORNELIUS CHO • JENNIFER CHOI • LISA CHOI • PHILIP CHOI • DANIEL
CHUNG • EUGENIA CHUNG • LINDA CHUNG • REGINALD CINTRON
ANDREW COCHRAN • JOEL COHEN • NEAL COHEN • BRANDON CONVER
JESSICA COPPOL • MARK CORCORAN • STEVEN CORNFORTH • KENNETH
CORSO • ANDRES COTTO • EMILY COYNE • KRISTEN CRIMALDI
RAYMOND CROCE • RYAN CROWLEY • SEAN DAVIS • DEEPAK DAVE • JOHN
DAVIS • MARC DAVIS • KRISTEN DECEY
SOTIRIOS DELMARIS • FRANCESCA DELLA • LUISA DENROCHE • DANNI
DELLI • JULIET DELOZIER • DEREK DENDY • LUCIANO DINNGERI
CATHERD LEONARD • ANDREW DITMANSON • WILLIAM DOBNER
MATTHEW DOYLE • PATRICIA DRASS
EZA DREICH • RICHARD DUBO • JONATHAN DUANE • MICHAEL
DUNCOMBE • WILLIAM EARLEY • POLLY EHLRICH • ANDRIFT ELIOTRIPOLO
ANDREW ELKAN • JAMES ERNST • JEFFREY ETTINGER • ASHLEY EVANS
STEPHANIE EZZI • MARSHA FANG • JACLYN FINBERG • NIGENNI
FINEGAN • ADAM FINKEL • ELIZABETH FIORELLI • JASON FLEGG • JELLY
FORD • BRANDON FOX • GREGORY FRASE • MATTHEW FRANK • BRANDON
FREDERICK • AMANDA FREEDMAN • KIMBERLY FRIEND • ANNETTE GABAY
JOSEPH GABBA • RICHARD GABBA • ANDREW GABBA • JOHN GABBA
CHUNG KING • MICHAEL KLEIN • JOSHUA KLEINMAN • KRISTI KLEINGER • KYLIE KLUMAS • STEVEN KOCH
JESSICA KOLINSKY • CATHERINE KOLODZIE • FALLON KOPF • CYNTHIA KOPPEL • RALEIGH KORFIN
JASON KOSLE • JANE KOWALEVICH • MELODY KRAMER • AMANDA KRAVITZ
LAUREN KREOLFF • KYLE KREINEL • KATHERINE KUENNE • JOSHUA KUZMAN
JENNIFER LACOMBE • BRANDON LAIN • JESSICA LAURIE • MATTHEW LAUW • KEVIN LAYTON
JASON LEFKOWITZ • ADRIANA LEDIGIO • CHARLES LEONARD • TSC MAN LEUNG
JASON LEWIN • JENNIFER LIVY • JESSICA LIVY • JESSICA LIVY • DANI LEWIS • MAN LUNG LI • JASON LIBES • SARAH LINDEN • SARAH LINNERT • PIET ZIU • ZHI LIU
BRYAN LOCKE • HASSELM LOHOME • KEVIN LEE • JENNY LEE • JENNY LIN • SHERRY
YI-TING LU • WEI LU • KRISTIN LUCKMAN • DAVID LUPUS • TAYLOR MACH
ROBERT MARINO • SHIRI REA • ROBERT MCNEAL • CHRISTIAN MCNEAL
SHEREEN MCNENNEY • MARY MCNERNEY • ELENA MEDINA
A portion of the proceeds from all World Beat sales will go directly to the September 11 Jostens Disaster Relief Fund.
“We will rally the world to this cause by our efforts, by our courage. We will not tire, we will not falter and we will not fail.”

—President George W. Bush
California residents endure drastic electricity shortages in the fall. To support energy conservation measures, Jay Leno stages an "unplugged" episode of NBC's "The Tonight Show."

Democrats gain majority control of the Senate for the first time since 1994 when Vermont Senator James Jeffords leaves the Republican Party because of his opposition to President Bush's agenda.

Argentina's economy collapses, sparking deadly anti-government protests and looting as the country reaches an unemployment rate of 12% and a budget deficit of $11 billion.

During a year marked by economic recession, Americans open their hands, and wallets, to much-anticipated IRS rebate checks.

World

Russian President Vladimir Putin and President Bush agree to cut nuclear missile arsenals by nearly two-thirds. Later, Bush unilaterally pulls out of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty to pursue a missile defense system.

Americans face armed guards and tighter check-in procedures as airport security restrictions are heightened following the terrorist attacks on September 11.

Japanese Crown Princess Masako gives birth to a baby girl in December. The birth generates fresh debate about male-only succession to Japan's throne.

Americans face another form of terror when anthrax-laced letters are sent to members of Congress and the media. Five people are killed in the attacks, and clean-up of government buildings costs millions of dollars.
Former Yugoslav leader Slobodan Milosevic faces the International Tribunal in The Hague for U.N. war crimes, including the murder and persecution of ethnic Albanians in Kosovo.

American Airlines Flight 587 crashes into a Queens neighborhood in New York City on November 12, killing all 265 people on board. Structural failure of the plane's tail assembly apparently causes the tragedy.

Violent Israeli-Palestinian confrontations escalate as Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and PLO Leader Yasser Arafat struggle to find an answer to their countries' ongoing hatred for one another.

Twenty-eight youths are arrested for starting bush fires that destroy hundreds of thousands of acres of forest and farmland and kill thousand of koalas and kangaroos in southeast Australia.

Convicted Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh is executed by lethal injection for destroying the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in April 1995, killing 168 people.

After Houston energy giant Enron collapses, thousands lose their life savings, accounting firm Arthur Andersen encounters accusations of unethical practices, and the General Accounting Office sues the Executive Branch for confidential transcripts in its investigation of the scandal.

The U.S. welcomes overwhelming support and aid from dedicated allies in Operation Enduring Freedom, including Great Britain's Prime Minister Tony Blair.

U.S. and allied forces mount Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, driving the repressive Taliban regime from power.

President Bush establishes a new cabinet position, Director of Homeland Security, to coordinate the fight against domestic terrorism. Former Pennsylvania governor Tom Ridge becomes the first incumbent.

As Operation Enduring Freedom begins, the U.S. military airdrops food rations to the starving people of Afghanistan.
Scientists at Massachusetts General Hospital discover that beauty triggers a brain response in men that is similar to reactions to cocaine and money.

President Bush approves stem cell research, but only on cells already extracted. The research is highly controversial because extracting the cells kills human embryos.

Scientists report that vast fields of carbon dioxide ice are eroding from the poles of Mars. Over time, this could possibly prompt the return of water to the Red Planet.

In November, stargazers are treated to a spectacular shooting star display as the Leonid meteor shower returns after a 33-year absence.

Combination PDAs and cellular phones take portable communication to the next level of convenience.

American surgeons in New York perform the first remote control surgery. Signals sent through fiber-optic lines enable robotic surgical arms to operate on a gallbladder patient in France.
On November 7, the supersonic Concorde airplane flies for the first time since the July 2000 crash that killed 113 people. Flight F002 travels from Paris to New York in just under four hours.

Dr. Judson Somerville donates his own DNA to researchers who produce the first cloned human embryo.

Scientists in Argentina discover several 80-million-year-old unhatched dinosaur eggs with petrified dinosaur embryos inside.

Apple releases the sleek new iPod, allowing users to store up to 1,000 digital song files for on-the-go enjoyment.

The MR2 camera pill allows doctors to examine the inside of the human intestine without surgery. Patients swallow the "pill," which transmits digital images to a data recorder.

A new class of giant squid is discovered. The new squid can grow to lengths of 25 feet, and has fins and 10 spidery arms with elbows.

The Segway Human Transporter, a gyro-controlled scooter invented by Dean Kamen, is tested by police and postal workers in several states.

The AbioCor, the world’s first fully implantable artificial heart, is given to 59-year-old Robert Toots. Sadly, Toots passes away in December from unrelated causes.
The American economy enters a recession in March 2001, and the situation worsens significantly after September 11. Unemployment rises to its highest rate in six years.

Winnie the Pooh, fondly known by countless children and adults as “the tubby little cubby all stuffed with fluff,” celebrates his 75th birthday.

Popular shoemaker Vans releases a shoe of a different color—white shoes that turn yellow, pink or blue in the sunlight.

Summer camps that teach skills to prepare children for the business world become popular with career-conscious kids and parents.

M&M/MARS acknowledges the growing Hispanic American population with a new M&M’s flavor “dulce de leche,” the caramelized sweetened condensed milk mixture popular in Latin America.

Hollywood pledges support for New York after the September 11 terrorist attacks by making a variety of “I Love NY” fashion statements.

Reacting against sexuality in advertising, music and the arts, young men and women across America join the “true love waits” movement.

In the new arcade game Dance Dance Revolution, players watch a dance pattern onscreen and duplicate the moves on a corresponding dance floor.
↑ Hoping to perpetuate its mystique with motorcycle fans, Harley-Davidson unveils the V-Rod, its first new "hog" in a half-century.

↓ Teens across the country are on a roll with retro-style roller skates and the newest fad: shoes with retractable wheels.

↑ The Journal of the American Medical Association reports that childhood obesity has reached epidemic proportions thanks in part to larger fast food servings and in-school soda machines.

↑ Cover Girl turns lips into a work of art with LipArt. The new fad comes complete with stencils, a freestyle lip brush and 26 shades for creating unique lip designs.

↑ Extreme soda drinkers receive another huge jolt of caffeine as Mountain Dew introduces its newest beverage—cherry-flavored Code Red.

↑ Bobbleheads make a comeback, representing not only sports figures but also pop music superstars such as *NSYNC.

← Topps releases an "Enduring Freedom" card set featuring portraits and bios of many leaders involved, including President Bush and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld.

↓ At 10:45 a.m. September 11, Fox News Channel introduces the headline ticker. Other networks follow, creating a non-stop flood of headlines. Each "crawl" rotates nearly 80 headlines in a 7- to 15-minute loop.

← The American flag shows up anywhere and everywhere as patriots across the country display their support for U.S. troops battling in Operation Enduring Freedom.
Entertainment

- Shrek and Donkey, voiced by Mike Myers and Eddie Murphy, hit the theaters to teach a valuable lesson about true love in Shrek.

- MTV, the first television network devoted exclusively to popular music, celebrates its 20th anniversary.

- CBS's "Late Show with David Letterman" helps people cope with their emotions in the weeks after the September 11 terrorist attacks.

- Russell Crowe receives his third straight Oscar nomination for Best Actor with his challenging role as a paranoid schizophrenic in A Beautiful Mind.

- 1970s Swedish band Abba enjoys revival in the Broadway smash hit Mamma Mia! The musical features three intertwined love stories and over 20 of Abba's greatest hits.

- The Emmy Awards for Best Actress and Best Supporting Actress in a Comedy go to CBS's "Everybody Loves Raymond" stars Patricia Heaton and Doris Roberts.

- The WB scores a flyaway hit with "Smallville," the story of Superman's high school years. The show stars newcomer Tom Welling as the young Superman.

- Actor Josh Hartnett solidifies his role as a leading man in Hollywood with a pair of blockbuster war movies: Pearl Harbor and Black Hawk Down.
Entertainers and major TV networks come together in historic fashion for the "Amercia: A Tribute to Heroes" telethon, raising over $150 million for September 11 relief efforts.

Nintendo's Gamecube and Microsoft's X-Box enter the video game market to compete with Sony's smash-hit PlayStation 2.

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, the first movie of J.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy trilogy, receives 13 Oscar nominations including Best Picture.

Steven Spielberg and Tom Hanks collaborate to produce the 10-episode HBO World War II epic Band of Brothers, based on the best-selling book by Stephen Ambrose.

Kiefer Sutherland stars in Fox's Golden Globe winner "24." The show is delivered in two dozen real-time episodes based on one action-packed day in the life of fictional CIA agent Jack Bauer.

Popular WB TV series "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" receives rave reviews for presenting an entire episode as a musical.

The highly anticipated movie Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone sets records for opening weekend, and first, second and third place single-day box-office totals.

Sony Pictures, Warner Bros., Universal, MGM and Paramount movie studios discuss the joint creation of Movielink—the first Internet-based downloadable movie rental system.
**Music**

- Popular rapper Ja Rule is nominated for the 2002 NAACP Image Awards Outstanding Hip-Hop/Rap Artist for the song “Livin’ It Up.”

- Singer/actress Aaliyah is killed in a private plane crash in the Bahamas. During her eight-year career, Aaliyah released three hit CUs and appeared in several feature films.

- Musicians join together for several concerts, including The Concert for New York City, to pay tribute to the victims and raise money for recovery efforts after the September 11 terrorist attacks.

- The music from the hit movie *O Brother, Where Art Thou?* becomes country music’s top-seller for 2001 and receives a Grammy nomination for Album of the Year.

- Neil Young’s song “Let’s Roll” celebrates the spirit of the passengers who overtook hijackers on Flight 93 in Pennsylvania on September 11.

- Colombian music sensation Shakira brings her high-energy Latin pop to the U.S. with her first English-language album, *Laundry Service*.

- To benefit AIDS research and September 11 relief efforts, U2’s Bono recruits musicians to record Marvin Gaye’s “What’s Going On.” Participating artists include Nelly Furtado, Fred Durst, Gwen Stefani, Moby and many more.

- Modern rock group Incubus storms onto the music scene with the release of the widely acclaimed album *Morning View*.
Irish rock group U2's Elevation Tour is the top-grossing tour of the year, earning U2 the title of Band of the Year from both Spin and Rolling Stone magazines.

Alicia Keys wins two American Music Awards for Favorite New Artist in both the Pop/Rock and Soul/R&B categories for her debut release Songs in A Minor.

Fatboy Slim wins six MTV Video Music Awards for his video for the song "Weapon of Choice," featuring a dancing Christopher Walken.

Country singer Tim McGraw wins five Billboard Music Awards, including Country Album of the Year for Greatest Hits.

Limp Bizkit guitarist Wes Borland leaves the band to pursue his own musical career.

Legendary Beatles' guitarist George Harrison, the so-called "Quiet Beatle," dies after a three-year battle with cancer.

Rock bands like P.O.D. use their faith to help bring the Christian rock/pop music message into the mainstream music scene.

Australian female string quartet Bond reaches the top of the U.S. classical album charts — despite being blacklisted from the U.K. chart for sounding too similar to pop music.
The 14-point underdog New England Patriots shock NFL viewers by kicking a dramatic last-second field goal to upset the St. Louis Rams 20-17 in Super Bowl XXXVI.

Michael Jordan, 38, returns to the NBA with the Washington Wizards. Jordan fills arenas nationwide and propels the previously doormat Wizards to instant respectability with an over-500 record.

Swedish golf superstar Annika Sorenstam wins the 2001 money title, eight tournaments and Player of the Year, and sets over 30 LPGA records, including the all-time low score of 59.

The Arizona Diamondbacks stun the New York Yankees to win the World Series with a two-run rally in the bottom of the ninth inning of Game 7.

San Francisco's Barry Bonds makes baseball history with 73 home runs and an astounding slugging percentage of .863—both all-time records.

After her team loses only five games all season, playoff MVP Lisa Leslie leads the Los Angeles Sparks over the Charlotte Sting to win the 2001 WNBA Championship.


In July, Dale Earnhardt Jr. wins the Pepsi 400 in Daytona, Florida. Ironically, Earnhardt's victory comes on the same track where his father died just five months earlier.

In November, NASCAR superstar Jeff Gordon wins his fourth Winston Cup Championship.

Sports
Former Georgia high school homecoming queen Ashley Martin becomes the first female to score in Division I-AA college football by kicking three extra points for Jacksonville State.

The Colorado Avalanche skate to victory in the 2001 NHL Finals against the New Jersey Devils, marking the first Stanley Cup win for 20-year veteran Ray Bourque.

Future Hall of Famers Tony Gwynn, Mark McGwire and Cal Ripken Jr. all retire from major league baseball at the end of the 2001 season.

The NFL season begins on a tragic note when Minnesota Vikings tackle Korey Stringer collapses at practice and dies a day later from heatstroke complications.

In 2001, superstars Kobe Bryant and Shaquille O'Neal propel the Los Angeles Lakers to their second straight NBA title.

America welcomes athletes from all over the world to Salt Lake City, Utah, to compete in the 2002 Winter Olympics.

On their way to an undefeated season and undisputed NCAA Football national championship, the Miami Hurricanes roll over the Nebraska Cornhuskers 37-14 in the 2002 Rose Bowl.

In the first Saturday night women's U.S. Open final, tennis ace Venus Williams defeats her younger sister Serena 6-2, 6-4.
An estimated 350 search-and-rescue dogs brave fire, dehydration, toxic fumes and rubble collapse as they comb the World Trade Center wreckage for survivors and victims.

Terrorist mastermind Osama bin Laden tops the FBI’s most wanted list for his role in the September 11 terrorist attacks.

Sarah Jane Olson, once known as Kathleen Soliah, is charged with domestic terrorism as a member of the Symbionese Liberation Army in the 1970s and sentenced to 20 years to life.

Hired as campus spokesman for First USA Bank, New Jersey high school seniors Chris Barrett and Luke McCabe become the first students to finance their college educations through corporate sponsorship.

New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani makes many public appearances in an effort to make New Yorkers and all Americans less afraid to return to normalcy after September 11.

Faces

Actress/singer Jennifer Lopez marries dancer-choreographer Cris Judd in September.

Wendy’s founder and familiar television figure Dave Thomas succumbs to liver cancer at age 69.

NBC’s TV game show “The Weakest Link” gains popularity thanks to the assertive demeanor of British hostess Anne Robinson.

John Walker Lindh, a 20-year-old California native, becomes a prisoner of war after he is found in Afghanistan fighting for the Taliban forces. As a U.S. citizen, Walker may face charges of treason.

The future king of England, Prince William of Wales, 19, enters the University of St. Andrews in southeastern Scotland.